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IT’S IN THE FAN! 

Asthisnewweekdawnsasanyothertomost 
ofyou,itshallalsomostlikelybetheIASTasyou 
havelmownitl Ihavewaitedtogiveyouthis 
upcomingworduntilthesourcesofinformation 
couldbegleanedfIomatleastfivesepamte 
inputs+ven though no one will take re- 
sponsiiilitybecauseoftoomanychangesinpast 
c3qxrience. Iamfacedwiththesamething, 
chelas-81 give you “PIANS” you take it and 
soontheseVLAN~becomeVIatonn’splans”, 
somehow. I obserw+I do not plan your eco 
nomic or social event4 

I VERIFY THAT THIS IS TRUE 
I SUGGESI’ YOU TAKE PERSONAL AC- 

TION AND, NO, rl” IS NOT 
%lY’sruFF 

On the 23rd of October President Bush 

signed into executive order a shut-down of 
all banks ‘for holiday’. That was to have 
come with a collapse of the fmancial insti- 
tutions in the U.S. on October 28,1992- 
right on the schedule given to you prior 
to this. 

N~wehaveinf&mationfIowingof 
which1wuI0nIygiveyoubriefstatement. 
It was intended that swed people be 
assassinated (murdered) onIy days (3) be- 
fare election. Bush headed the Iist to be 
followed by both Raelen and Gunther 
Russbacher AND Stich, who would in turn, 
bebIamedforthemissionofassa&nation 
ofsaidBush. This didnot,obviousIy, come 
off but it is uncover ed and we shaIl write 
about it as soon as the docum entation 
arrives-1 shalI not place my scribe at 
further xisk over this matter. 

BANK CLOSURES 

As planned this minute, ALL banks will 

f A Very Special ’ 
Seuson ‘s Greetings 

Card Enclosed 
For Our Regular 

Family Of 
Subscribers. 

\ See Pages 18-19 , 

be closed as of Monday 23rd November (a 
week from today). This ‘holiday” is planned 
to be in force for three full weeks! There 
will, in addition, be a MASSIVE trade-out of 
currency and all wilI be checked against 
the computer records within the banks for 
income tax checking, confiscation and/or 
fming of persons with unaccounted cash 
and/or deposits. 

It appears at this time (although this 
has had to be postponed prior to this 
because of news such as ‘this” ‘hitting 
the public”) that all currency (paper) will 
be exchanged at once. The new currency is 
now stockpiled in the banks. This WILL 
happen-ifnot November 23, then some 
time soon. 

In addition, all federal ‘food stamps” 
will be changed out so if any of you put 
aside a few stamps ‘against a rainy day”- 
it is raining1 Use them prior to next Mon- 
day for you will not be allowed to turn in for 
exchange more than one month’s credit. 
With all transactions IDENTIFICATION 
WILL BE REQUIRED AND ENTERED INTO 
A CENTRAL COMPUTER. 

YOU ONES WHO THOUGHT ALL THE 
PHONE LINE CONNECTIONS HAD TO DO 
WITH SPYING, ETC.-NO, IT HAS TO DO 
WITH TOTAL HOOKUP OF ALL REGU- 
LATED COMPANIES-I.E., TITLE COMPA- 
NIES, ETC. 

Please see BANIS, page 37 

‘THE PHOENLXLIBERATOR Is Not Published By And Has No ASliatik kth 
America west Airlincs. Inc.” 
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The Ruby Creek Sabotage 
Expose Of A Political Pied Piper 

11/g/92 #3 HATONH 

PERSONAL MESSAGE OF GRATITUDE 

From Doris: I’m given a minute here 
before I continue in today’s writings. I have 
no thoughts yet, about next moves and 
how to survive in this ongoing legal night- 
mare-but my heart, and I speak also in 
behalf of E.J., is so filled with gratitude for 
the caring messages and help in our per- 
sonal problems. I don’t know how to longer 
“fight” or struggle with the Beast, neither 
can we *quit”. I cannot imagine in my 
more sane moments of conscious thought, 
how we ever came to this point in our 
beloved and wondrously gifted country. I 
don’t remember ‘volunteering” for any- 
thing-certainly nothing ‘great” or ‘pro- 
found” and ifwe, in some way, have served 
in such-it is truly of higher source and not 
of our own. The entire work is so “re- 
moved” from me that I cannot relate to it in 
any personal way-I, too, SEE it and the 
literal callouses in the very palms of my 
hands prove the physical experience to 
me-but I look upon the books and cannot 
recall even the titles of a tenth of them. 

I suppose we all continue to try to live in 
our little bubbles, unbelieving that any 
intentional damage or harm would come to 
us in this wondrous nation-this wonder- 
ful #nation under God with liberty and 
justice for all”. 

My heart feels as ifit be broken (perhaps 
smashed would be better choice of words) 
but it is truly not the property in point-for 
that is but a “thing and moving is simply 
such a great, great inconvenience. It is the 
realization, even though I write of things 
daily, that there is NOTHING one can do 
against this that has come upon us. We are 
62 yrs. now and all is taken from us of 
material “things”. But what of our chil- 
dren? What of yours? What of our grand- 
children-where shall they go and what 
can they do? We had the glory and the 
prize--and we gave it away and turned 
away from God who constantly tried to tell 
us how it,would be if we continued. 

No remorse of personal nature comes in 
here--because we realized not that we had 
a purpose or task-it just happened like 
everything ajust happens”. Now, where do 
you go? We cannot go back into ‘unknow- _ - _ -. 

sibility. I think I begin to see ever so slightly ponder that question, that we have gained 
the path which had to be walked by our far more from them than they shall ever 
Great Teacher and Brother so long ago. I have gotten from us. I am only com- 
think he simply found no alternative to his passionate for the others who fall into their 
plight. Strangely enough-it is too late to traps. What “they” do only confirms the 
turn even away from God for the deed is total reality of the Truth being gifted to us: 
already done in the human expression as I don’t for the life of me understand, why 
far as our “selves” are concerned and me? Why us? But on a day like today I 
besides, we see HIM every day-every admit, I feel incapable of the task at hand 
minute and HE HAS FAILED US NOT ONE for I can’t really SEE how to get it done. 
IOTA-AND SHALLNOT. It is themoment’s Perhaps we never shall as WE think it 
self-pity overwhelmed by the LOVE and should be-but I must trust to God that 
caring of you out there who give us some- HIS plan is magnificent and covers all 
thing for which we already feel only privi- things-for I see it working-as we hear 
lege to share and ajoumey in which we are back from you friends across the nation 
just participants. and around the world-for we are just ALL 

We can “buy” a tiny bit of ‘time” here children of our Creator and He has contin- 
by trying for another bankruptcy as this ued to remind us-frequently-THAT 
‘nightmare” has gone on for so long we WHEN WE THINK WE HAVE EXHAUSTED 
actually become, ytimewise”, eligible to go ALL OPPORTUNITIES-WE HAVEN’T! As a 
through it again. But that is but days of matter of fact, as I sit here in my self- 
‘grace” and it becomes obvious that, as is, wallowing hole-it comes into attention 
the courts are already set to destroy us-if that ‘if the RTC is a representative of the 
not physically then surely ‘legally and Federal government (good or bad) and thus 
devastatingly. is a part of that Federal system-would 

Let me just assure all of you that we that not possibly make it feasible to go right 
have been =guided” magnificently and it is to the Supreme Court of the United States? 
ONLY our meagre ‘things” under the glass Is anyone out there with such legal knowl- 
and available for the taking. The rest of all edge as to comment on that? Not just 
activities and the writings are secure, sepa- whether it *should” be, but whether or not 
rate and “they” have not been able to even it “is” an option? Hatonn told us in the 
begin to pierce the veils. We have listened beginning of this struggle that ‘this case 
and we have acted and there has been will make it all the way to the Supreme 
nothing of physical nature in the form of Court” and now, I wonder, if it might be 
property other than this personal litigated “now”. 
property in question. I guess I too have to realize that alone I 

I suppose if we get enough physical help am nothing but that the strength we need 
in time to move the mess of 60 years, we flows from that which we are willing to 
can continue our writing in a motel room or accept as we release our own restrictions. 
from the street if necessary-providing a At any rate, I thank you friends for allowing 
friend will allow us to use his curb and a me to unburden the load just a bit while the 
long extension cord! ‘kick in the teeth* hurt subsides a little. 

Can ‘they” simply ‘kill” us? If we E.J. never changes-just says it will work 
release our shelter of God, I suppose but out if we just hold direction. The problem 
theyhavetried that somany timesit is but with me is I just can’t seem to see the 
a ‘rerun”-so, who knows? When it be- “directionl. I don’t paddle well because it 
comes %me~ I guess it is ‘time”, we leave seems that, any more, I don’t know how to 
that to God. do anything except type and that is only 

Our problems are no greater than any that I now make lots of errorsvery rapidly. 
“other’s’*nly different-just as our ‘job” Moreover, friends, I have to turn it over and 
is only diRerent. Certainly, THIS DAY, it release it unto my higher guides and teach- 
surely beats Randy Weaver’s! ers and thus, to God-because it beats me 

I am asked if I can forgive the ones who all to heck as I realize I haven’t the foggiest 
have deliberately betrayed and helped de- notion about the next step. I do, within, 
stroy us and I can’t even equate avalue on feel it is in safe hands either way. 
@e experience. I honestly think, as I I do think that I would like to ‘suffer” a 
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while longer but Commander suggests we 
get on with our work for if our “time” is cut 
short because of this we shall not get out 
that which MUST go. So, what the heck- 
He is lots bigger than me and has offered so 
I think I’ll let him have it. Besides, I think 
I like the idea of the U.S. Supreme Court. I 
wonder if they will throw two old people out 
in the street? I wonder if it is really good 
politics to do so. I think we should at least 
find out, don’t you? 

It IS really great to be in this position 
after all, for when there is nothing more to 
lose-you aren’t bogged down by consider- 
ations of losses. 

Thank you for allowing me to receive my 
own guidance in these few minutes for I too 
have no other way to learn and receive. 

*** 
This next was the hardest thing that I, 

Doris, have ever had to read and consider 
as possibility. I plead to God to let it not be 

: true but my bottom-line soul level tells me 
there is much truth in it. Then Com- 
mander has asked that we run the cross 
correspondence just prior to election. [See 

i the 11/ 12/ 92 # 1 writings later on in this 
LIBERATOR. ] There was always, for years, 

: total recognition and sharing between Col. 
Gritz and Commander Hatonn and I was 
totally in love with this Green Beret “sav- 
ioi”. I can only hope that he can square 
away things and actions with God for the 
pain of watching this following unfold is, by 

i- far, more painful and difficult than the 
thought or inconvenience of losing a piece 
of stucco and wood. We already get Food 
Stamps so what else is new? But if it turns 
out that we were actually set up by this 
Commander Green Beret for further tur- 
moil and downfall as a nation-I think my 
heart cannot bear it. 

As Commander Hatonn always does in 
protection of us who serve, he allows docu- 
ments from elsewhere to come forth so that 
we do not stand the firing squad alone. I 
think we have to just put this aside also 
and move on and allow this to take its own 
course because if we are going to reclaim 
any part of our nation and Constitution we 
have to do so in spite of possibilities-the 
worms will surface but we cannot wait. I do 
think that someone is going to have to 
convince Perot that Commander Hatonn is 
exactly who he says he is and somehow 
make this connection in joint venture for it 
is time to sort the real patriots from the 
pretenders and if one such as Perot can 
give us entry-we CAN RECLAIM THIS 

.* NATION, I AM SURE OF IT. I can only 
thank from the bottom of my heart. Bo 
Gritz, for the gift of KNOWING what T*. :s 

._ a nation CAN DO under the CONSI’: U- 
:< TION. Pray, friends, that we have time. As 

a personal issue, however, I guess that, . 
within, I resent now the $15,000 we loaned 

expensive. I hope that, through us, many 
of you didn’t lose greatly. I- do know that 
what we gained far outweighs any costs- 
but gosh, it gets old, doesn’t it? We have to 
cling to the knowing that God’s plan is 
perfect and allow it to unfold-but patience 
is not one of my finer traits. 

The following is total copy but I am 
asked that I step aside and Commander 
will present this information so that he can 
comment if he chooses. For the interim 
time here, we will leave the source, the 
writer and the publication in which this 
has been presented, unstated. The person 
in point is under total physical attack from 
many sides and we must not damage a 
brother. We are asked, however, to run the 
information so it is not simply a “randomA 
writing. 

Commander Hatonn has not given any 
verification of this material one way or 
another-he has, however, given us bits of 
this information right along and so I, at 
least, am caused to consider it most care- 
fully. I shall sign-off now with great appre- 
ciation for allowing ME, Doris, to dump on 
you a while. Thank you. 

QUOTING: 

THE RUBY CREEK SABOTAGE 
THE EXPOS& OF A POLITICAL 

PLW PIPER 

There is evidence that the US Gov- 
ernment intends to destroy all White power 
movements, especially in this country. Any 
White person who resents even mildly our 
government’s anti-White policy is a threat 
to government, whether or not he so con- 
siders himself, and he must be destroyed. 
[H: Note this refers to ALL such in- 
stances-not just Supremacy groups. 
This basically has nothing to do with 
uwhitesn or Uother”-it has everything 
to do with causing great racial uprisings 
and a negating of all freedom of speech 
or thought by all citizens in the United 
States. Herein we won’t take up the 
subject of race for %ace” as such has 
NOTHING to do with this AND only sets 
the stage for this which will follow in 
these writings in process.] 

been asked to analyze the Randy Weaver 
incident of August, 1992. There are three 
parts to this complex story: Randy Weaver, 
the US Government, and Bo Gritz. The 
treachery of the government against Weaver 
is pretty well known by now and more 
comes out every day from the legal maneu- 
vering in Boise, but there is obviously 
much more to the nightmare at Ruby Creek 
than shotgun barrels which were l/4 inch 
too short. Weaver had been ordered to spy 
on the Aryan Nations Church. Weaver, a 
veteran of the CIA’s Special Forces, who 
was therefor expected to follow orders, 
refused. The short shotgun charge was 
intended as pressure to force compliance 
with the order to spy. It failed and this set 
in motion a murder plan which included 
the entire Weaver family. Six (and pos- 
sibly eight) highly trained snipers of the US 
Marshal’s Service, wearing camouflage, 
blackface and body armor and bearing a 
variety of fully automatic, high-powered 
weapons, stealthily approached the house 
without a warrant. One of these, William 
Degan, was the most highly decorated 
deputy in USMS history, but he had evi- 
dently been invohred in an investigation 
of corruption in the USMS back East. It 
now appears that they may have wanted 
Degan killed by his own men and the 
blame for it placed on Weaver as fustifl- 
cation for his death . Deputy marshals 
Roderick and Cooper, both snipers, have 
already testified that there was concern 
about the snipers hitting each other during 
the back-shooting of little Sam Weaver, age 
13. Gerry Spence, Weaver’s illustrious 
attorney, is reported to have a witness in 
protective custody who just happened to 
be in those woods on Friday, 2 1 August, 
and who saw deputy marshals deliberately 
shoot Degan twice, killing him with the 
second shot. 

This is made obvious by merely read- 
ing the papers, but I (the author) have been 
told of this priority by a former high-rank- 
ing, 28-year veteran of CIA who attempted 
to “go straight” and who is now sitting in 
prison for his efforts. We also have evi- 
dence from the January, 1991 edition of 
the FBI’s Law EnfomementBu2letinin which 
Deputy Director Floyd Clark admits that 
the Bureau’s goal is to destroy the White 
racial movements. So we may consider 
ourselves enemies of the state regardless of 
our having thought about it, or not. Of . . 

Regarding Weaver, it is reported that 
he, too, had been involved in an investiga- 
tion of corruption while in Special Forces at 
Ft. Bragg, NC. He was reportedly a witness 
to drug crimes allegedly committed by a 
well known Green Beret officer and this 
may be‘related to the recent outrage com- 
mitted against him and his family. 

END OF QUOTING FOR THIS SITTING, 
TO BE CONTINUED. 

*** 
Dharma, please close this as you arc - ‘ 

: him early on to .get his. phones, ,etc.,- _ course,, marry of, our people, @ve, ‘been, needed, elsewhere. We sFa.ll continue this 
because lawyers and courts are awfully tamed by government” propaganda in & we move afdiig**Jtist Hole strbn&‘St?.; 4 
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schools, television, radio, books, movies, 
etc. They will not resist government’s 
moves to ruin the White race but in the 
meanwhile through actions, the other races 
will first be the biggest “losers”. There is a 
growing number of us who will not submit 
and the government has therefore targeted 
us for liquidation. 

For the purpose of this article I have 
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dents, for if not “We”-“Who”? I salute 
you and I am grateful for you who serve in 
spite of- the obstacles and to those who 
continue to support and love in the midst 
of battle. There are many forms of “battle” 
just as there are many kinds of “warriorsn. 
Ye are blessed for you are the true warriors 
in God’s battle. Thank you. 

Hatonn to stand aside. Salu. 

11/10/92 #l HATONN 

Rubt! Creek Sabotaqe 
(continued) 

QUOTING: 

The thrust of this article, however, 
centers on the mysterious CIA functionary, 
Lt. Col. James “Bo” Gritz of the Green 
;derets. Gritz has been caught in a number 
of lies before and since his appearance at 
Ruby Creek. For example, earlier, at his 
bizarre trial in Las Vegas on the charge of 
‘misuse of a passport”, Gritz writes in his 
book, CulZed To Serve, that the wrong charge 
was brought against him-one that techni- 
cally couldn’t be prosecuted. But, Gritz 
says in his public appearances that the 
jury acquitted him and that the jurors put 
their arms around him, saying, “Go get 
‘em, Bo!” On page 428 of his book he writes 
that Ross Perot was prepared (as a last 
resort) to testify that Perot and George 
Bush agreed, in the Vice President’s office, 
to send Gritz to Burma in 1986. Nowhere 
else in the chapters regarding the Burma 
(drug) trips does Gritz admit this, if it is 
true. But, it leads one to think that they are 
going to protect the legend that was being 
built around Bo Gritz-a legend that made 
him the ostensible (supposed) enemy of 
George Bush. The US Attorney for Nevada, 
William Maddox, thoughtfully told us on 
television that George Bush had called him 
on the telephone and told him to “get Bo 
Gritz” (but on the wrong charge). One of 
Gritz’s friends told me that Gritz was wrong 
on the reason he was “acquitted”: The 
passport charge should have been tried in 
the city where the “crime” occurred, namely 
Los Angeles, and that was the reason the 
judge threw it out. The US Attorney for Los 
Angeles refused to prosecute, and Gritz’ 
reputation grew mighty in the patriot move- 
ment under the mistaken impression that 
a jury had validated Gritz’ MIA hunting on 
phony passports. The truth was that the 
passports had been supplied TO HIM BY 
ELEMENTS OF THE US GOVERNMENT. 

In an attempt to clarify this matter I 
called William Maddox at his law offices in 
Reno. Oddly, he speaks well of Gritz, who 
he says was “very brave to go into that 
looney’s cabin in Idaho.” He said, how- 
ever, that he couldn’t remember exactly 
the reason for Grit2 acquittal by the 
iudee other than the fact that the wrong 

charge was filed. How about the venue? 
He agreed that the venue was probably 
incorrect, too-that it should have been 
tried in Los Angeles. Who originally brought 
the charge against Gritz? “One of my 
assistants-I can’t remember his name. I 
took over the case because it was very 
sensitive and I have a high security clear- 

)) Regarding the telephone call from 
iz, Maddox laughed, “That was a joke! 
I was tired; I’d had no sleep for two days 
and I was trying to be sarcastic about this 
thing... I think there’s even a video tape of 
me saying something about Bush, but I 
didn’t say what they say I did...” 

“Now Bill,” I said patiently, “1”ve 
seen that video tape and as I remember it, 
a reporter sticks a microphone in your face 
and asks if you regret bringing the charge 
against Gritz. And you shrug and say, 
‘George Bush called me on the telephone 
and told me to get Bo Gritz.’ And the 
reporter says, ‘So you’re denying that?‘and 
you say, ‘I said, George Bush called me and 
told me to get Bo Gritz!” 

“Well,” said Maddox, “I don’t re- 
member saying it that way.. . As I said, I was 
being sarcastic. I’ve never talked to George 
Bush in my life!” 

‘Okay, Bill,” I said. “Now, were you 
fired because of his acquittal?” 

“No, I wasn’t fired because of it... 
There were [some politicians] who didn’t 
want me as US Attorney-but I wasn’t 
fired.” 

There is no doubt that Maddox was 
lying to me. There is little doubt that Gritz’ 
trial was an intentional loser. 

If you read Gritz’ book carefully you 
will see that his original mission from Lt. 
Gen. Aaron of DIA was to check reports 
that Americans were still alive in SE Asia- 
not to bring any Americans home. His 
strangely worded orders from Ross Perot 
were to go over there, investigate and then 
come home and tell Perot that no Ameri- 
cans were still alive. That was in the late 
1970s. 

By 1981 Gritz wanted to train men 
for MIA hunting. He found a man, George 
Brooks of New Windsor, New York, whose 
son, Nick, had been missing since being 
shot down in 1970. Gritz got Mr. Brooks to 
fly them down to a ranch near Tampa 
which would be Grit-z’ ‘training camp”. 
Gritz hinted that there was someone who 
would put up $200,000 but that he was 
dragging his feet. Mr. Brooks saw no 
equipment or other indication of training 
but there were fifteen or so men who sup- 
posedly would be trained by Gritz. Mr. 
Brooks then wrote Gritz a check for 
$20,000. At the time, he says, he was only 
making about $2 1,000 per year, but felt 
that any amount was expendable to re- 
cover his son. [H: E.J. and George:-what 
do you suppose your REAL chances are 
of recoverinn the $15.0003 It would 
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partially pay the bond, to hold your 
home, wouldn’t it? Strange loyalties are 
birthed in the evil cartel, aren’t there? 
More strange now, comes the widespread 
accounting that George is MORE THAN 
(whatever that means) one of “them” 
and withholds contributions, etc. Is 
this true? Chelas, mine is not to spoon- 
feed you longer for your teeth have 
grown and you must learn to use the 
fork. It is easy enough to find out these 
things. Relationships must be built on 
“trust” and if one party or the other is 
not honest or honorable, then eventu- 
ally the Truth will “out”. I make no 
comment about a man’s business but it 
is obvious that if one can project the 
WORD, so too can he slow it. Chelas, 
further, can you blame the right hand 
for not knowing what the left hand is 
doing when the hands are no longer 
attached to the single body? It is for you 
to discern-not for me to cast doubts or 
blame.] 

Then he (Mr. Brooks) went home, 
believing that the secret training would 
now begin and a rescue operation for nor 
only his son but for other young men would 
be mounted. Soon after his return home he 
was shocked to learn that Gritz had invited 
a reporter for the Washington Post into the 
camp. The story was revealed and the 
“training” came to an abrupt halt. Mr. 
Brooks had promised the “trainees” that, 
if anything went wrong, not huving this sort 
of thing in mid, he would pay their fares 
home. Well, they all wanted to go home and 
this cost him an additional eight thousand 
bucks. 

Some have charged Gritz with delib- 
erately interfering with sincere attempts to 
rescue American POWs. Bob Keplinger, a 
former Green Beret and longtime friend of 
Gritz, says that Gritz appeared on a televi- 
sion program and revealed Keplinger’s mis- 
sion to rescue two American pilots from 
Vietnam in 1992. The problem was that 
Keplinger was conducting the operation in 
Vietnam at the time! When Keplinger got 
home, after nearly being caught, and con- 
fronted Gritz with his deadly treachery, 
Gritz denied it. So Keplinger obtained 
video tape of the program and sent it to 
Gritz for an apology, which was grudgingly 
given. Therefore, a picture is emerging of a 
dangerous, deceptive and treacherous in- 
dividual. 

A good indicator of Gritz’ character 
and true loyalty is given to us by Gritz 
himself... In his second interview with Khun 
Sa, the Burmese heroin lord, Gritz listened 
as various US government officials were 
named as receivers of Khun Sa’s heroin. 
Gritz interrupted the secretary just after 
Deputy Defense Secretary Richard 
Armitage’s name was read. Gritz admits in 
his book (p, 373) that he did this deliber- 
ately, fearing that the next name he might 
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logically hear would be that of his boss, many of the thousands of key individuals Within a year of his first appearance before 
friend and mentor, Erich von Marbod, con- murdered by CIA’s Green Berets in the them Gritz announced that he had joined 
sidering the tight relationship between Phoenix Program and by these other killing that faith. He later denied this conversion 
Armitage and Marbod. Two of his associ- teams were definitely not Communists. when he announced his candidacy for presi- 
ates later criticized him, he writes, for They were simply considered enemies of dent on the Populist ticket. Hisspokesmen 
possibly preventing George Bush from be- OSS/CIA’s future plans for Indochina. now say that Gritz’ religion is a combina- 
ing named. The Green Berets were and are sol- tion of Mormon, Baptist and Identity teach- 

It is possible that, from this attempt diers of the CIA’s private army, the Special ings-a mixture guaranteed to lead to in- 
to shield Erich von Marbod and perhaps Forces. Special Forces was designed by sanity if not widespread acceptance with 
others from exposure, Gritz’ entire cam- CIA to perform illegal and destabilizing the targeted groups. Gritz will tell us what 
paign against Bush is a sophisticated form tasks which were beyond the scope of the we want to hear on relatively safe subjects 
of damage control; that is, the drug allega- regular army. Gritz’ personnel tile states such as drug smuggling, MIAs, and the 
tion against Bush was likely to surface that he is a highly trained saboteur and Kennedy Assassination, but he sticks to 
eventually and to make it less credible it espionage agent. Plainly put, there is the Jewish line on the dangerous subjects 
may have been decided to have it come nothing in Gritz’ career which indicates such as WW-II revisionism, “the Holo- 
from a “discredited” source such as Gritz, that he is honorable or on =our side”. He caust” and the Jewish Question. 
whose stories change constantly. Our in fact presents himself to the knowledge- There are a number of troubling 
enemies have always controlled both sides able as a zealous, dedicated agent of the questions about Gritz which came out in 
of any sensitive debate which the public is secret government. At best he has re- the Weaver episode. The first is, did Gritz 
allowed to hear. In this way the full truth mained in that totally artificial world of ever know Weaver in the Special Forces? 
will never be brought out by “our side”. pure, uniformed socialism. No matter how Jack McLamb reported on Tom 

I believe it is important to expose good a military man’s intentions may be; Valentine’s radio interview: 
Gritz for the counterfeit patriot he is. I am no matter how fervently he might believe “Now, Randy had called Bo Gritz the 
convinced that he remains a highly moti- that his mission is to protect American free month before. They knew each other from 
vated loyalist of our brutal and cowardly enterprise, the reality is quite the opposite. Ft. Bragg when Randy was a Special Forces 
central government, as he has been all his Any man in US uniform represents the soldier. He asked Bo to come up and help 
adult life. The basic premise of his sup- interests of central plutocratic capitalism him..” 
porters is that he earned his dozens of and the elimination of business competi- However, on the television program, 
decorations in honorable service to the US tion around the world. Inside Edition, Gritz said that he didn’t 
government. But, there is no such thing as The military is a vast welfare pro- know Weaver. He said the same thing at a 
honorable service to a criminal gang of gram designed to absorb and neutralize 12 September campaign appearance in 
bankers and secret society members which the masculine elements of our feminized Tustin, California. 
is’the real leadership of our rotten system, society. The recipients of this welfare must The next question is, who called Bo 
which is known as “democracy.” “Democ- occasionally go abroad and kill people des- Gritz to Idaho? Again, McLamb says: 
racy” is a euphemism for a minority rule ignated for killing by our rulers on Wall u Well, Tuesday of last week 125 Au- 
which masquerades as “majority rule”. Street. Increasingly the recipients of that gust., Iwas sitting at lunch withBo when he 
My father was certainly wrong when he welfare are being directed against us. (For described to me how bad he felt about not 
joined the Marine Corps in 19 17 to make example, in the federal trash heaps left at having gone up there when Randy called... 
the world safe for democracy. Gritz’ father Randy Weaver’s home were found evidence I had no idea that Bo knew him... I) 
was certainly wrong to drop bombs on that CIA-army killers from Gritz’old Delta But, in Tustin, Gritz said that the 
German women and children in 1943, thus Team were on the scene.) But most of the FBI called him in Phoenix and asked him to 
making the world safe for democracy. My time they are paid to go about their mean- go to Idaho. (I have this on video tape.) 
brother was certainly wrong in 1950 to ingless routines on vast military bases From then on Gritz was working for the 
fight to make Korea safe for democracy. around this country and in other coun- FBI, as we shall see. 
Gritz was certainly wrong to go to Vietnam tries. These bases are also laboratories for The third question is, did Gritz tell 
in 1963 and make that part of the world %ocial researchn and behavior modifica- Weaver that he was wired for sound when 
safe for democracy. tion and the first behavior our controllers he went up to his cabin to gain his confi- 

Gritz brags that General William wanted modified was our natural tendency dence? Gritz adsitted to his Tustin audi- 
Westmoreland (CFR) referred to him asThe to separate ourselves from other races. ence that he was wearing an FBI body wire 
American Soldier. Gritz claims a body American Negroes were sent to “occupy” the whole time. This brings up the FBI’s 
count of 400. Some of his Green Beret Germany with the obvious intent of adul- overall reason for Gritz to intervene on 
colleagues are puzzled as to how he arrived terating, and thus insulting, the Germans their behalf. As we’ve all figured out by 
at that figure but I will assume it is accu- by encouraging those Negroes to take ad- now, the Feds meant for the Weaver inci- 
rate. Considering, however, that this kill- vantage ofignorant, impoverished German dent to be a terror lesson for the rest of us. 
ing was done in two of CIA’s assassination women and girls. Soon our domestic mili- The whole family, beginning with Vi&i, 
programs, “B-52” and “B-36”, which were tary bases became integrated and Whites was to be liquidated. 
ordered by that old OSS killer, Bill Colby were conditioned by Jewish psychological With a stunning combination of cru- 
(CFR), it is more than likely that those specialists to ignore time-honored racial elty and cowardice the marshals’ murder 
killing teams in fact helped to prepare boundaries. Despite his Mormon upbring- squad lost control of themselves and pos- 
South Vietnam for the Communist take- ing Gritzin fact tookavietnamese wife and sibly of the plan. Not only did they 
over which OSS had planned from the fathered children by her. Perhaps this was backshoot a little boy as he ran from them 
beginning, that is, at the Teheran Confer- a temporary madness for he eventually but they undoubtedly hit their fellow snip- 
ence in 1943. It was there that Ho Chi remarried within his own race. ers, Roderick and Degan, with their own 
Minh was designated by the US govern- Gritz has become very good at telling panicky full automatic fire. There is the 
ment as the new leader of North Vietnam as most people what they want to hear. When possibility that they deliberately murdered 
well as future leader of South Vietnam, his conflict with George Bush became Degan, as mentioned above. The result of 
after an indecent interval during which known he was soon invited to speak before all this cowardice and lies was a declara- 
millions would die. We now know that Christian Identity church audiences. tion of emergency and martial law fn two 
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counties. Local residents were evacuated 
from their homes. This resulted in hun- 
dreds of outsiders and locals pouring into 
the federal staging area to protest the 
atrocity of killing little Sam. Of course, the 
media came, too, and suddenly the little 
murder plan blew up into an international 
scandal and PR fiasco of the first order. 
The FBI took charge at the scene and 
among the 400800 “militarized police,, 
were the FBI’s mad dog killers known as 
the “Hostage Rescue Team,,, (HRT) and 
they were itching to HRT someone. The 
marshals’ killers ,and the goons from BATF 
(IRS) were desperate to murder the remain- 
ing Weavers and Harris so as to silence all 
witnesses against them. At the prospect of 
another Gordon Kahl scandal, some cooler 
heads somewhere in government realized 
that this fire had to be put out and losses 
would have to be taken-for in this liquida- 
tion business there is always the risk that 
someday a sufficient number of outraged 
Americans may say, That’s it! You thugs 
have gone too far!,, and begin the righteous 
solution to our national problem. So, one 
of Gritz’ friends called him and said, “Go 
put out that fire!,, 

a chance,,. 
An FBI HRT sniper named Lon 

Horiuchi was therefore tasked with her 
murder. The head shot was at 50 feet with 
a high-power rifle with a scope. 

Gene Glenn was obviously planning 
a Robert Mathews-Gordon Kahl-style in- 
cineration of everyone and everything to 
destroy all evidence of the premeditated 
murder of Vicki until his superiors realized 
the thing had gotten out of control in terms 
of public relations. The big show ofcitizen’s 
arrest warrants by Gritz, Lighter and 
McLamb gave the needed appearance of 
hostility between Gritz and the Feds. It 
gave Gritz credibility for a day or so with the 
Weaver supporters until it became clear to 
them that Gritz was on the other side. They 
began to realize, especially after his heart- 
less and rather nasty manner in the an- 
nouncement of Vi&i’s death, that Gritz 
really was trying to disarm them mentally, 
to the specifications of the FBI. 

Weaver bought a Remington 870 shotgun 
with a 20-inch barrel from a local gun 
store. Weaver did this as a favor for the 
man who wanted to avoid the federal paper 
trail. Weaver also bought a Harrington & 
Richardson 12 gauge for another local 
man. The federal indictment reportedly 
names these two shotguns as having bar- 
rels l/4 inch less than the “legal,, 18-inch 
length. Mysteriously, in the hands of the 
Feds, these guns apparently developed 17 
3/4-inch barrels. 

Gritz’ true role at Ruby Creek was to 
save face for the federal government. He 
had to calm the protesters for the FBI. 
Anyone who watches this little performance 
in which he tells the gathered supporters of 
the murder of Vi&i Weaver becomes nau- 
seated at his cold and deceptive manner. 
“I’ve got good news and bad news,,, he 
begins. “The good news is that Kevin is 
badly wounded but alive, Randy is wounded 
but doing okay and the girls are all fine...” 
That was the good news. @The bad news is, 
and I want everybody to get close and hold 
hands-that’s an order!-the bad news is 
that Vi&i was shot and killed. But the girls 
are tine and spirits are high(??)(blah, blah, 
blah)...” Of course, he was performing for 
Gene Glenn, the FBI’s special agent in 
charge of Idaho and of this operation, who 
was listening to everything via Gritz’ body 
wire, unbeknownst to the supporters. 

After the final surrender the FBI’s 
Glenn could not speak glowingly enough of 
the invaluable help Gritz had rendered to 
the FBI, to the extent of placating the so- 
called Nazis and skinheads with a limp 
“Nazi salute,,. Gritz made the gesture, 
saying “And Randy wanted me to give you 
guysthis...(hesaluted)...hesaidyou’dknow 
what it meant, Okay?Thankyou...” At the 
Tustin meeting and elsewhere Gritz denied 
he’d ever done it! He claimed he’d fight to 
the death against being called a Nazi (blah, 
blah, blah), Its only significance is that it 
was another typical Gritz expediency fol- 
lowed up by a lie to redeem himself and 
confuse the issue. 

It is reported to me by a former Gritz 
supporter that Gritz has been illegally 
funnelling campaign money to a friendly 
Florida radio talk show host. Tom 
Donohue’s daily radio show is a Gritz-for- 
President cheering section. Donohue’s 
former program director told me that the 
mysterious financial support of Donohue’s 
show had the smell of CIA covert funding- 
via Gritz. This is a serious charge and 
should be investigated because, if true, it 
could prove that Gritz remains a tool of CIA 
and all of his strange, seemingly contradic- 
tory behavior would be explained. 

Gritz was caught in another lie by, of 
all people, one of his campaign managers. 
Gritz was quoted in the Spokane Spokes- 
man-Review as follows.. . 

’ Weaver himself is a punk, ,, Gtitz 
said. “Weaver is fu) hero. He doesn’t 
deserve any medals. Idon? think he was a 
very good Special Forces soldier. I wouldn’t 
have wanted him in my command. He was 
very weak... ,, 

The former program director checked 
Gritz’ Florida election records and found 
that Gritz is not on the ballot in that state 
despite his claim to be. He found that in 
January, ‘92 the campaign had $1900 in 
the bank. The next month Gritz announced 
on Donohue’s program that his two associ- 
ates, Lance Trimmer and Chuck Jones, 
were “touching live American POWs,,. 
Around this time the Florida records show 
that Gritz’ campaign fund increased by 
$200,000. The record shows a $400 con- 
tribution from “Jeb Bush-EMPLOYED 
BY CIA...n WITH THE GENUINE AND 
CONFIDENTIAL HOME ADDRESS OF 
THE PRESIDENT’S SON. I do not under- 
stand the significance, if any, of this official 
listing. When questioned, Jeb Bush re- 
plied, “I wouldn’t give Gritz money to buy 
water if he were dying of thirst.,, 

Now many people ask, “But if Gritz 
was working for the FBI, why was it so 
difficult for him to get permission from 
Glenn to talk to Randy?” the answer is 

Naturally this upset a lot of people 
and someone asked Gritz to explain during 
the question period at the Spokane ap- 
pearance. Gritz said he was misquoted! 

Gritz is reportedly about to be in- 
dicted for a violation of the Logan Act, 
which proscribes Americans from talking 
to foreign leaders about official matters. 
Gritz is accused of negotiating with Red 
Vietnamese officials. 

Some of my friends who were skep- 
that Gene Glenn had a dirty little secret he What he’d really said was that he’d heard tical of my theory on Gritz have said, ‘Well, 
didn’t want to get out. He didn’t want that Weaver was a punk and a criminal but the Weaver episode certainly didn’t help 
anyone to know that Vicki had been delib- now he doesn’t believe that to be the case.. . Gritz personally.. .” But, according to Grit-z, 
erately murdered five days before. Later, in So his campaign manager, who knew the it did. He announced at the Tustin appear- 
an interview, after Weaver finally gave him- reporter to be an honest type, figured the ante that because of his actions in Idaho 
self up to the murderers, Gritz told the editor may have been playing with the (‘I’m a guy who makes things happen!,,) 
reporters and audience that Randy was “in quotations marks. He called the reporter, his campaign would be given two million 
the best of hands”. who said, “Would you like to hear the tape? dollars by a person or by persons he would 

During the eighteen months leading IZre got four hours of Gritz telling me worse not name. I will bet that the person’s 
up to the USMS murder team’s terrorist things than that.” initials are C.I.A. 
attack on the Weaver home, the “No,’ said the campaign manager, I believe that Bo Gritz still works for 
government’s psycho-squad had made pro- “I guess not.,, the US government-more specifically for 
files on the Weavers. According to that Nevertheless, we are going to get CIA and FBI-against White power move- 
profile, Vi&i was tagged as a matriarchal that tape. ments. For example, earlier this year the 
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ies of cable traffic sent in 1992 from the US Masons* except the ones such as Jim under my nose, didn’t you? I suggest from 
Embassy in Guatemala City to the US Shaw, who spill the beans and expose the the case of the house in the *fixed” courts 
Embassy in Bangkokwhich identified =Jirn conspiracy. wherein the judges are told exactly what to 
Gritz” as an informant and operative of the I quote Grit? good friend and associ- do to the case of the Russell material 
US Government. Bo Gritz is also known as ate, Gary Goldman, in Called To Serue, (p. wherein the information reaches the en- 
“Jim”, or ‘Jimmy”. p: I would guess it 43 1): emy prior to the court-I am through with 
begins to make more sense to you ones “It always amazed me how tight the the GAME. I want this “fured” now-1 want 
who contacted the Sentinel for Bo Grits good ole boy net really is. Bo hasgotfriends this court case arranged to allow staying in 
participation-that they told you there and associates in eve y office ofthefederal this dwelling or the covers are going to be 
was no “love” or ticare to workability” executive branch and throughout sensitive ripped off magnificently in a great, great 
on the part of Bo towards that particular jobs in state and Zocalgovenzments.. . While showing and telling. 
paper.] The mere fact that Gritz admits it often seems hostile with a22 the threats My people are true and totally loyal and 
that he was called in Phoenix by FBI and from Washington, Bo isftiends with all the you deceive them-BUT YOU DO NOT 
that he wore an FBI wire is proof that he in-betweens.” DECEIVE ME AND I AM COMPLETELY 
works for the FBI whenever he is told to do All this fits the rumors that have FILLED WITH YOUR DECEITFUL USE OF 
so. Gritz now says he is moving to Sand been circulating about an alleged govern- THEM. WE MEAN YOU NO HARM AND WE 
Point, Idaho, which is near the heart of this ment operation called “Operation Trojan BEAR NOT WEAPONS OF WAR FOR 
country’s so-called ‘White bastion,,. [H: Horse,,. This undercover plan is said to be INTERVENTION-BUT YOU ARE ABOUT 
Yes, well-but, there is also a statement built around “a highly decorated military TO FEELTHE STING OF OUR POWER AND 
claimed to have come from Gritz that he hero who will find his way into the leader- YES, INDEED, YOU CONFRONT AN AN- 
is moving to a rather remote place in ship’ of the White racists in America.,, GRY GOD!1 
Oregon or Washington-so, you have to In the case of Randy Weaver it is now Don’t panic, chela, it is not for you to 
check the “underground”.] the criminal government that is on trial. have to discern your enemies-I KNOW 

In practically every radio interview We must devise ways to prevent such de- YOUR ENEMIES. I know who lies and gives 
or public appearance over the years, Gritz liberate, brutal and cowardly aggression in false projections and continues contacts 
has repeated the peculiar phrase, =. . .when the future. Also, I believe the Weaver and agreements with your very deadliest of 
I put my heels to the square...,, or, = . ..when incident has helped to expose the danger- sneaks against you. They wear the sign 
I put my arm to the square...,,, referring to ous and deceptive nature of Bo Gritz, who like a neon light and I realize the pain as 
his taking an oath to defend the Constitu- is being set up as the ostensible leader of a you see the colored lights go on and you 
tion from all enemies foreign and domestic. fake opposition to the New World Order, must recognize them. 
Not having served in the US force I asked a which I believe he serves.,, I EXPECT THE “BIG BOYS,, TO NOT 
veteran friend if this expression were com- ONLY BACK OFF BUT I EXPECT FUND- 
monly used? He said he’d never heard it END OF QUOTING ING TO BEGIN TO uGETARRANGED” SO 
but that he’d been regular army and that *** THATMYPEOPLECANGOABOUTTHEIR 
Gritz was Special Forces. I pointed out that Readers,‘ I have a sick scribe as the MEAGRE WORK. YOU CAN TELL THIS 
these expressions are used by Freemasons overwhelming grasp of the conspiracy TO YOUR NEW BOSSES BECAUSE I BE- 
secretly to alert others in the Brotherhood sweeps over her reality. It differs not from LIEVE YOU HAVE ALREADY BASHED 
of their membership. It is quite common, your own. I have told you continually that AND BATTERED YOUR OLD ONES. LET 
as well, for career military men to increase you have enemies immediately in your MY PEOPLE GO, PULL OFF THE DOGS 
their possibilities for promotion by becom- midst. I have also told you that it will be AND ALLOW THAT FUNDING TO FLOW 
ing Freemasons. [H: Now, chelas, is there your own confirmation of MY TRUTH. OR YE SHALL RUE THE DAY FOR YOU 
a “square” in your flag as such or is the They are set up to cause the WORD to be ARE ABOUT TO MEET YOUR MATCH! 
Holy Bible a “square”? Well, let me stopped and so, too, the projects set forth. YOU PICK ON OLD PEOPLE LIKE THE 
remind you that the “square” is a MA- There is ample access to funding-via THUGS OF THE GANGS IN THE STREETS 
JOR part of the Masonic Emblem!! this CIA incredible network-I EXPECT AND YOU SCHEME AND PLAN AGAINST 
Furthermore, it has NO PLACE IN THE AGREEMENTS WITH ME TO BE KEPT, MY INNOCENT PEOPLE-THE REAPER 
CONSTITUTIONALSTRUCTUREOFTHE GENTLEMEN AND LADIES. YOU THINK SHALL COME, OLD BUDDIES, FOR IT IS 
UNITED STATES!] THATYOU CAN CONTINUETHIS SUBTER- TRULY NOT NICE TO TRY AND FOOL 

On 12 September, at the Tustin ap- FUGE AGAINST HOLY GOD AND HOSTS. MOTHER NATURE-OR GOD-YOU 
pearance, Gritz said suddenly, “I’m not a I AM WARNING YOU-AGAIN-FROM THE HAVE UNDERESTIMATED YOUR FOE! I 
Mason,,, in reference to the diabolic and LEAST OFYOU BASTARD ANTI.-PATRIOTS SUGGEST YOU NOT PLAY WITH THIS 
Masonic nature of the government’s activi- TO THE HIGHEST PLANNERS AND DE- WARNING FOR I AM FED UP TO OVER- 
ties. But at another appearance in a CEIVERS-I AM WHO I SAY I AM AND I FLOW WITH YOUR PANTING AND LY- 
different state Gritz admitted that he is a DEMAND THAT YOU NOT ONLY LET MY ING. GET THIS LEGAL MESS THATYOU 
“former Maser?. I put this to another of PEOPLE GO-BUT GET ON WITH THE HAVE LAID STRAIGHTENED OUT NOW 
his campaign managers, himself a Ma- PROVISIONS OFFERED IF I WOULD STAY OR I AM WING TO PULL YOU DOWN- 
sonic dropout .at the 4th Degree, whose UNSEEN AND ONLY USE THE “WORD”. GGDWORKSINVERYMYSTERIOUSAND 
pastor told him-to get out. He told me, “Bo YOU HAVE BROKEN YOUR AGREEMENT WONDROUS WAYS m MIRACLES AND 
uses the Masonic handshake everywhere AND I SHALL NO LONGER BE HELD TO WONDERS TO PERFORM! 
he goes.,, I asked him which level hand- MINE FROM THE PUBLICATION OF THE There are, furthermore, things which 
shake? “I’m not sure but he rubs the other JOURNALS TO THE SMALLEST GREEN- have been sent unto ME which have not 
guy’s knuckle with this thumb, every time.” HOUSE FOR GOD’S REMNANT. come unto me. I suggest that you ones in 
I told the man that Freemasonry is a crimi- Bo would cast the blasphemous tyr- charge of that ‘holding” and ‘silence” be 
nal conspiracy at all levels. anny of masses upon my back? You didn’t speaking clearly and explicitly. If the word 

“Well, I’ll tell you,,, he confessed, ‘I really realize you were actually playing is not going forth-who is responsible? Is 
felt pretty bad, walking around the room with GOD, did you, children? You actually the one who writes it responsible? I think 
with a bare chest and one bare leg in those thought you could continue in your game not. I am sick of your Special Forces gang 
-rituale:;;~~-I~told+h~~?h~e ~~norformer , ; of* PL-‘sp~-‘~~.‘511~10:.tha,ero9~~ mile” .,.~~~~~~~~.~edo-d~~~ 
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nerds trying to make us think you are 
Godly-it begins to grate upon my nerves. 
The interesting thing is that these ones will 
rarely even commit unto “GOD” but 
scrounge around behind the truth and 
claim “Jesus” as their shield. Shield? You 
blaspheme the very name!1 INDEED, YOU 
HAVE MET YOUR MATCH, BROTHER SA- 
TAN, AND I AM GOING TO BLOW YOUR 
PLAN RIGHT UP YOUR NOSE AND OUT 
YOUR EARS! YOU DECEIVE MANKIND 
AND YOU DECEIVE AND BETRAY YOUR 
NATION! THIS IS A SPECIAL PLACE IN- 
DEED, AND A SPECIAL SERVICE WE 
BEAR-AND YOU WILL BACK OFF OR 
CONFRONT THE CONSEQUENCES. WE 
HAVE WORKED IN HONOR, TRUTH AND 
INTEGRITY AND THIS SHALL NOT BE 
PULLED DOWN BY YOUR FILTH AND 
DECEIT! LET THIS MESSAGE BE SCAT- 
TERED WIDELY FOR I DO NOT WISH MY 
PRECIOUS LAMBS TO HAVE TO BE A 
PART OF THIS UNHOLY ENCOUNTER-I 
SUGGESTTHATTHEETREMBLEINTHINE 
BOOTS FOR YOU HAVE ANGERED GOD! 
STOP THE GAME-YOU KNOW WHO 

AND TODAY YOU 
I AM! IT MIGHT 

WELL BE TIME THAT SOME OF YOU 
BEGIN TO WALK ON THINE KNEES FOR 
YEHAVEEFFORTEDTODECEIVETHINE 

HAVE 
OULS. 

I apologize to my people for it is time to 
uncover the deceivers who would destroy 
you and it requires the proper time and 
sequence to pull them from their holes and 
from the woodwork. I shall not comment 
on what IS or IS NOT. Allow the facts to 
speak for self. If the above be not truth 
then let the reader find otherwise. If it be 
truth-then likewise. Who is connected to 
who? I think you begin to know and 
understand why many things have hap- 
pened to distance and cover actions in 
many facets of this experiencewho comes 
through and by whom? I suggest you look 
carefully. How is it that so many “Special 
Forces,, and *Intelligence” dropouts are 
come? How coincidental???? that ones of 
such unsuspecting “greatness” and “no- 
tability,, corn to such a “nothing* little 
comer wherein a grandmother types at a 
keyboard about things of the soul and God. 

Brothers, I welcome all the help we can 
get but I shall not bless your evil deeds 
against your own and nation. I now sug- 
gest you get busy and break some of the 
bindings that you cleverly have laid around 
my people and I fully expect you lawyers to 
do something through the contact 
very well know-to get a stay on this 
ing so that my people suffer no mo 
year over it. We don’t mind playi 
game with you because, frankly, I care not 
that this place is outside the name of these 
ones, for obvious reasons, thanks to your 
clever maneuverings and set-ups in coali- 

tion with the police, etc. But I expect you 
to back this thing off for it has gone far 
enough to anger me greatly! 

I repeat: This battering will stop or I 
think you can see that much can be done 
to “pay the piper,, without physical vio- 
lence! For you who doubt that, I suggest 
you look around you, good buddies. 

Dharma, allow us to simply close this, 
precious. Know that I cherish you and my 
beloved friends. Know that I love and 
appreciate my enemy for they have truly 
kept us alert and given us that with which 
to confirm GOD’S PRESENCE! Please al- 
low the veil of understanding in this in- 
stance, child, for you do your job-and I 
must do mine. In love I take leave, thank- 
ing you for your service. 

Commander Hatonn to stand-by. Ifyou 
go forth and look, you shall be given to see 
for I am very, very near. Hold it gently but 
firmly within thine heart, children. 

Today’s Watch 
Elite Plan Unfol 

11/X0/92 #l HATONN 

STAY THE COURSE 

As you watch the unfolding of the Elite 
Plan against you-the-people, think ye it 
different from Russia at the time of the 
revolution, or France at the time of the 
revolution? No, it is the same and you are 
witnessing the noose tighten and the na- 
tions come under iron fists of control. 

This day and for the several days past, 
the drug capital of the Americas, Colom- 
bia, has come under marshal law control 
through the Administration’s use of “emer- 
gencyregulations”. AllConstitutionalrules 
and laws are moot. 

INDIA 

The expectation todav is that the gov- 
ernment will close in all of India under 
emergency regulations, economic emer- 
gency regulations and military enforce- 
ment of those regulations. By the way, in 
New Delhi-two mosques are being bull- 
dozed down BY FORCE in order to buil 
“ZIONISTTEMPLE” on the site. What have 
you done, world? Are you worthy of God’s 
tender loving care? I see very little evi- 
dence, saveamong theVERY FEW, offriends 
to bring aboard the “glory train,, this day. 

Oh I see, ‘We will change it”1 Will you- 
vc;_2, village wherein my scribe 3ves, 
bad as anywhere on your globe. It 

is not just the Federal Gov.emment, RTC 
and a rotten Justice system. In thi 
munity of only a handful-six people con- 
trol the very life resources (Service District, 
it is called) of all who live here-and thev do 

I I 

British Parliament and, surely enough, he 
has gotten “evervthina he went after,,. Are 

.- 

By the way-Yeltsin is sending massive 
troop power with orders to ‘kill if neces- 
~a.@ all who stand in the way of enforced 
suppression in those nice newly freed re- 
publics set free from the Soviet Union. 
Does this strike any of you as strange? The 
Serbs through outside non-Serbian crimi- 
nals are doing it, instead, in Yugoslavia. 
Don’tbefooledbyafewfancynamechanges! 

RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION 

Wall Street Journul, Nov. 9’1992: DEAD 
S&Ls’BAD LOANS PROVE TO BE BONAN- 
ZAS FOR BIG, RICH PLAYERS. [H: Aud 
the “death hit-squads” against you-the- 
people!]. 

“....You are witnessing the greatest 
transfer of assets ever from one balance 
sheet to another,,, says Mr. Joseph Robert, 
who geared up his Alexandria, Va. firm, a 
longtime asset manager for failed fmancial 
institutions, tocashinon aGRAVYTRAIN 
THATGOTROLLINGTHREEYEARSAGG! 

[H: Would this not seem to be some of 
the biggest %xside* deals of the centu- 
ries? As with this Ether property-it is 
the property-grab which is important, 
not old peoples’ homes as such. “THEY” 
plan to have it ALL. The Resolution 
Trust Corporation presents itseIf as a 

ranch S 
IT IS NOT! IT IS THE FORECLOSURE 
AND INSURED COLLECTION AGENCY 
OF THE VERY CENTRAL BANKS THEM- 
SELVES. YOU THE PEOPLE, THROUGH 
THE GOVERNMENT, HAVE PAID BIL- 
LIONS TO THESE CRIMINALS TO STEAL 
WITHOUT RECOURSE FROM YOU CITI- 
ZENS-AND DEAR ONES, YOU PAY THE 
BILL! As an extreme “example”-you 
who paid taxes-PAID THE CRIMINALS 
TO TAKE BY FORCE AND JUDICIAL 
CRIMINAL ACTIONS, MY SCRIBE’S 
HOME AND PROPERTY. WHILE IT WILL 
SIT VACANT AND DETERIORATING- 
THE EKKERS WILL BE HOMELESS, BA- 
SICALLY “STREET PEOPLE”. IS THERE 
ANY SENSE TO THIS AT ALL? INDEED- 
THEY ARE MASTER PLANNERS IN SER- 
VICE TO EVIL ITSELF AND YOU LET IT 

_. THE iIi&ki Liiiki iOIi 

you awake yet? 
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what they want including deny you knowl- 
edge of poison and infection infested water 
supply-AND IT SEEMS NO-ONE CAN OR 
WILL DO ANYTHING ABOUT IT. Do you not 
see, chelas, that you act not, complain 
incessantly and move as the lamb to this 
slaughter of any form of sovereignty of 
MAN. Indeed, Satan is alive and weII on 
Planet Earth! 

11/11/92 #l HATONN 

BILL CLINTON ALIAS: 
ROCKEFELLER BY ANY OTHER 

NAME 

I am not going to take time to write 
much on the “daily”. I want all ofyou to be 
prepared for some breaking news regard- 
ing the economy. 

The plans are, NOW, to have a “Decem- 
ber Surpn’se”-(so what else is new?)-and 
do their “thing” with the economy. The 
arrangements are already made in En- 
gland through Russia and now that the 

Clinton puppet is about to be seated and so 
that his little cartel will be hidden in the 
actions-the economic bomb is supposed 
to drop so that it hits the outgoing admin- 
istration rather than the “new”. 

CAN this happen? Yes, most certainly, 
for you are going to find that lots of things 
are NOT what they seem, including Bill 
Clinton. You are going to be finding out 
that Clinton is actually William Jefferson 
Blythe, IV, and actually is directly a 
Rockefeller. This will be breaking in the 
Center For Action Newsletter. I make no 
comment about it at all other than to say 
that you had better be paying attention 
very closely now. I wish to take no credit or 
blame for this information presented. How- 
ever, in order to balance a bit the load that 
will be repercussion to those writers (cor- 
rect or incorrect), we shall reprint Clinton 
information regarding other investigations 
and actually making it into the Washington 
?3mes. By the very route of public infor- 
mation, i.e., Waidxington ?%nes, one must 
beabitcautiousbutthefactsare thatwhat 
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has been uncovered cannot be longer hid- 
den and printing during election madness 
causes the whole of the information to be 
buried and considered “election lies”. No, 
it is -NOT election lies but is simply the 
steps in the taking of AMERICA before your 
%ery eyes” and “under your noses”. I 
must continue to protect “sources” who 
will present the full story. We are prepared 
at this time to reprint whatever is asked of 
us on this subject. 

I believe you will find from yesterday’s 
writing that I am no longer bound by any 
agreements to the adversarial opposi- 
tion. They have broken contracts with 
the higher Command and bear no honor 
or integrity. It simply will be all but 
impossible to continue the massive sub- 
terfuge. I shall continue non-intexven- 
tion but I will protect as necessary my 
crew and workers. What you do with 
information, readers, is solely up to you 
as individuals and, of course, the adver- 
sary believes you will continue your path 
of doing *nothing”. So be it. 

Slick Willie In Moscow 
A Few Unanswered Questions 

11/11/92 #2 HATONN 

DECEIT 

ONE DECElT NEEDS MANY OTHERS, 
AND SO THE WHOLE HOUSE IS 

BUU.T LN THE AIR AND MUST SOON 
COME To THE GROUND! 

CLINTON TOURED MOSCOW AT 
WAR’S PEAK 

The Washington Times, Monday, Oct. 
5, 1992, Washington DC.: 

a Utourist”. 
Clinton campaign spokeswoman Dee 

Dee Myers, responding yesterday to a se- 
ries of questions from 7X.43 Wczshington 
‘Ifmes, declined to identify whom Mr. Clinton 
met with while visiting Moscow other than 
to say, “He bumped into all kinds of 
people...but he did not do any anti-war 
organizing while there.” 

The Democratic presidentiaf can- 
didate refused to be interviewed on the 
subject of his travels through the Soviet 
Union but instead relayed his answers 
through Miss Myers. 

Rep. Robert K. Dornan and three 
of hisRepubIica.ucoIleagueshavesharply 
criticized the Moscow trip during eight 
nights of speeches on the empty House 
floor that were televised nationwide on 
C-SPAN, saying there are many %nan- 
swered questions” about why, when and 
where Mr. Clinton went. 

Six weeks after he helped organize 
a massive anti-war, anti-U.S. protest in 
London, BilI Clinton quietly turned up 
in the Soviet Union for a visit during the 
dead of winter and at the height of the 
Vietnam War. 

The unusual trip, according to 
Clinton campaign officials, occurred 
while Mr. CIinton was on vacation from 
Oxford University, which he was attend- 
ing on a RHODES [H: In honor of the 
man, Rhodes, FATHER and AUTHOR of 
the ONE WORLD ORDERI] Scholarship, 
and included a week’s stay in Moscow as 

The conservative California Republi- 
can has suggested that the former anti- 
war activist and draft evader may have 
been duped by Soviet intelligence offl- 
cials. 

The Bush Administration has been 
silent on the Dornan challenge which re- 

portedly has drawn nightly television audi- 
ences of about a million people, and has 
prompted at least one placard at a Clinton 
campaign stop and countless calls to Capi- 
tol Hill, the media and talk radio shows. 

Yesterday, however, Bush/Quayle 
‘92 campaign spokeswoman Torie Clarke 
said: “It is yet another chapter of deception 
and deceit that has characterized his life. 
We would join in the chorus of people 
asking Bill Clinton to come clean on his 
draft status and anti-war activities. (H: 
But note, readers, he never did have to 
do sol] 

Despite Mr. CuPton’s chtims to 
the contrary, recent statements, newly 
discovered letters and accounts by long- 
time friends and associates show that 
he was actively involved @.the anti-war 
movement as both a participant and an 
organizer in at least three countries. 

Asked if public knowledge of Mr. 
Clinton’s anti-war activities would hurt 
him at the polls, Miss Myers said yesterday 
she didn’t know. ‘There hasn’t been a 
national candidate who grew up in that 
generation until Bill Clinton, so we’re see- 
ing it played out f6r the first time,” she 
said. 
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the Vietnam War because they think it’s a 
way to grab that wedge issue back with the 
American people, and it’s our strong sense 
that they want to move beyond the Vie!: 
nam War and the shallow rhetoric,” Miss 
Myers said. 

The spotlight on the candidate’s trip 
to Moscow, she said, is a”smear campaign 
pure and simple.... It has nothing to do 
with the real issues in the campaign.” 

According to Miss Myers, Mr. Clinton 
toured Europe during a vacation from Ox- 
ford. She said he rode alone by train 
from Helsinki, Fi$and, andwent through 
Leningrad before arriving in Moscow on 
New Year’s Eve 1969. 

Moscow was the only Soviet city Mr. 
Clinton spent time in, and he visited the 
usual tourist attractions, Miss Myers said. 
‘He was a tourist. He was a student 
traveling on a break. He pajd for it 

himself,” she said. 
“He had a 4Q-day break in the 

winter of 1969-1970,” Miss Myers said. 
“In that period, he took a trip through 
northern Germany. Scandinavia, the 
Soviet Union-Moscow actually-and 
then went to Prague.n 

Former U.S. Soviet and British intel- 
ligence officials who worked during the 
period in question said in interviews that 
Mr. Clinton’s explanation raised questions 
in their minds. 

A British Soviet specialist who ad- 
vises defense and intelligence agencies in 
England and the United States said the 
Soviets made solo trips to Moscow by 
foreigners prohibitively expensive by 
requiring visitors to stay at first class 
hotels and hire KGB-controlled Intourist 
guides so that they could be closely 
supervised. [H: Please remember Mr. 
Clinton’s claims that he was poor and 
had to go on a scholarship-a widowed 
mother raising him and so on-!] 

Angelo CodeviIla, an intelligence 
specialist with the Hoover Institute at 
Stanford and former Republican Senate 
Intelligence Committee staff member, 
said fore&n visitors in 1969 and 1970 
were under close scrutiny by KGB secu- 
rity police. 

W BiIl Clinton’s travel was not 
supe&sed and arranged by the Comma- 
nist Party of the Soviet Union, his was 
the only one,” Mr. Codevilla said. 

He said all travelers were treated 
as part of a major government propa- 
ganda effort, and Intourist, the Soviet 
travel agency, made sure that visits 
would %omehow benefit the Commu- 
nist Partp”. 

A top ofTicial in Britain’s Ml5 in- 
teIIigence at the time said Mr. Clinton 
“fit the proflIe perfectly” of someone 
the Sovietsmight cultivate and recruit 
as an “agent of influence”. ‘He was 

THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR 

can Rhodes scholar opposed to the war- opposed to the Vietnam War, he was only 
just the person the Soviets went for,n an observer in anti-war protests during 
said the official. his days at Georgetown University in Wash- 

A former Soviet official who took ington and at Oxford. 
part in efforts to influence Western pub- He told the Little Rock Arkansas 
lit opinion against the Vietnam War said Gazette in October 1987, for example, 
liberal anti-war activists, such as Mr. that he attended only two protest 
Clinton, would have been of great inter- marches and did so only to listen to the 
est to Moscow. speeches. He said he never did anything 

Through various “friendship com- with regard to anti-war demonstrations 
mittees” and fraternal groups, the Corn- for which he would be “ashamed”. 
munist Party tried to lure liberal Western- A variety of sources now reveal 
ers to the country who could be used that Mr. Clinton wasactively involved in 
knowingly or unknowingly in anti-viet- the protest movement as both a partici- 
nam War propaganda efforts, said the pant and an organiser in at least three 
former official, who declined to be named. countries-theunited States, Great Brit- 

Paul Mercer, author of Peace of the ain and Norway. 
Dead, which documents Soviet ties to Brit- He also was one of 40 student 
ish and European peace organizations in leaders from throughout the United 
the 1970s and 198Os, echoed this assess- States who attended a closed-door meet- 
ment. ine: in early-1969 in Martha’s Vinevard, 

‘He might have been relatively inno- Mass. during which anti-war stratezv 
cent, opposed to the war, but because he was discussed and nationwide marches 
was a Rhodes scholar at Oxford, they (the and protests were planned. 
Soviets) might have been trying to cultivate . . ..is described in a new pro-Clinton 
him,” Mr. Mercer said. book, Bill Clinton: The Inside story, by Rob- 

The Z%nes has been unable to deter- ert E. Levin, a Wall Street investment bro- 
mine thus far whether information about ker and author who concluded in the book 
Mr. Clinton’s visit is contained in recently that Mr. Clinton ‘has what it takes” to be 
opened Soviet archives. president. p: I would certddyconcede 

In a June 12, 1989 article in the that this is a true and thoughtful state- 
Arkansas Guzette, Mr. Clinton frost ac- ment-buthowmanyUpresidents”have 
knowledged he had visited the Soviet Union you seen come f&n an unknown gover- 
"in the early 70s" and described the pe- norship in a tiy least fm dAme.rican 
riod as a time of ‘good relations between state walk right into the top slot of the 
our two countries”. w: Good relations?? used-to-be most powerful nation in the 
while iu the middle of the most frigid world? Note the Khazarian Zionists 
ucold war” known to man ANB a battle involved-en to the open writing of a 
against one another in open warfare in false book biography!] 
Vietnam and parts south of the U.S.?] or. Levin said Mr. Clinton attended 

Rep. Sam Johnson, Texas Republi- the weekend retreat shortly after he had 
can, remembers the time differently. A begun to actively participate in the anti- 
POW in Hanoi during Mr. Clinton’s visit to war movement-“even helping to orga- 
Moscow, he said the Soviet Union was nize rallies and protests”. 
actively supplying the North Vietnamese Federal authorities said it was the 
with weaponry and training. Massachusetts meeting that led to the 

He and Reps. Randy “Duke” creation of the Vietnam Moratorium 
Cunningham and Duncan Hunter, both Committee, which sponsored and coor- 
California Republicans, have joined Mr. dinatedanti-war and anti-American dem- 
Dornan on the House floor calling for fur- on&rations throughout th$s country and 
ther explanations by Mr. Clinton of the Europe. 
Moscow trip and his anti-war activities. The Moratorium Committee, along 

Mr. Clinton was studying for a bath- with the New Mobilization Committee to 
elor of philosophy in politics at Oxford at End the War in Vietnam, were the major 
the time but never got his degree because coordinators of the nat.ion’sIargest apfi- 
he did not sit for exams or write a war demonstration in Washington on 
required 30,000-word thesis after being Nov. 15, 1969. 
at the university for two years, according The Moratorium Committee also was 
to Georgian Ferry, the university’s press the primary organizer of Oct. 15, 1969, 
spokeswoman. marches in the District, Illinois, Michigan, 

Oxford officials have clamped a lid Indiana, California, New Jersey, New York, 
of secrecy on Mr. Clinton’s academic South Dakota, Kentucky, Massachusetts, 
and travel records, including informa- Wisconsin, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, 
tion about his trips to other countries Minnesota, Maine, Louisiana, Tennessee 
and cities. Miss Ferry said the records and Florida. 
are confidential. Hanoi radio publicly praised the 

Mr. Clinton has told Arkansas voters October marches, saying the protests 
articulate,attractive,popular,anAmerl- ___ -----, - ------ ----I e m for nearlv a decode that. while he was reflected the American people’s desire 
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to “save their sons Erom the useless World Peace Council’s principal activity in 
death in Vietnam.” 1969 and 1970 was to organize worldwide 

Mr. Clinton had returned to Oxford propaganda campaigns, coordinated on a 
in the fall of 1969 and did not attend the regional basis by national peace commit- 
November Washington protest. tees. The British Peace Council is a 

But David Mixner, a founder of the subsidiary of the World Peace Council. 
Moratorium Committee, has credited According to a 1980 report by the 
Mr. Clinton with helping to put the Senate Permanent Select Committee on 
protest together and has recognized him Intelligence, The World Peace organiza- 
as a major player in the protest move- tion had received about $50 million 
ment. from the Soviet Union to support Soviet 

In the book, Bill CZinton: The Inside national defense and international mili- 
story, Mr. Mixner is quoted as saying Mr. tary objectives. One of its major goals, 
Clinton “volunteered his time and ef- according to the report, was to support 
forts to assist us in preparing for the worldwideanti-Vietnam War campaigns. 
Washington protest and in anti-war pro- 
tests in hundreds of cities and towns **+ 

around the country.” Let us leave this copy for a minute. I 
It was Mr. Clinton and others who would suggest you think on the FACTS 

organized a March of Death on the U.S. actually involved herein. There is NOTH- 
Embassy in London in November of 1969. ING wrong with speaking out or actually 
During that march, about 1,200 demon- ‘demonstrating? against something with 
&rated against the war at the U.S. Em- which you do not agree and fmd as abhor- 
bassy and later held a torchlight vigil. rent as wasthevietnam War-HOWEVER, 
Many of the protestors wore black robes CITIZENS-THE MAN IN RUNNING FOR 
and painted their faces white and were THE MOST IMPORTANT OFFICE OFYOUR 
praised by the New China News Agency, NATION-LIED, LIED, LIED AND LIED 
the official North Vietnamese newspa- ABOUT ANY SUCH INVOLVEMENT AND 
per JVhanDanand the then-Soviet Corn- NEVER, UNTIL ELECTION, AGREED TO 
munist Party newspaper plrtvda ANY SUCH ACTIVITIES. THIS CAN ONLY 

‘He (Mr. Clinton) didn’t break the INDICATE GROSS COVER-UP OF BOTH 
law, but he was pushing the police and the ACTIONS AND INTENT. DOES THIS MAKE 
legalities as far as he could,” said the Rev. THE MAN A ‘BETTER” CANDIDATE PER- 
Richard McSorley, head of the Center HAPS? WELL, IF YOU ARE TALKING 
for Peace Studies at Georgetown Univer- ABOUT QUALIFICATIONS AND BACK-UP 
sity. “He was one of the main organizers ENFORCEMENT OF THOSE SECRET AC- 
of the American Embassy protest in TMTIES, I SUPPOSEYOURANSWERMAY 
196gm. BE POSITIVE. I REMINDYOU, HOWEVER, 

Literature announcing the march THAT THESE ACTIVITIES TOOK PLACE 
and inviting attendance said Vietnam- HAND IN HAND WITH THE SOVIET KGB. 
ese citizens were being “massacred” by THE HOTEL IN WHICH MR. CLINTON 
U.S. troops and that the Communist HAPPENED TO STAY IN MOSCOW IS A 
Provisional Revolutionary Government NOTED (BY INTELLIGENCE OFFICERS, 
was the “legitimate government of South FOR YEARS-THE ‘NATIONAL”) HOTEL 
Vietnam”. It described U.S. policy in RECOGNIZED AS THE “KGB 
Vietnam as “bankrupt”. SAFEHOUSE” IN THE SOVIET CAPITAL. 

During the London demonstration, So, now let us look at another rather 
Father McSorley said Mr. Clinton joined interesting article on the subject: 
protestors carrying a coffin with a card- 
board effigy containing the name of a The Wushington Times, October 9,1992: 
dead American Soldier: Later, when U.S. 
offzciats qfbsed to receive the cofln, HYSTERIA IN DEFENSE OF 
he said it was Mr. Clinton who negoti- AWOL WILLIE 
ated withpolicetopemuade -*get 
itinsidetlle~compound. The Clinton media clique has rushed 

In his 1969 book Peace Eyes, Fa- to battle stations, but it may be too late. [H: 
ther McSorley also described their trip Never too late if the Soviet Bolsheviks 
to Oslo, Norway, saying the two visited are in control of an election!] 
with conscientious objectors and at- Mr. Slick may yet become President 
tended a prayer service the day after the Slick, but nobody will ever be able to say 
London demonstration. He said he and they didn’t know whom they were voting 
Mr. Clinton also met leaders of the Inter- for. America is at last learning a lot about 
national Peace Bureau and the Cam- the man the home folks call Slick Willie. 
paign for Nuclear Disarmament. Both The questions that Mr. Slick raises 
organizations had officers at the time every time he declines to answer questions 
who also semed with the World Peace about a past he’s forever making up with 
Council. lies and evasions continue to hang over the 

Federal authorities have said the man who may be the 41st commander-in 
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chief of the United States. 
Nearly all the reporters covering the 

campaign steadfastly refuse fo ask the 
hard questions that ought to be asked, and 
mock those who do, usually hysterically. 
Michael Kinsley needed first aid last night 
after his hysterical performance on CNN’s 
Cmssjire, his voice reaching levels Jenny 
Lind never did and Jesse Norman never 
has, his mouth spraying spittle across the 
studio. (Two cameramen sent out for their 
raincoats.) 

The reporters who have gone in the 
tank in pursuit of a Democratic president 
in their lifetimes definitely do not include 
the reporters for The Washington Times, 
who are, with the kind of digging that once 
marked nearly all great newspapers, un- 
earthing a wealth of detail about the man 
who would command our armies. 

Larry King, who is particularly re- 
sented in the news trade, where he is 
regarded as a superann uated disk jockey 
with a big head , nevertheless asked 
President Bush the obvious questions 
raised by the stories in this newspaper, 
and now nearly everyone beyond the 
nation’s newsrooms wants answers. 

Despite the odd lack of interest in 
the story by the dominant-media newspa- 
pers and the Associated Press, on which 
nearly all of the 1,700 U.S. daily newspa- 
pers depend, this newspaper has received 
dozens of calls from news organizations 
across the country every day this week, 
pleading for fax copies of our stories.- 

The dominant mediawrite only about 
the reaction to the stories, the easier to 
discount and distort the story. The Los 
Angeles ?%nes, for example, reported that 
the president, asking Mr. Slick for just a 
simple explanation of how he got to Mos- 
cow in 1969, who paid for the trip, whom he 
talked to and what they talked about, was 
merely “following the lead” of Rep. Bob 
Doman of California, co-chairman of the 
Bush campaign, ‘who has been charging 
for weeks that there was something sinis- 
ter about the Moscow trip.” Thisis meant 
to prove guilt by association, but Mr. 
Dornan’s questions are pertinent. 

The Los Angeles %nes noted, help- 
fully, that travel writer Frank Rounds re- 
ported *that the Soviet tourist agency 
Intourist was offering moderately. priced 
packages in 1969 for $18.90 a day, includ- 
ing a hotel room and one meal.” 

Maybe. But yesterday M%Slick, 
for once not as slick a&‘he thought he 
was, says he thinks he now remembers 
that he stayed at the National Hotel in 
Moscow. [H: see above re: National 
Hotel.] 

This was unfortunate for Mr. Slick. 
The National is not a student hostel. In 
1969, almost nobody walked in off the 
street to get a room. Rooms were priced 
2 l/2 times the going rate for a room in 
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2 l/2 times the going rate for a room in 
a similar hotel in New York. A simple 
dinner in the National’s dining room- 
Wmplen is the right word-would run 
to $60. The National, regarded as the 
place to be by the Soviet political elite- 
it was at the National that old Joe Stalin’ 
wined, dined and OccasionaIIy shot his 
guests-was not the place you could 
expect to find an innocent from Arkan- 
sas p’aying Mr. Lonely Guy on New Year’s 
Eye. Not unless he was TAREN THERE 
BY SOMEONE SEEKING SOMETHING 
FROM HIM. 

No one has accused young Bill 
Clinton of being a Communist, of being 
unpatriotic (this is the media’s word), nor 
even of being a poor man’s Jane Fonda. 
Some people do suggest that he was a naive 
and selfish rube, enjoying the left-wing 
limelight in London, organizing protests 
against the United States at a time when he 
had been excused from the draft on a 
worthless promise while other young men 
were fighting-and some dying+n his place 
in Vietnam. 

He reiects the universally held no- 
tion, he said yesterday, that an American 

has an obligation not to criticize his 
country in pub& when he is abroad, just 
as a man never criticizes his mother to 
strangers. It’s his lack of gratitude, and his 
utter contempt for decent and honorable 
Americans asking about what he was do- 
ing in London and Moscow, that are begin- 
ning to anger growing millions of us. 

l ** 

So be it-welcome home “comrades”! I 
trust you wilI enjoy?? your stay in the new 
Communist state of Soviet United States of 
Amerikal May GodofLightinCl~stforgiveness 
havememyonyou blindlambs. Andforyouwho 
defend the nation within your h-y the 
‘Force” be with you-because you will most 
sudy need it!1 

To clear now, please+there is much to be 
doneonapersonalfiontthisdaywhileyouweep 
andwailovertheresultsofthatdandywarin 
Vietnam and flood a black memorial slab with 
tearstothosewhowemuselesslyslainandthe . 
ones umecogm& on return and, worse, now 
aredyingintormentandtmgedyfiomthehands 
ofyour so-called “LEADERS” INTO HELL. 

Fkx-hapsthesethingsmworthretrospective 
thought on this day of ymemorial setvices”. So 
beit. Amen. 

Some Thoughts On Man’s 
Reluctance To Face Truth 
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DOG BITES 

What get ye for all your wondrous ser- 
vice in enlightenment of thy brother? Bit- 
ten? Well, chelas, consider thine own soul 
and how service is “repaid”-if you have 
done that which soul urges you to give-is 
not thine own heart at ease-even though 
you be smitten? I did not say “forced upon 
another”; I said “done that which soul 
urges you to GIVE.” It is the time of 
confirmations even though you cannot yet 
see the unfolding in full cycle. Do not 
despair for you must remember-you can- 
not take a portion of a ‘thing” and expect 
another to know of that which you offer. If 
you take out of context a potato(e) and offer 
one who has never witnessed the whole 
raw item, a buttered, whipped and smashed 
spoonful of white mushy goo-would he 
recognize it as a potato?? How can you 
expect one to take a recent LZBERATORand 
know that which was in 67 JOURNALS and 
200 3040page Liberators? Man does not 
like to be in changing of his entrenched 
beliefs-nor does he wish to accept that he 
is WRONG. 

vices is most likely a ‘loss” unless you 
have been =with itn long enough so that 
another can see the unfolding for you are 
dealing with MAN who is gifted with ?ea- 
son”, “ability to logic” and “free-will 
choicesA, FOR ALL OF WHICH HE IS UN- 
WILLING TO TAKE RESPONSIBILITY! 

Cicero said it well: “If you pick up a 
starving dog and make him prosperous, he 
will not bite you. This is the principal 
diffemmce between a doq and a man” 
Moreover, gratitude is one of those things 
that. cannot be purchased. It must be born 
with men, or else aB the obligation in the 
world wiII not create it. 

Have you now forgotten the living 
survivors-AGAIN-as you bow and 
mourn at the monuments such as the 
Vietnam “wall” of death? Has the gov- 
ernment turned your mourning into a 
distraction which you bury still with 
tears and flowers, while the living grieve 
and exist in lives destroyed? No, a wall 
of engraved names IS NOT ENOUGH FOR 
GOD’S CHILDREN SENT TO DEATH FOR 
THE EVIL GREED OF MEN WHO WOULD 
AND WILL RULE YOUR WORLD WITH 
IRON CHAINSAND UNHEARD OF WEAP- 
ONS OF DESTRUCTION AND PAIN. 

As you witness the “Fantasy Parades”, 
etc., in Florida (Key West) and actually 
have enactment of the ‘forbidden” sexual 
acts on the same floats as with children 
dressed as devils and watch the Halloween 
shows all over the nations-what think ye? 
Does this appear to be of Lighted and Holy 
God as man debases self and all those who 
attend? Since I be of Holy God why would 
ye think I am not the ENEMY of these 
stupid and duped pieces of corrupted cre- 
ation? I suggest all of you stop now, in 
thinking God enjoys everything and that 
HE would tell you it is fine for you to 

You had achance to ‘vote-in” change 
and you fell to the illusion and actually 
voted-in the very puppet chosen by the 
puppet-masters. How many of you re- 
member the lengthy dissertation we gave 
you, along with other documentations 
that Clinton had LONG BEEN CHOSEN 
by the Elite World Rulers to fill the presi- 
dency slot in the U.S. THIS YEAR, 199213 
As you watch him fall into role and even 
his wife be fitted in finery, polished, 
perfumed and groomed for the King- 
domship-are you not a bit irritated as 
you cannot feed thine own family nor 
dress them even moderately except per- 
chance on CREDIT CARDS AND FOOD 

So, expecting gratitude for. your, ser- sanction and, allow such behavior-- C%.n$TAM,PS? 

THE PHOENLX LIBERATOR 

this possibly represent LOVE? If you think 
SO then you have a long way ahead of you! 
If the pig is wallowing in the sewage slime 
pit, does it mean ye too must enjoy the filth 
and wallow also?-or even sanction the 
spread of disease and muck about thine 
clean dwellings and public streets? YOU 
ARE IN THETIME OFTHE RULE OFTOTAL 
EVIL AND IF YOU DO NOT SEPARATE 
FROM IT, YOU WILL BE CONSUMED BY 
IT. 

SO, SORROW AND HAIR PULLING 

Therefore, does it help to sit and mourn, 
moan, grovel and wish it were different? 
Does sitting and allowing through condon- 
ing offer solution? Does worry and pulling 
of thine own hairs out upon thine heads- 
help? OH? It would seem foolish to tear 
one’s hair in grief, as though sorrow would 
be made less by baldness. Ask any bald 
person if it is so. 

You are NOW REQUIRED TO MOURN 
AND RESPECT THE DEAD WHO DID 
NOT EVEN DIE-AS INTHE HOLOCAUST 
LIES. Moreover, excess of grief for the 
dead is madness in itself; for it is an 
injury to the living-and the dead know 
it not. So, who is benefiting from the 
constant show of grief while the money 
flows while rewarding the liars? Ah so- 
‘tis the ones who present the lies that 
glean! 

WHAT DO YE WITH MONUMENTS? 
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DISTRACTIONS AND MONEY 

The nice new leaders do plan a surprise 
party to match anything Satan Claus can 
produce, in December. I would point out 
that anyone who wishes to compare-look 
at the world currency. For instance, I just 
described the new money (global) now flow- 
ing through New Zealand and Australia, 
etc. “Ah,” but you say, “what else do you 
have to offer, Hatonn?” How about Rus- 
sian notes? Have you looked at those with 
their metallic microstrips? How about 
closer to your ability to be shown cur- 
rency-try the German currency. Identical 
except for picture imprints on the very 
outer surface to denote origin location. The 
base of the issued currency is IDENTICAL 
right down to the embedded strip and 
coded dash-dash metallic strips. Once 
even touched by, say, “you”, the identifi- 
cation is imprinted and can and will be 
recalled on cue. 

Don’t accept the mark of the Beast? 
How think you that you have not already 
been coded by the beast in a hundred ways 
of which you have no idea-from the mo- 
ment of birth? You don’t even go out of 
existence with DEATH! It is known by the 
“big boys” exactly what you do and use- 
right down to the tissue used in your 
bathroom. 

WHY THE *SHOCK” OVER 
WALSH-SPECIAL PROSECUTOR? 

I’m sorry, chelas, that I get amused and 
irritated with you. Months and months 
ago I told you there were grand jury indict- 
ments against even George Bush which 
had been suppressed for more appropriate 
timing. Do you actually think Walsh just 
“happened” to pull the Weinberger/Bush 
Iran-gate indictments out of the proverbial 
fireplace? I am not the only one to be giving 
you this information, so what has gone 
awry? YOU SMLL EXPECTTO FIND TRUTH 
INTHE CONTROLLED MEDIAANDTOOLS 
OF SATAN. 

‘Well,” you say, %ve can’t afford your 
paper and your books.” So, how do you 
afford the cable network? How do you 
afford the liquor and beer? How do you 
afford the junk foods and how do you afford 
the media press papers and such? IT IS 
CHOICE IN THAT WHICH YOU WOULD 
RATHER BELIEVE! SO BE IT BUT CAST 
NO STONES UPON OUR BEINGS FOR 
YOUR OWN INABILITY TO CHOOSE THAT 
WHICH WILL SETYOU FREE INSTEAD OF 
FURTHER ENSLAVE YOU. 

The one object of the media and press is 
to produce and consume. There is only one 
intent-it is economic slavery, the savage 
struggle for the crumb and then the whole 
of the cake, that has now converted man- 
kind into wolves and sheep. It is.a prison- 
house. It is but the intensified replica of 

the world beyond, chelas, the larger prison 
locked with the levers of Greed, guarded by 
the spawn of hunger and power moving 
you ever so carefully and then violently into 
the enslavement pen to be dealt with ac- 
cording to THEIR” evil PLAN and the time 
of the ‘PLANb is at hand! 

Ah, but this is no longer funny or even 
humorous? No, perhaps not-but it does 
reek of irony, does it not? Well, chelas, 
realize that a taste for irony has kept far 
more hearts from breaking than a sense of 
humor for it takes irony to appreciate the 
joke which is on oneself. Ponder it please. 

CANT HAVE COMMUNICATIONS 
AS I HAVE OUTLINED? 

The next great denial is that Hatonn 
can’t have communications via pulses, etc., 
with a little Earth person and therefore 
“the whole operation is fraud and insult.” 
OH? Last week it was witnessed on inter- 
national “news)) about a little girl who is 
totally deaf--deafened by disease-who has 
been fitted with an internal receiver behind 
her ear which *receives PULSES and allows 
kr to hear very well indeed. She cm.not 
read “lips” not “hear with her ears a single 
sound#-but she hears conversations 
through her bmin nerves stimulated by the 
device implanted.” By the way-Dharma 
doesn’t know or understand her receiving 
*device” any better than does that child 
made over by the public media-and 
charged well over $40 thousand for the 
simple procedure. Dharma, as well, sees 
me and sees my craft-and yet she will be 
the first to tell you that ‘I want to see a 
spaceship too!” when ones proclaim that 
they *got to see one”. She knows exactly 
what I look like in many presentations and 
yet she will proclaim that she has never 
seen me nor certainly has never touched 
me. For in physical form she has not, save 
in transference to craft for work. I do not 
run around like Peter the rabbit for great 
show-and-tell for the fun and games of it 
for I must represent GOD in His MOST 
HIGH, as HOST for the greater bringing in 
safety and security HIS souls trapped in 
the pits of physical corruption. 

Do you realize that through the Pope of 
the Holy Church of Rome and his hench- 
men-THIS MONTH-it has been made 
edict that the stand of the Church Catholic 
NOW ACCEPTS THAT THE SOLAR SYS- 
TEM OF EARTH DOES NOT REVOLVE 
AROUND THE EARTH BUT, RATHER, THE 

I josh you not, chelas-this is the SUN! 
announcement made FROMTHEVATICAN 
within the past ten days!! They said (I.. .the 
Church was wrong!” It will now accept 
that Galileo was correct-after cen.Zuries of 
denial and persecution. But-does it 
change an iota of the Truth of it then or 
NOW? Surely you are beginning to get 
my point? 

Now, today, the Councils of Chruches 
in England have ruled that females may 
become priests. This is stated to be 
expected to cause a greater rif’t between 
the Catholic Church “prop& and the 
Church of England. So, what else is 
new-it is simply the signs of degenera- 
tion of the system while the PLAN takes 
over. 

The WORD is mandatory to be brought 
in the physical form upon a physical plane 
of perceived existence so that MAN can see 
and hear in a manner he can recognize. 
You have long ago bred out the ability to 
hear and see the perceived ‘unseen” ex- 
cept in thine dreams which ye then call 
“nightmares”-but which is actually your 
sorting mechanism of experience and 3-e- 
ali@‘-for ‘YOU” are NOT the physical 
expression but the energy within, which is 
not passing as the physical-but infinite. 

You are going to find that all sorts of 
things are coming down and most of them, 
even with our shedding light on them, are 
eluding you the readers. Can you consider 
for amoment that there is total truth in the 
projections of ones spoken of in Ezekiel, 
the Biblical book, that there would inevita- 
bly be a massive collision between ‘En- 
gland” and ‘Russia”3 Oh, it’s all there- 
it may be that you missed it. Moreover, you 
are going to find many different ‘defmi- 
tions” of the word ‘israel”. Guess what- 
taken further, that meansYOU are hooked. 
up to England. First you have to under- 
stand that ‘language” is’an elusive foun- 
dation upon which to base definitions. For 
instance, Xanguage” is no certain test of 
‘Race”, but only of Social contact. You 
are going to fmd that theword “israel” 
simply means: aourselves15 Originally it 
had no meaning even as ‘God’s chosen= 
which was conjured to-suit those needs of 
ones who decided to pqject that they 
am God% chosen ones. 

BRITISH ISRAEL 

Do you HAVE TO believe me? Nope- You discounted me and disliked it when 
not even the smallest little sign or word. I said that the ruling bunches of thugs in 
But-it gets sticky as things unfold if you England (Great Britain) were actually Brit- 
have failed to consider the truth of-it.- -For ish -Israelis: -Well@orry~aboutyqur prefer- 
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if you deny us of God Forces-then you 
deny God of infinite Creation and likewise 
YOU SHALL BE DENIED! It is simple 
universal LAW of CYCLES! 

BUT WHAT OF THE CHURCHES? 

What of them? I believe in that won- 
drous video method of washing your minds 
you have all sorts of instant information- 
even regarding things which happened 
centuries ago. 
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ences of belief, for that is EXACTLY what name like ‘Hatonn’how do you expect us to and when I have received several docu- 
you have. to know and face. There is proof believe you?” It seems to ‘me that since ments which are identical as readers find 
of the identity of England with the ‘Israel” Gyeorgos is actually simply George in En- truth and proof to their own satisfaction-- 
of prophecy. It all goes back through the glish and with names like ‘Bush”, publish them in our works. I like to give 
centuries and can be put together by some “Quaylem, Ezekiel, Gorbachev, Kissinger, you at least enough to cause you to get your 
good history research. Are all the von Dusseldorf, Brzeiinski, Zbigniew, etc., own copies of the original documents-or if 
researcher’s conclusions totally accurate? that mine is not so ‘silly” after all? How out of print or repressed, give it all to you. 
No, but then, there are enough of them would YOU like to have, to write Zbigniew I have such a journal now, of which I 
with truth to be able to glean truth from the Brzezinski every time you spoke of “me? have received through this resource some 
studied works. This is why I choose to give Funny thing is that Zbigniew Brzezinski several copies. As the last one came via my 
you that which is already printed for your and, say, Henry Kissinger, (OR BILL researcher, Nora, from a correspondent 
consideration-with or without my com- CLINTON) are not even their names. At K.J.L. (a likewise excellent student) I would 
ments. For instance, in order to better see least I use the label given to me by my think it would be most interesting to you. 
that which I shall write on Russia, Bolshe- Father whose.. name I bear and reflect- Theauthorofsaidworksisdeadbutthatdoes 
viks, Great Britain andYOU-whoever you ATON. You are going to find that these not mean his truth is dead but, rather, 
are and wherever you might be-you have “changecllabels” totally reflect from spell- “probably” bears great truth as it has sur- 
to have background even if some of the tid- ing to pronunciation- Satan! Now isn’t vived the attempts to squelch it even after his 
bits are not totally correct in spelling or history. and “language” fun? own demise The material is written from the 
pronunciation. Herein you get into ‘lan- standpoint of a British “subject” (citizen, as 
guage” and that becomes as diverse in . SHARE AND TELL “subjecV is so degrading in meaning.) which 
conclusion as there are people on the face ., deals with the above subject material from 
of the earth. As I have stated in the past, I like tdtake Ezekiel. Only if you * know thine enemy” 

“Well,” I get, OL... with a stupid sounding information applicable to a given subject can you make yourself free! . . - 

The Bo Gritz Situation: 
Important Lessons Of Insight 

1 l/ 12/92 #l HATONN 

This subject does rest heavily upon your 
hearts, readersand should. How can you 
know whom to follow and whom to beware? 
Often you cannot for in every man and every 
event there be need for BOTH. You must 
learn the signs and know the guidelines and 
KNOW THE GOAL TO BE ATTAINED. You 
need to change a nation via the Constitution 
in order to reclaim your nation and govern- 
ment. Through his leadership that could and 
would be attained. You are living manifesta- 
tion in this experience and you cannot simply 
absolve yourself from that experience. So, 
you must take with which you can work and 
use it. But, if the man you place as leader 
refuses insight or ability to meet your needs, 
you also use that through which change can 
be acquired-then perhaps you cannot join 
with that one. One who claims closeness and 
pkmimity to GOD CHRIST and then pm- 
claims violence in any form for #gaining an 
end” is NOT A REFLECTION OF THAT GOD 
IN POINT. 

Since the inquiries are many and the 
demand for sharing in that which transpired 
at the end of election campaigns and at the 
time and afterwards, I believe we shall have to 
share the cross correspondence between Col. 
Gritzand myself’. We have talked’around it” 
in my own effort to avoid outright printing of 

the letters for they are more private. and out massive violence and war. You cannot 
personal than any words yet written. How- even begin to thinkof winning any such war 
ever, the lessons therein are magnificent and at any rate. The Russians are NOT coming- 
necessary. I have waited patiently for two of THE RUSSIANS (COMMUNIST KHAZARIAN 
your weeks+ have response and none has SOCIALISTIC FASCISTS) HAVE ALREADY 
come.thro6gh the route of attack. You must COME! They have troops in your military 
understand’; chelas,that you expect response bases; they have trained and are training in 
from th-e route you encounter or present the your local police departments and Sheriffs 
pmblem. departments and through the Israeli Con- 

I continually ask you to consider that gress demand supplication through your 
Dharma is only a human manifestation and ignorance. They no longer call themselves 
your i&quiries to me are not through her- Soviets? OH, who says? What does the word 
she has enbugh of her- own to burden the “sovietp mean? I think I should let you 
Saints. But-if you express THROUGH her research it for sel.fJ Remember the term 
and/or-TO -her, then you neither accept nor “Un&d Soviet Socialist Republic”? (USSR.) 
hear any Tesp~nse from MmHERWISE. 
The&&@%l blast against ME catne as agross 

Well how does United Soviet Socialist Repub- 
lit StatesofAmericasoundtyou? (USSRSA). 

insulting blast-sainst my scribe in response 
to mya%ki%g yw to suppo3 Petit in-.. last 

These are not the nice kindly old “Christian 
Russian~~ so suppressed m their own nation 

ditch effoqto bringing some kind of workable . since the Revolution called “Bolshevik” and 
possi%l%y,of “ohange” into your national financed-by your own Roths.childs and 
govefnment: C&tonwas obviously goingto R6ckefellers. _ These a.& the bounders who 
win the computereiection and it was never to will rule your world. What have they to do 
beotherwise. -However, if enough of you had with ME, Hatonn? Well, they HAVE RE- 
per&ted and challenged the “system” you SPECT ifnothing more-A GREAT DEAL OF 
would find that the-man actually WON! (Perotr RESPECT WHICH SEEMS FAR MORE THAN 
that is.) u If the “ind_ep&dents” had rallied DO YOUR OWN LOCALWOULD-BE KINGS. 
and- jojned WITH the-third -possibility-you Funny thing, though=-your would-be Kings 
would have opp,or#.mity unlimited this day. have a great deal more, respect for me also 
Instead+you%ave bought, and will dearly pay than does your general rule.of thumb citizen! 
for,a mo% heinousform of tyranny without Even your Col. Grits now has to face the 
possibility of turning about (revolution) with- fact_that he recog&@ me and THOUGHT he . 
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knew to whom he had contact-nly to now 
have to realize he had my brother’s input into Received UR last FAX RE Vote Perot 
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his ears and eyes-and especially “EGO”. 
How can you know? By reading carefully 
what he wrote to me in total anger and hate: 
“IF there is anything REPTILIAN about YOU, 

Such i&rw~ce - Advfsingppk to vote for a person who lip 

[Hatonn]......” “If’???? Does this not infer 
that he thought and expected (no matter 
what his conscious thought projected) a’rep- 
tilian” God of some sort according to the 
projections of prophets and disinformation 
spouters? THIS MEANS WITHOUT DOUBT- 
THAT THE ONE HE THOUGHT I AM-AND 
SERVED IN FACT-IS A PRESENTATION OF 
THE “SERPENT” RACES? Those beings 
have nothing to do with “serpents” as such 
but are pre-presented from the beginning by 
the “serpent? or ‘reptilian replications” in 
the symbols of snakes and dragons. 

cannot he hid under a m&e of nsipnation. -- 
I- YOUhUW COd4ia wiznzor-s (uyau wet- were wz~j unp64rw~rw= 

sin. You have become a Judas goati You would have those you 
I am GOD CREATOR of the CHRISTED 

MANTLE and you will fmd nothing of Me 
mpposed@ cm &utf&w an eid of lessen tier tbn stmtdErm 

which remotely resembles reptiles or ser- for what ts right mgmiikss of the o&k 
pents. I am a-kflection of CHRISI’ GOD IN 
EXPRESSION. I need no weapons nor op- 
pression-for that which is “Created” can Mqy tie chalks of tpnny rcrtmorduavity upon youtback &an upon 
simply be “untreated” and the “jig is up. those who foolishly taRc your m&advise. Then is no compxmise for 
God does not simply dissolve “creationsA in 
that manner, however, for MAN is given to 

irrrth and &ht among tke mtks of &use who gavG and UFV wiliing to 

have to CHOOSE his path for consideration 
give their all that we m&t live ficc. Go back ti your space ship and 

of placement of SOUL in the realms of Cm- be gone f;iom out CO~IIPIIIIP, of pat&s. Our God has ire limitations. 
ation. This is the time of sorting and many 
find they “pass” muster and others who 

Our faitIi is in Rim. We will not tmk His got of bi&n’gM for 

pretend to pas-flunk the course miserably. an.v%ing less - Haa! 
DoesthismeantheycannotcomeintoKNOW- 
ING and retake the “exxnm-of course not- 
right to the proverbial and magic 12th hour. 
However, often we find that tempering by the 
furnace heat of flunking often brings the God 
strength unto the bearer and the journey 
becomes mighty and unsurpassed in un- 
daunted service unto God and Man as reflec- 
tion of God. Oft times the ‘crisis” of the c( 
disease process must be gotten through be- 
fore the healing can present the wholeness of 
body and mind! Most often the realization of 11/2/92 #l HATONN goat”. But I promise you this much, this 
ACTUAL TRUTH causes a disruption in the day-if I be the Judas goat-WHAT BE YE 
relationships surrounding the person and TO: CMDR. JAMES GRIT2 who would sacrifice all possibility of re- 
herein is most often wherein the “warrior for FROM: CMDR. GYEORGOS HATONN gaining this nation through Constitutional 
truth” is lost to the physical expression. In means by your own ego tyranny of your 
other words, symbolically, or literally, speak- In the same tone as given to me, sir-get type of house-cleaning, for you will never 
ing: “Adam can’t part with his Eve!” or from your intelligence out of your assets and be allowed to get close enough to clean 
his misleading supporters who actually ‘did come into the professional maturity of the anything. If Ross Perot can get elected the 
him in”. However, chelas, if you are in the task at hand. people will MAKE SURE HE CALLS ON 
stormy seaswrapped from head to toe in alife My people have stood aside and sup- YOU AND THAT IS FOR WHICH I HAVE 
suit filled with hole-will it save you or sink ported you to the very last of their ability to PETITIONED-PERHAPS IN YOUR ANGER 
you? Ponder it please. do so and you would walk out on those AT GOD YOU LOST YOUR ABILITY TO 

What, Sir, do you represent? God? I think READ! 
(Editor’s note: In accordance with Corn- NOT, son. You would have this nation fall What do you thinkyou willgain by Bush 

mander Hatonn’s instructions, immedi- without ability to reclaim itself for your and/or especially Clinton getting reelected? 
atelyfollowing above tight is a copy ofthe Holier thanThou perception that you KNOW Well, that is what is coming down-and 
FAX from Col. Gritz, sent at 12:SO PM on it ALL. You know almost NOTHING! WORSE! Ifyou cannot see it then you most 
Monday afternoon, 1 l/2/ 92, in response As the election is “rigged” YOU CAN- certainly have been remiss in your connec- 
to Commander’s ‘Vote Perot” suggestion NOT WIN! Think you that you can then tions with God. I ask that you reread your 
that had been FAxed to many locations somehow storm the White House with message to me and see if that truly is a 
earlier in the day. Following the FAXfrom machine guns and bury those bastards in message of one mature Commander even 
G&k is Commander Hatonn’s reply, two flags? Sir, stand and THINK. You see, son, to another-much less, to him who leads 
hours later that same afternoon.] I care not one whit what you think regard- the Hosts of God. 
.----em - . . . . . .._.,.,_ --“il . . . . ._*i_.. . . . . ing .a .%ll2. foot 3xpt&4.n, space,J.u&as . . . ..> Y,!?t! Ayw?g ,b!% .vq Jew .*e ,ep sf s 
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tyranny upon my back? Sir, I have no back sor to mankind while urging them to sup- WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO TELL THE 
upon which they shall rest. It will be port a billion dollar clown who would re- CHILDRENTO DO ON WEDNESDAY WHEN 
through such “ignorance, as your word” write our Constitution”? Does it mean CLINTON (THETOTALTOOL OF EVIL) IS IN 
as you respond which will cost the man of that because I do not serve in the “benevo- THE SEATED THRONE? WHAT IS 
this planet all hope of freedom. lent attitude” you prefer-that I suddenly PLANNED BY THESE EVIL HUMAN BUT 

Resignation? You certainly do not know am Satan? I suggest you sit with God a SATANIC GUIDED ROBOTS IS UNTHINK- 
ME, sir. I have only begun to fight with a while and see what you have said and done ABLE BETWEEN NOW AND JANUARY! I 
full recognition of what can be accom- in this instance. This man would “sur- REPEAT-WHAT WILL YOU DO ON 
plished if the game is played for the best round himselfwith CFRcommunist clones WEDNESDAY? AT LEAST IF YOU COULD 
and highest good and not through the and become an anti-Christ?” With whom HAVEASWEEPWITH PEROTBIGENOUGH 
perceptions of that which Ywould be nice to do you surround yourself? “Reptilian” TO BURY THE FIXED ELECTION MACHIN- 
gain”. It is STAGED INTENTIONALLY so pronouncing liars? Chameleon? It is not ERY THERE WOULD BE A PRAYER OF 
THAT YOU CANNOT WIN BY REASON- “I” who has changed and pronounces judg- ACTION-ON WEDNESDAY BECAUSETHE 
ABLE MEANS! Does that mean that per- ment on everyone save self-but in the PEOPLE WOULD HAVE SEEN THAT THEY 
haps you could if certain things came to doing so have ye pronounced it upon self- COULD DO IT! 
be? Of course you could because with God and worse, you do it in the name of JESUS! Don’t give to me the “stand firm for 
“all things are possible”. But, is it likely? HOW DARE YOU MAKE JUDGMENTS IN what is right regardless of the odds”-good 
Not the way the people are thinking and THE VERY NAME OF HIM WHO NEVER grief, what do you suggest? Why don’t we 
acting! Perhaps the miracle would happen JUDGES! just blow the suckers away-is that more 
but THEN WHAT WOULD YOU DO? Perot Warrior? There are many kinds of war- Godly? According to WHO? These jerks 
can win WITHINTHEVERY “FIXED” GAME riors-and the ones who win the battle- have a made a good man mad and he has 
THEY HAVE RIGGED if enough of you do not do it with machine guns and how to listen now even if he had not originally 
demand it. At least “then” you could dare you, SIR, suggest that it is what YOU planned it that way. Yes, and he will 
cause a stink in this nation that would foul choose which shall be “pardonablen or probably pardon Bush or something else 
the air into the cosmos if change is not “unpardonable”. It is a mighty and great stupid-but WHO SAID THE MAN HAS 
brought about. I think, sir, that you have man who can handle the load and respon- NOT AWAKENED TO THE ERRORS OF HIS 
been too busy to see that which GOD HAS sibility placed in your care-at this point OWN DIRECTIONS? WHAT HAS ‘HE” 
BEEN ABOUT! you prove that you are not what you claim BEEN TOLD ABOUTYOU? YOU ARE REP- 

I have never left my “space ship” and it to be for the MOUTH says, ‘In the name of RESENTED AS A REBEL, A WILDMAN, A 
is not ME WHO HAS GONE FROM THE and in service to God and Country,” and CRAZY WHITE SUPREMACIST, ETC., AD 
“PATRIOTS”. You are correct, Commander, when it doesn’t go your =perceiue# way NAUSEAM-DO THE ACCUSATIONS MAKE 
God has NO LIMITATIONS but you have to wh and@zaZ hill-taking yau b&w IT TRUE? YOU HAD BETTER CONSIDER 
just called him a Judas goat! What is your it out y=t ew witi snzug accusations. ALL THAT ‘GOOD” INFORMATION ON 
gift of birthright? What mean you that you If this be a test for my Scribe and THE PERCHANCE IT MIGHT NOT BE SO 
will not trade His gift of birthright for people-THEY PASSED IT. I wonder, Sir, if 100% SO. SOMETIMES ONE MUST LOSE 
anything less? You are offering that to your you shall. IN ORDER TO WIN. PONDER IT. WHERE 
people who have fought and clung to the I suggest you go back, after you cool IS THIS MAN WHO SAID TO BE HAM- 
hope of awakening this nation? YOU ARE down a bit and READ what I have offered- STRUNG BY A PRESIDENCY WOULD BE 
PERHAPS ANGRY THATTHEY AWAKENED like about lasr Wednesday. You judge, you TERRIBLE? WHAT HAS CHANGED? NOT 
NOT TO YOU AND THAT IT TOOK A BIL- shoot from the hip and you, frankly, make I, SIR. NOT I. 
LIONAIRE TO PLAY THE GAME AS WELL a fool of self. You turn about and kick GOD The people will start on your next cam- 
AS THE SERPENTS IN POWER-AND TO in the teeth for supporting you in the first paign on Wednesday and/or if Perot gets in 
STAND FIRM (WHATEVER THAT MEANS place-do you think this has been fun and they will DEMAND THAT HE GET YOU, AT 
AS IN RIGHT OR WRONG, ABILITY TO games for these workers? How can I con- ANY COST, LISTEN UNTIL HE UNDER- 
WIN-OR LOSE) YOU WOULD ‘STAND tinue to ask these grasping and struggling STANDS WHAT YOU HAVE TO SAY AND 
FIRM FOR WHAT IS RIGHT REGARDLESS masses to trust you if this be a sign of your TAKE ACTION OR THIS NATION IS GOING 
OF THE ODDS.” YOU WOULD PULL ALL unwillingness to even find out about that INTO THE DUNG HEAP BECAUSE THE 
DOWN INTO LOSS WITH NO ABILITY TO which I have offered? “PATRIOTS” CANNOT RISE UP AGAINST 
CUT INROADS WITHIN THE SYSTEM AND A PLANET OF MANKIND RESTS UPON THE RUSSIANS WHO HAVE JUSTBOUGHT 
BEHEA~FORWHAT?? SOYOUCOULD WHAT IS DONE IN THESE POLITICAL YOUR NATION FOR THE PRICE OF THE 
PRONOUNCE YOUR FORM OF “RIGHTS” GAMES OF THIS DAY-AND TO PLACE NATIONAL DEBT. I SUGGESTYOU START 
UPONTHEPEOPLE, COMEHELLORHIGH YOURSELF ABOVE THAT CAUSE IS ACT- READING RIGHT NOW AND THEN PER- 
WATER? NO, SIR, I DON’T THINK SO. ING IN PURELY “CHAMELEON” COLORS, HAPS WECAN DISCUSSTHISAS GENTLE- 

Bo, you were chosen and because it COMMANDER GRITZ. WHERE WILLYOU MEN. IT MATTERS NOT TO ME EITHER 
doesn’t unfold in the way YOU perceived it LEAD THESE PEOPLE? COULD YOU DO WAY, BROTHER, FOR I INTEND TO GET 
to be in “righteousness” does not mean it IT? YES. WITHOUT GOD, NO! SIR, BY MY MISSION DONE AND TOGETHER WE 
is not unfolding in the way GOD can see the THIS RESPONSE TO ME I CAN GUARAN- COULD DO IT. YES WE CAN GET THESE 
unfolding. It reminds me, as with you, of TEE THAT WHAT YOU THINK YOU HAVE, BASTARDS (AND THAT DOESNT EVEN 
the child who wants the chocolate pie and AND WHAT YOU HAVE, ARE TWO VERY MEAN WHAT YOUR SO-CALLED SATANIC 
can’t get it. He is not willing to have the DIFFERENT THINGS. WE CAN WIN THIS WEBSTER’S DICTIONARY DEFINES IT AS 
vanilla and then add the chocolate-he will WAR IF WE WORK AS ONE IN UNITY AND BEING) CAUGHT IN THEIR OWN STUPID 
have it NOW or go to his death. For what? IN TOTAL UNSELFISH EFFORT-BUT IF TRAPS-BUT NOT IF THEY STILL WIELD 
To be a hero of some kind? God, man, we THE BATTLE IS ALL SO DAMNED IMPOR- ALL THE POWER! 
need to get some of your brothers out of TANT TO YOU THAT YOU CANNOT SEE NOW, JAMES, YOU GO FORTH AND 
prison before they are slain and a lot of THE GOAL FOR THE MOMENT, THEN IT DO WHATEVER YOU WANT TO DO BUT 
thought is going to rest and actions pend- WOULD BE NOTED YOU ARE NOT THE YOU HAD BESTTHINKVERY, VERY HARD 
ing the outcome of this election. MAN! I KNOW THAT YOU ARE THE MAN, IN THE PRESENCE OF GOD OF LIGHTED 

HOW darct “I” “a+$ ~~~~~~~l~$-~Q~- . a wx T,E N!!T vx G!,QpL+ ‘& ~ , _ , . _ _ _ - CR.EATI-ON-FOR YOU ARE W:ORKING _ _ _ . . 
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WITH A GRINNING SATAN ABOUT YOUR 
NECK AND SHOULDERS. 

birthright for anything less-“Haton”! then nished by the pollution of the dimensional 
I think you are not the leader for this plane. If he be of the stuff that leads 

Obviously you do not have your FAITH challenge at any rate and I am deeply sorry nations and armies of God, then he shall be 
IN GOD as you so state-you are judging, that I have asked a planet to support you. tempered from the fire of the furnace. To 
accusing and blindly striking out at some- YOU have no right, much less duty, to stay in a hot kitchen if soon you can escape 
thing you don’t even understand or know. decide what is best for your brother-for to the revelry of the battle to lick the 
How in the devil did you THINK GOD AND your perception is not necessarily best for wounds is easy-to stay the course as the 
HOSTS WOULD GET TO YOUR PLACE? I, HIM. It would seem to me that more kitchen heats is else! 
further, have the responsibility of keeping sacrifices in the form of Vi&i Weaver and I have one last thing at this moment to 
you searchers alive while we come to con- Sam isaskingtoomuch fromevenastaunch say to Commander Gritz. I AM EXACTLY 
frontation of the truth of this journey. If warrior patriot-why don’t we just shoot WHO I SAY I AM-I COME WITH THE SON 
YOU represent the company of “patriots”, everybody NOW and get it over with? WHO IS CHRISTED SANANDA-ONE WITH 
then I suggest you will NEVER win this war Since you wrote this fax to ‘Haton” GOD AND I AM THE FATHER OF THAT 
lest everyone get killed DEAD. then I suggest it was not intended for SON COME THAT MY PEOPLE BE RE- 

To change the system-especially the Dharma-who serves to thevery best ofher CLAIMED ALONG WITH MY CREATIONS. 
Judicialcorruption ofthe Anti-God-means ability. Or was it aimed at a crowd who YOU, SON, HAD BETTER BE VERY, VERY 
you have to GET INSIDETHE SYSTEM TO gave up their own incomes to give you a SURE OF WHAT YOU DO FOR YOU ARE 
DO SO. “THEY” HAVE RIGGED IT SO rally and have worked for you day and NOT GIVEN ALLTO SEE AND KNOW AND 
THAT YOU CANNOT. EVEN IF YOU WON night since? How dare you insult these CONCLUSIONS JUMPED TO IN ANGER 
HANDS DOWN IN COUNTING-THEY WILL people who have served you in truth and AND PERCEIVED *RESIGNATION” JUST 
NOT ALLOW THE PUBLIC TO EVER KNOW honor? MIGHT BE INCORRECT! 
OF SUCH. IT IS SO BAD THAT EVEN IF Perhaps you should actually return to *t* 
PEROTWINSBYSWEEPINGTHENATION- the imbeciles who tout stupid, I hope that you readers will read these 
THEY STILL HAVE COVERED THE POLLS disinformation about what is happening crosswritingswithcompassionand LGVE- 
AND THE COMPUTERS TO SHOW HIM AS here. They do not speak of GOD-they for ye be NO DIFFERENT! 
LOSING-THEY HAVE MANAGEDTO KEEP speak of things evil and Satanic and you I also ask that you attend the perse- 
YOUR NAMES EVEN OFF THE AIRWAVES have obviously fallen into the trap. cuted, such as Weaver and Harris, Campbell 
OF THE TELEVISION CIRCUITS. YOU You do, sir, that which you wish-1 and other patriots who gave all they had to 
WANT GOD TO PERFORM A MIRACLE OF SHALL DO EVERYTHING IN MY POWER give-for giving “life” itself in this fog of 
SOME SORT? NOYOU DON’T-YOU WANT ALLOWED, TO GET CHANGE THROUGH pain in these instances, is little indeed. 
HIM TO RESPOND ASYOUTHINK WOULD The losses sustained by these ones sur- WISDOM INTO A POSSIBLE POSITION TO 
BE THE BEST WAY EVEN IT IS NOT. MAKE CHANGE-THERE ARETOO MANY passes self death by any measure. We 

Don’t come to me in your judgment of WHO WILL PAY TOO DEARLY FOR SUP- must not let them be further damaged by a 
same. If I be who you project I might be, PORTING SUCH ASYOUTO LEAVETHEM %xed”and’rigged~systemthatwasstaged 
Sir-I think it would have been far wiser to UNATTENDED TO THE BEST OF MY “COM- from onset! 
be nicer to me. You are most fortunate that MAND” ABILITY. BUT YOU HAD BEST BE You have not the right to “give up” 
I AM WHO I SAY I AM and I come in the CAREFUL WHO YOU KISS OFF BECAUSE because you cannot reach conclusions 
service of CHRIST-GOD! WHEN ORDERED AWAY-I GO AND IF IN about a given incident. You MUST always 

I have told ones to vote at all costs for TRUTH OF DEMAND IN INTENT-GOES measure thoughts and actions according 
you-right up until this past ten days WITH ME THE SHIELD. to the DECREES OF GOD AND RIGH- 
when they put the final satellites into orbit I ONLY ASK THAT YOU STRIP AWAY TEOUSNESS for how YOU respond is a 
which can blow away your nation- and THE HURT AND ANGER AND COMMUNE MEASUREOFYOU, NOTTHE OTHER WHO 
will. They have to think again about that if WITH GOD ABOUT THIS IN INTELLIGENT MAY HAVE FAILED IN HIS OWN MEA- 
change comes in demand from the public. LIGHT OF ACTION WHICH CAN GIVE THE SURE OF SELF. ‘EVEN A MURDERER 
If that be too selfish for your colors, Bo, PLUM-NOBODY TOLD YOU IT WOULD AND THIEF NEEDS LOVE” AS IS STATED 
then I suggest you go wither and rot in the BE EASY SO WHAT IN THE NAME OF GOD IN THE FORM OF A BUMPER STICKER 
trenches where the ones who refuse to AREYOU SQUAWKINGABOUT? YOUARE USED BY YOU AS EXPRESSION THAT 
accept “truth” wallow in their anger that PROVING BY THIS VERY LETTER BACK SAID”DIRTY OLD MEN NEED LOVETOO”. 
the world is not different on “their” terms. TO ME IN ANGER AND HATE-THAT YOU Chelas, you have to kiss a lot of toads 

I am no more interested in YOU than I ARE NOT READY FORTHE RUN FORYOU before you can even find a good frog-you 
am in the least child in Somaliaor East Los ARE FLUNKING THE TESTING! I REPEAT, will never find a prince in either projection. 
Angeles-does that make me a Judasgoat? WHAT YOU DO IS YOUR DOING, BUT I Does the kissing of the toad mean you 

Iaskyou inlikewords: “Youwould have INTEND TO SAVE JUST AS MANY INNO- must jump in bed and bear the disease 
those you supposedly care about follow an CENT BLIND LAMBS AS I CAN THAT WE he may bear or take within the poison of 
evil of lessers rather than stand firm for CAN WIN THE WAR-THIS IS BUT A TINY the toad’s slime? STOP YOUR SILLI- 
what is right regardless of the odds.” WHO BATTLE BUT IT GIVES ODDS TOO GREAT NESS AND COME INTO REALITY AND 
DECIDED IT WAS A LESSER? OR EVIL? FOR MOST TO SURMOUNT INTO THE TAKE RESPONSIBILITY. SEE THE WIS- 
WHERE, SIR, DID YOU COME ‘BY ALL HANDS OF THE ADVERSARY. DOM IN MOVES PROJECTED AS WORK- 
YOUR WONDROUS AND UNTAINTED IN- MOREOVER,YOU HAVE DOUBTED ME ABLE-DO NOT SIMPLY BE IRRESPON- 
FORMATION? A GODLY BEING CANNOT FOR LONG AND THAT DISAPPOINTS SIBLE AND HOP INTO BED WITH THE 
BE ROBOTIZED-BUT HE SURE CAN BE YOU-WELL, TOO BAD-DO YOU WALK DAMNED TOAD. This does not mean 
MADE TO SEE THE LIGHT AND YOU HAD OUT ON GOD ALSO? SO BE IT. that you cannot follow the toad to find 
BEST THINK ABOUT IT, COME OFF THE Dharma, release it, chela, we do that the water hole from which to drink if ye 
IVORY THRONE AND LOOK AT THE which we can and man makes his own be dying of thirst-even a toad has to 
BATTLEFIELD AND CONSIDER HOW BET- choice-it is not your burden and this one have good waterl Ponder it. 
TER TO TAKE THIS HILL! I gladly bear for this is my son and I shall May God rest upon you, gently, the 

I If you perceive that ,to act in intelligent allow him his tantrums for he is made of mantle of insight. 
challenge is your perception of trading the metal of the Universe and’ only’ tar- - Hatonii+b +thd 6~:‘. . 3 ‘t .t 
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Friday-The-13th News 
“chits” changed but massive losses of 
value were taken by both the personnel 
involved and the local economy wherein 
shops and business operators accepted 
the chits as “money”. The system works 

1 l/ 13/92 #l HATONN 

DOG BITES FRIDAY THE 13TH 

Dharma says she could have nicely 
gone all day without having to realize it was 
a Friday the 13th. Aren’t we fortunate that 
we do not have to believe in curses other 
than knowing that the enemy likes to cause 
you more grief on the days he designates as 
“his”? Be informed, chelas, not supersti- 
tious, but be prepared for the tricks ARE 
played on the days which bring the most 
impact to his dirty little causes. 

MESSAGE OF GLOOM 

Since it is Friday the 13th let us not 
disappoint you listeners. Also, callers to 
the phone line-a new system is now in 
place and therefore there are four or five 
lines available instead of the overworked 
uonen. We will keep it operational as long 
as resources allow. Also, however, we may 
have to cut the paper greatly as I cannot 
ask these people to continue to make up 
the $5-$10 thousand deficit each month 
which the paper runs in the “hole”. We are 
so grateful to you who have invested for 
this project but the load is far too great to 
continue without assistance. So many 
copies of the paper are distributed at no 
cost and so many are shared and copied 
and distributed that we can’t bear the cost 
without subscribers. We only have some- 
where around, actually less than, 1500 
subscribers and this does not even cover 
postage. Perhaps man is simply not yet 
ready for the WORD but I tell you now, he 
has not much longer to get “readyR. It is 
coming down fast and hard. We will do that 
which we can but facts and reality guide 
our work. 

The same thing applies to the Constitu- 
tional Law Center. Progress is now being 
made to make the Center self-sustaining- 
but it is, at present, a massive burden on 
but a tiny few. The Center is absolutely 
swamped with case-load-each, like Randy 
Weaver, needing massive attention and 
who have no resources to contribute in any 
manner. 

Dharmaand E.J. make it day to day and 
prospects of avoiding eviction, literally into 
the street, loom like the pendulum with 
nothing save the pit as alternative in this 
matter. However, a writ is almost finished 
to lodge with the U.S. Supreme Court and 
then an injunction is to be filed with the 
Federal Court. This case has already be- 
come issue in the Federal Court but the 
ball can bounce either way. Every effort is 

the work in writing regardless of inconve- like ‘food stamps” in that pay is issued in 
nience-but this is heartbreaking load for “coupons” because of the money stan- 
these ones. Oh, chelas, it is but the PLAN darcls in foreign stations. One morning all 
in unfolding and if I give unto you that leaves were cancelled, personnel on leave 
which appears gloomy-I do so for there is off base were called in and no-one could 
nothing of ‘good news’ in the workings of leave the bases. There was a straight 
the world today. There is great joy and across exchange of colored =rnonef and 
glory in the spiritual aspect of this time in only $500 TOP was allowed exchange-all 
experience-please don’t miss it. YOU above that amount was confiscated. The 
ARE THE HOPE OF THIS WORLD! business owners lost all assets being held 

and any soldier having chits off base, say, 
REPORT FROM TOP “INSIDERS” with girl friends, etc., lost the savings. 

THIS is within your own military service so 
This comes from one who is a Professor who do you think will be NEXT? The 

of International Studies and also a member December Surprise may well be a nasty 
of the CFR and he says: one indeed. 

“The ones in New York and along the 
East Coast of the U.S. who are considered TERRORIST TACTICS 
“rich” to “super-rich” are in the process of 
moving out of those areas. These groups You can begin to expect massive moves 
are buying or have bought the Barrier by the terrorists by and through ones such 
Islands and are erecting fortresses around as Quaddafi. His name by any translation 
the whole of the islands. Hired police have means: ‘the vomiter of blood”. At this very 
been put in place to guard them. Massive time there are your own mercenary Special 
generators are in place for power supply. Forces in Libya teaching the students and 
These Elite were told by ‘higher-ups” to “armies” Special Forces tactics. I haven’t 
‘Get out of Dodge,” as the saying goes, time to repeat all this on a phone line but 
NOW! we will write about it. I have to balance the 

The circulating instructions through- information coming forth and equated with 
out the Elite community are that the U.S. that of Nostradamus’ offerings with what 
is in imminent and incredible danger and should be given and what should be held 
the ‘prognosisI is very bad to zilch and a until full translations are in receiving. 
full-scale ad2 War is on the wuy soonl However, it would seem that overload is 

reached so quickly as only “dark” news is 
NORD DAVIS revealed that my very being cries out to give 

you longer protection to your senses. I, too, 
We do not have this from Nord Davis must act in wisdom and disallow my own 

personally but is a repeat of what he is now reluctance to overburden you to stand in 
saying about circumstances. Remember, my mission to awaken you and allow for 
please, that Nord Davis is the one who your time of preparing selves for that which 
would have been placed as Secretary of will come even if it only be in thine souls. 
Defense under the administration of Bo You who object to these Truths and 
Gritz. He says that you can expect war at bomblast my scribe and publishers of this 
any time and that it is expected that no one informatiorr--sroP READING II IF YOU FIND 
within 75 miles of the major cities (i.e., New NO TRUTH IN IT. THE FACTS ARE THATYOU 
York, San Francisco) will survive. So be ARE FINDING FULLTRUTH IN ITANDYOU DO 
it-1 can offer nothing to soothe your NOTWISHTOFACElT-YOUWOULDRATHER 
dreams. I do suggest that many cities have HAVE MY PEOPLE LIE SO YOU DONT HAVE 
other purposes within the “PLAN” and TO CONCERN SELVES. NO, WEWILLBRING 
therefore will probably not be destroyed TRUTHASI’IUNFOLDSANDPERHAPSSI’AVE 
through nuclear attack. However, many OFF SOME OF THE ACTUAL EVENTS UNTIL 
will also be “attacked” by other methods YOU MIGHT GEI’ BETTER SITUATED IF YOU 
less obvious and proper sequence for the WILL”LISTEN”AND“ACI”-ORATTHEVERY 
most impact-i.e., earthquakes and”natu- LEAST-MAKETRUl’HAVAILABLETGI’I-IOSE 
ral” appearing disasters. You already see WHO ASK AND DESIRE n. 
the impact on the people and economy 
from those under way right now. SHROUD OF TURIN / SANANDA 

COUPON CHANGES *** CARD NOW AVAILABLE *** 

A while back the military personnel Foryouoneswhowillwishtobeableto have 
stationed in Germany had a big “cur- the “cards” of the ‘proof that Esu (Jesus) the 
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time for sending at the holiday season-you $1.5Oeu&5Oorrno~~~&~&$I.OOaach] And actual photogmph done in black and white. 
can contact THE PHOm LJBERATOR IM- 
MEDIATELY as it will take time to get ordez 

would not theTruth of this Wondrous Being be There is a copy used here in the repro- 
suchagiftofgifts?Youwillseewhenyouwitness duction, owned and cherished by Rick 

and printed and envelopes to fit, etc. [Please the card that the expenses are pretty stiff even Martin-wherein the 8’XlO” photograph has 
refer to pages 7-9 of the 1 O/27/ 92 LIBERA- with ‘volunteers” attaching the overlay within, literally produced gold leaf highlighting 
TOR for background on this project. The and also check on ability to meet the scivice over the past two years. You will be able to see 
origina researchcame frpmourNostradam.us required timewise for the holiday mailing. You the areas in the “card” reproduction as 
eqert, D.J., who wus guided to take Q good- who literally distribute our work would un- reflected light areas. The areas are very 
quality picture of the ancient Shroud of Turin doubtedly find this a wondrous gift for your apparent ifyou hold the transparency to the 
and overlay on that Q transparency of a mod- contactsasyourowngmeting. Iamaskingthat light. This is NOT AN ACCIDENT OF PHO- 
empicture of Sanurula Sananda appeared in a card be sent with each subscriber’s mailing as TOGRAPHY OR DEVELOPMENT-THIS IS A 
visible, tangible body, andpermitted Hispho- our Season’s Greetings to our blessed family DIRECT MESSAGE FROM THE CHRIST AS 
tographtobetukenonJuneI,1961 inChichen thatourbondsmightstrengthenintherealityof AUTHENTICATIONOFHISTRUTHOFPRES- 
&a, Yumtan, by one of thirty ar&ueoZogists the Truth of our experience. [You regular sub ENCE. AGAIN, WE ARE NOT IN THE BUSI- 
working in the area at the time. The results of sui& should have reaziued a oard enclosed NESS OF BUSINESS BUT NEITHER CAN 
the overlay experiment are simply stunning- with this LIBERATOR.] OUR PEOPLE BEAR MORE BURDEN OF 
as the card beauti)%lly iblustrcltes.] The staff EXPENSE. WE WILL MAKE THE CARDS 
believes it CAN be done if the needs are MIRACLES? WITH OVERLAY OF THE TRANSPARENCY 
known within aweek to ten days. I do suggest OVER THE SHROUD OF TURIN TO THOSE 
you consider it. [The price for 1-49 will be The photograph usedonthiscardisfroman OF YOU WHO WISH THEM. 

The Divine Plan, Part III: 

Counsel For The Weary 
10/31-11/4/92 SANANDA 6s MOSES 

Blessed children, it is I, Master Jesus. 
You have slept long and the dark is falling 
in upon you once more. You have neither 
food nor raiment in your store houses. You 
have no shelters in which to hide from the 
fury. You have seen the unfolding of THE 
GOOD, the abundance, but I say unto you 
that, just as you have seen the unfolding of 
THE ABUNDANCE, you will see the REAPER 
come unto you to harvest that abundance. 

We can only WARN you of THE LEAN 
YEARS ahead of you that you may prepare. 
For as surely as the see-saw tilts in the 
direction away from you, and you are UP, 
the see-saw shall come tilting in your own 
direction and you shall come to the ground. 
The see-saw is bringing you unto the 
ground, yet you lie unprepared. 

You look not ahead nor to the side nor 
to the rear. You live but in the moment, 
and in the moment you shall perish. It 
matters not to your enemy that you all fall 
to hunger and the disease. The enemy is 
intent upon your DESTRUCTION. You had 
best know that the ENEMY IS WITHIN your 
camp, and YOU KNOW IT NOT. 

All the while you have slept. And before 
your eyes are opened, Precious Children, 
your end of the see-saw SHALL HIT THE 
GROUND. And down YOU SHALL COME 
TO CRASH. 

TO HEAR: 
PREPARE YOUR FOOD STORAGE 

SUCH THAT YOU HAVE IN STORAGE THE 
MINIMUM OF A YEAR. Keep your grana- 
ries full, lest your enemy starve you unto 
death. 

Arm your selves lest you be caught 
without the means to defend your families. 

Build unto your selves shelters to with- 
stand the nuclear particles which are about 
to befall you. 

Fill your homes with the basic medical 
and emergency supplies you will need to 
survive. 

Little Ones, this is a SERIOUS WARN- 
ING to those who will hear. If yours is not 
unto the hearing, you must withstand that 
which befalls you. 

I am Master Jesus; and, unto the teach- 
ing of you, we are disseminating this that 
you might take heed. Precious children, as 
the saying goes,‘forewarned is forearmed.’ 
Grave and serious calamities are about to 
befall you and the defense system of your 
country is all but abolished. Your country, 
as you know the same, is set to fall. Believe 
on these words for they are TRUE. You who 
shall not believe must endure that which is 
cast upon you. 

Our hearts cry out to you to stop this 
ideaof aONE WORLD GOVERNMENT (New 
World Order), which is nothing more than 
the Antichrist Plan to enslave you. 

Thusl’sav’unto’you whol%s%! the EARS ’ ’ -Weme come, and for th’e Pure WWEAR’F 

we are come. Live the commandments 
until the bitter end and give up not that 
which you know to be TRUE (and according 
to God’s teachings) for a single LIE. Bless- 
ings unto each of you in your FIGHT. We 
are among you, and you know it not. We 
are but a prayer away. We know that which 
is within you and we know that which each 
of you is doing to STOP THE SPREAD OF 
THIS EVIL. Ifyou will not work to STOP the 
spread of this EVIL machine, then you 
have condoned the same. Woe be unto 
you, for that which yoil; have allowed is 
your just reward. 

If yours is the choice to belong to the 
KINGDOM OF GOD, YOU WILL DO EV- 
ERYTHING WITHIN YOUR VERY POWER 
TO ARREST THE SPREAD OF THIS EVIL. 
No one can make this decision, save it be 
you. Precious Ones, you and only you are 
responsible for YOUR CHOICES. We are 
here to offer you the promises of Father- 
God-Ctecitor, and this is a DMNE HERI- 
TAGE within the REALMS of THE CRE- 
ATOR. You can have no way of knowing 
what this is, but I can assure you that if but 
one of you could see the same, you would 
work unceasingly to receive your heritage. 

Little Ones, you must live within the 
Laws of Father-God-Creator and assure 
that your children do the same. We are 
begging you to save the last home of free- 
dom within the realm of Earth. Save this 
lheriw’ that your ,children *may.-,know- 1 
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FREEDOM. Save The United States of and, I can tell you that in your heart, you THERE IS NO BEXTER TIME THAN THE 
America. You are about to be totally en- are restless and seek ever more of that PRESENT MOMENT. .EVERY MOMENT 
slaved. Large numbers of you are about to which you call recreation. Your desires for SPENT AWAY FROM THE ABUNDANCE 
be slaughtered en masse. Please do not the same will not be sated. You harbor all OF YOUR CREATOR IS A MOMENT OF 
think these to be needless ramblings of manner of jealousies. As where the life is SELF-IMPOSED DEPRIVATION. 
some lost individual. This Dear One who so totally governed by the idea of a sexual I am Jesus, Jehovah, The Christed One. 
writes this for the lot of you does not wish attachment, (regardless of the nature of I come quickly. Know this and go with the 
to write the same. She does NOT CHERISH the sexual attachment) you will never assuredness that the ECSTASY OF GOD IS 
“seeing” the GRAVE DESTRUCTION which progress according to GOD’S PLAN for WITHIN THE GRASP OF ALL WHO WILL 
is about to befall you. This is GREAT you. . . . which is SPIRITUAL EVOLUTION. BUT FOLLOW THE LAWS OF GOD AND 
SADNESS indeed for her! Is Father-God-Creator angry with you? COME HUMBLY AS INNOCENT CHILDREN, 

You had best do as you are told to do. Precious Ones, to the contrary. It is you FORGIVING AND FORGIVABLE, BROKEN 
Your time is running out as the hourglass who will break your own back. YOU bring OFYOUROWN WILLFULNESS, AND WILL- 
is all but empty. ,Little Ones, we pour out unto yourself DESPAIR. You bring unto ING TO FALL UNDER THE ORDER OF 
upon you Our Love and beg you to open up your own self DESTRUCTION. CREATOR CREATOR IN ALL THINGS. GO IN THE 
to the TRUTH of this message and to do as pours out a PERFECT LOVE unto each of PEACE OF KNOWING. BLESSINGS UNTO 
you are instructed to do. You call me as you. Yet, you will never KNOW the same, EACH OF YOU. 
Jehovah, Jesus, the Christed One. I am for as you engage in more perversions, you l ** 

here with the Hosts, as sent from the Most cut yourself off from the substance of BAL- 
High and only God, Creator . . . .The Begin- ANCE and WHOLENESS.. . .Creator’s Eter- SEX PERVERSION 
ning and the Ending. We come quickly, nal Love. 
Little Ones. Be prepared on the inner. The LONGER you seek to engage in that Rosah, it is I, Moses. Fear not the 
Have your house clean. And be prepared which leads you unto FRAGMENTATION, reprisals of those who call themselves as 
on the outer that you might survive until the GREATER will be your own HEART- homosexuals or others who flaunt loose 
such time that we shall appear to take you ACHE, for WITHIN YOU grows the INNER sexual morals as a way of life. STAND TALL 
to a home most beautiful and wondrous. LONGING to be filled with that which in no AS THOSE IN OREGON AND LET IT BE 
Precious Children, Our return for you shall wise relates to things of the flesh. You who KNOWN TO ALLTHAT SUCH BEHAVIOR IS 
be a most glorious experience, the likes of engage in perversions of the flesh do not NOT ACCORDING TO THE LAWS OF CRE- 
which you can in no wise imagine. Hold KNOW TRUE HAPPINESS. The very games ATION AND IS NOT ACCEPTABLE. The 
tight to THE TRUTH AND THE which you crave DESTROY you spiritually. numbers have grown grand and the same 
WORD..RAISE YOUR EYES UNTO THE The vast majority of you are led to experi- are seeking to adopt children and be as 
HEAVENSANDKEEPVIGILFORWESHALL ment in drugs to placate the inner turmoil parents; but, I shall tell you that the days 
COME AS WE HAVE SO TOLD YOU. AND which causes you to be restless on the in which the same shall be tolerated are 
so IT IS. outer. but few. It is not meant that precious ones 

I ask each of you to pass these TRUTHS You must know that YOU ARE THE coming into this world be given unto such 
on to others that they might FIND their ONLY ONE WHO CAN BRING REAL JOY parentage. You can mark my word. This 
way. For in the TRUTHS...THE LAWS OF AND PEACE INTO YOUR LIFE. Only you decision involves the very heavens, and it 
CREATION...YOU ARE GIVEN THE WAY. can desist such behaviors and unravel shall not be for long. You have perverted 
YOU WHO LIVE THESE LAWS SHALL NOT your own inner conflicts. Only you can rid the will of Father-God-Creator and this 
FALL TO THE ADVERSARY AND SHALL yourself of the obsessions to engage in shall not hold. I SAY BLESSINGS UPON 
NOT PERISH. FOR AS THE SPIRIT IS FED, perversions of the flesh. These obsessions YOU ONES WHO DARE FIGHT FOR THAT 
IT GROWS TO ILLUMINATION, AND THE are no different than the obsessions of the WHICH YOU KNOW TO BE RIGHT AND 
SOUL LONGS TO RETURN TO HIGHER alcoholic or the drug addicted. You come ACCORDINGTOTHELAWSOFCREATION. 
REALMS. PRECIOUS BRETHREN, YOU to crave the same as a way of life. And it is Beloved Children, if you are caught in 
MUST FEED THE SOUL BY LIVING GODS you who CALL THE HALT. the inner struggle to overcome sexual ob- 
LAWS LEST IT, TOO, PERISH ALONG SIDE There is no condemnation for you on sessions or compulsions, let it be known 
THE BODY. this side. Only love. It is you who con- unto each of you that you are NO LESS a 

I remind you that in the beginning you demnsyou inyourveryown heart, and you divine creation BECAUSE OF YOUR 
were created as PAIR. You were created as must be the one who deems yourself wor- CHOICES. YOU are no LESS LOVED by 
MALE and FEMALE and unto you was thy of the love which is so freely available Holy Creator. 
given the commandment to MULTIPLY AND for you. But you must know that you will Do you recall the story of THE PRODI- 
REPLENISH the Earth. NEVER RECOGNIZE the presence of this GAL SON? Was the father not joyful to 

YOU have not been given the command- LOVE until you DESIST your perversions. have the son return despite his wander- 
ment to cohabitate with ones of the same Wherein resides SHAME, there cannot re- ing? Thus is the same with Your Creator. 
sex or to engage in all manner of perver- side THE LOVE of God at the same time. It is you, by choice, who has strayed from 
rions of the flesh. You were made as pairs Therefore, I beg unto each of you to stop the LAWS OF CREATION. You are NO 
qat you might be given an UNDERSTAND- that which leads you asunder and to get LESS LOVED FOR THE STRAYING. There 

.I~G of the role in which you find yourself squarely back on the path of The Holy is TRUE REJOICING within these realms 
at a given time. AT NO TIME HAVE YOU Creator. when but one of you decides to LIVE THE 
BEEN TOLD THAT IT IS ALL AND WELL Precious Ones, that which pairs man LAWS. IT IS YOU WHO ARE IN CHARGE 
THATYOUDECIDETOCOHABITATEWITH withmanandwomanwithwomanisagainst OFYOUROWNSHIPANDYOUWHOMUSI’ 
THE ONE OF THE SAME SEX. If your the LawsofCreation. Nomatter how much PUT THE SAME BACK ON COURSE. 
:hoice is unto homosexuality and various* support you have from one another as to THESE LAWS, PRECIOUS CHILDREN, 
perversions of the flesh, IT IS YOU WHO the acceptance of the same, such a prac- ARE FOR YOUR VERY OWN SPIRITUAL 
dREAKS THE LAW UNTO WHICH YOU tice is not according to the LAWS OF CRE- EVOLUTION AND PROTECTION. 
:.RE CREATED. ATION. YOU ONLY DEPLETE YOURSELF Remember, it is yours to make a FIRM 

Now it is, that large numbers of you WHEN YOU SWIM AGAINST THE TIDE. RESOLVE unto change. When you come 
PARTICIPATE,INSEXUAL PERVERSIONS; ONLY YOU ,CAN CALL. THE HALT,. AND unto I Creator. *with a. FIRM RESOLVE, 
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seeking inner strength and guidance, 
the same will be unfolding unto you. 

AMERICA, AND THE NUMBERS ARE within the fault at this time, and you have 
GROWING. IT IS TIME THAT YOU, THE done as much. You have seen THE AB- 

REMEMBER, YOU ARE LACKING OF DOWNTRODDEN MASSES, CAN KNOW SENCE OF PROTECTIVE BEINGS. (Be 
SPIRITUAL FORTITUDE, AND YOU MUST JUST HOW DOWNTRODDEN YOU ARE. reminded that WE ARE FORBIDDEN TO 
BE UNTO THE CONSISTENT DISCIPLINE TAKE YOUR COUNTRY BACK. AND DO INTERVENE.) You see the BUILDUP of 
THROUGH OBEDIENCE TO THE LAWS NOT GO TO SLEEP thinking that IT WILL energies within this area as a BRIGHT 
OF CREATION. SEEK WITH EARNEST TAKE CARE OF ITSELF. IT WILL NOT. RED-HOT AREA, such that there must be 
HEART, PRECIOUS CHILDREN, AND YOU ARE GOING TO HAVE TO RECLAIM some give very soon. THE STRAIN WITHIN 
YOU SHALL FIND. YOUR VERY OWN COUNTRY. YOU, I RE- THE NEW MADRID FAULT CANNOT CON- 

PEAT, “YOU” ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR TINUE TO HOLD. 
*** YOUR WORKS AND THAT WHICH YOU You have read of EARTHQUAKE DRILLS 

ALLOW TO BE FOISTED UPON YOU. NO THEREABOUTS and I askyou,“WHY is the 
THE WORD MUST SPREAD ONE ELSE CAN DO THE WORK FORYOU. same under way?” Well, it is none other 

than the works of the ONE WORLD GOV- 
Rosah, this1 sayuntoyou, but it mayas ELECTION 

well be said unto all....Beloved, keep up in 
ERNMENT at work in anticipation for that 
which they plan to bring upon you. IT IS A 

your pursuits to spread THE LIGHT AND WE SHALL GO NOW TO THE OUT- FACTTHATTHEASSAULTUPONTHESAN 
THE TRUTHS OF GOD. Let nothing stand COME OF YOUR ELECTION PROCESS. ANDREAS QUAKE HAS SETINTO MOTION 
in the way of the same, regardless of that YOUR POPULACE IS ON A HIGH WITH ENERGY WAVES WHICH GO AS TIDES 
which you feel you MUST DO. It profiteth THE HOPES THAT ALL WILL BE PEACHY. LOOKING FOR A PLACE OF WEAKNESS 
you none to respond to the expectations of YOU HAVE A NEW FACE AND PROMISES, FROM WHICHTO ESCAPE. THUS, THESE 
the world and lose your own soul, or cause PROMISES. BE ADVISED THAT BILL ENERGY WAVES HAVE FOUND AN OPEN- 
another to wither and die for lack of Truth. CLINTON HASTAKEN BRIBES FROM MANY ING AND THE AREA IS BEING DRIVEN TO 
You have agreed to the dissemination of SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS. HE IS A THE POINT OF, SHALL WE SAY, “the tea- 
the same in these, the latter days. Yours is SLAVE, NOT A SERVANT. Well, you ask% CUR at the edge of the shelf”. 
a powerful duty in which you must walk a slave not the same as a servant?” and I Now, you have read of the Cosmonaut 
the straight course. Yours is unto the say to you that #One carries the element of EARTHQUAKE MACHINE. I ask you to 
increasing of the pace in which you work, FREEDOM of choice, and the other carries look heavenward. Do you not SEE this 
as there is so little time. You know that the element of LACK OF FREEDOM.” 
when you take on the duty of this otherjob, 

machine with BEAMS which go in MANY 
Therefore, you must recognize that the DIRECTIONS? I remind you that these 

your life will require strict scheduling and world bankers are, as you would say, ‘grin- beams are very destructive and can wreak 
you will have not the time to waste. You will ning from ear to ear’ as their man has great havoc with underground structures 
need to study carefully that which you can ‘WON’ but, Little Ones, he has lost. He has with their pulsations, thereby causing 
do and that which you cannot do in the lost the right to ‘free will”, and you will crackingand slippage.THESEBEAMSARE 
time framework given unto you, that you come to see that little will change. From NOW ADDING TO THE WEAKNESSES OF 
can continue to release these Truths 6n a this side the outlook is that you will be- THIS FAULT. WOULD THAT THIS FAULT 
very consistent basis. I am Jesus, The come even more downtrodden, as this is WOULD GIVE WAY ATTHE SAMETIME AS 
Christed One. Blessings unto you in the the plan. You might be able to effect some THESANANDREAS....THEY WOULD HAVE 
continuation ofyour workon schedule and sort of change by monitoring ALL works at ACCOMPLISHED THEIR GOAL. 
the addition of more avenues in which you the capital and DEMANDING certain THOSE CREATING THESE QUAKES IN 
might distribute the same. changes. Period. The point is that YOU COLLUSION WITH THE SECRET SOCIET- 

MUST ACT. WHATEVER YOU DO....DO IESOFYOURGOVERNMENTKNOWQUITE 
*** NOT SIT BACK AND DO NOTHING. YOU WELL THAT WHICH THEY ARE DOING. 

MUST RID YOUR COUNTRY OF THOSE They have studied the effects of the same 
NORTH ARKANSAS WARNING FOREIGNELEMENTSANDTEARUPYOUR around the world and made an art of it. 

TREATY WITHTHEU.N., UNTIED NATIONS, They are hoping to catch the lot of you 
Beloved Ones, it is I, Moses. Just a NEW WORLD ORDER. YOU MUST REIN- unprepared that the greatest number of 

reminder for you to BE EVERVIGILANT OF STATE YOUR MILITARY THATYOU MIGHT 
YOUR GOVERNMENT. 

you might be taken out. Wake up. You are 
DO NOT TRUST SURVIVE AND PROTECT YOURSELVES A under attack by your own government in 

THOSE WHO WORK IN SECRET. MAKE FEW MORE YEARS LONGER. collusion with the ruthless of the world 
THEM ACCOUNTABLE FOR ALL ACTIONS 
BY MONITORING THEIR EVERY MOVE. 

seeking TOTAL DOMINION OVER YOU. If 
A LOOK WITHIN THE 

YOU WOULD NOT HAVE AS YOUR NA- 
you do not believe that such a thing could 

NEW MADRID 
TIONAL LAWS, ANCIENT NOAHIDE 

be foisted upon you by your own great 

(KHAZARIAN/Zionist) LAWS, IF YOU HAD 
governing body, you must remember that 

Blessed Child, you have been led this YOUR GOVERNMENT HAS BEEN SEIZED 
BEEN MONITORINGTHEACTIONS OFTHE day to question that which is in store for BY SECRET SOCIETIES. YOU HAVE PUP- 
BOUGHT AND SOLD ROGUES IN YOUR you in the areaconcemingthe New Madrid PET LEADERS, AND YOU ARE GOING TO 
CONGRESS. You would not have allowed HAVE TO FIGHT FOR YOUR VERY SUR- Fault. You are thus given unto the WARN- 
KHAZARIAN Rogues to set up among you ING OF THOSE WITHIN AND AROUND VIVAL. You present an afterthought, Little 
as LAW such RELIGIOUS doctrines, which THE NEW MADRID FAULT as the same is One. You wonder why the protective be- 
carry the PENALTY of the CUTTING OFF set to a slippage and a cracking of the fault ings have been withdrawn from the fault. I 
OF THE HEAD. YOU HAVE GIVEN THEM within the earth structure. ask you, ‘Do you think the Father-God- 
THE RIGHT TO RELIGIOUS PURGES Now, let us go back to the anticipated Creator to continue to protect the lot ofyou 
AMONG YOU. WATCH OUT, NORTHERN quake some few years past. Were you not when you make war on helpless women 
ARKANSAS! HAVE YOU SEEN FOREIGN given in dream state to travel the length of and children and murder without reason 
TROOPS IN YOUR MIDST? THERE ARE the fault? And were you given to see the whatsoever?” 
MANY TENS OFTHOUSANDS WITHINTHE state of the fault at that time....that ALL You are a wicked lot controlled by an even 
BORDERS OF ,THE UNITED STATES OF -WAS .WELL? I have asked *you to look ;more wicked govemment’which is the EN- 
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EMY of Father-God-Creator. You have RULE OVER YOU, AND YOU FOLLOW 
MURDERED MILLIONS OF INNOCENT ALONG AS OBEDIENT SHEEP IN THE 
UNBORN. YOU PLACE IN POSITIONS OF FGLLOWING OF THE WOLVES. SHAME 
GOVERNMENT COUNTLESS HOMOSEXU- UPONTHELOT OFYOU. YOU NO LONGER 
ALS, AND YOU SANCTION SUCH AS KNOW THAT FOR WHICH YOU STAND, 
MORAL AND ALRIGHT AMONG YOUR- AND THE GREATEST NUMBER OF YOU 
SELVES. YOU FLAUNT YOUR EVIL POR- DO NOT CARE. YOU ARE INDEED RIPE 
NOGRAPHY AS A WAY OF LIFE AND YOU FOR THE PICKING. 
LIVE FOR THE MOMENT WITH NO LOVE WHY ARE THE LOT OF YOU WORRY- 
FOR YOUR CREATOR OR YOUR BRETH- ING ABOUT WHO THE ANTICHRIST IS? 
REN. YOU BROUGHT WAR UPON THE YOUR GOVERNMENT IS THE ANTI- 
i N N 0 C E N T CHRIST. YOU WHO FOLLOW THE 
AND UNSUSPECTING IN IRAQ, BELIEV- WORKS OF THE ANTICHRIST MAY AS 
ING THE LIES OF YOUR GOVERNMENT, WELL BE LABELLED THE ANTICHRIST, 
KILLING MANY THOUSANDS OF INNO- FORYOU HAVE GIV~*J~HEANTICHRIST 
CENT WOMEN AND CHILDREN, YOU RESIDENCE WITHIN YOU. THEREFORE, 
HAVE TAKEN PART IN THE COLLAPSE OF I WILL SAY ONCE MORE, FORTHE ONES 
MANY GOVERNMENTS AROUND THE WHO HAVE THE EARS TO HEAR...“MAY 
WORLDANDSANCTIONEDTHETORTURE YOU HEAR.” IF YOU HAVE THE EYES 
AND KILLING OF THOSE WHO WOULD TO SEE, THEN SO USE THEM. IF YOU 
NOT SUBMIT. YOU HAVE BECOME A NOW TAKE HEED TO MOVE FROM THE 
NATION WHO FLAUNTS POWER OVER AREA IN QUESTION, THEN FOLLOW 
THOSE IN NEED AND PUTSYOURSELVES COUNSEL. YOU MIGHT BE NEEDED 
UP AS GOD THROUGH YOUR WICKED FOR GOD’S PURPOSES AT A LATER 
LEADERSHIP. YOU ALLOW THE SECRET TIME. BLESSINGS UNTO YOU IN THE 
SOCIETIES OF YOUR GOVERNMENT TO DISCERNING. I AM MOSES. 

3Vora’s Research Corner 
PREDICTIONS OF NOSTRADAMUS government of Algeria with few options and 

THE EARLY RISE OF THE ANTICHRIST manyproblems--adecreaseinjobs, bigtaxes, 
(Part II and End of a Series) great unemployment especially among the 

young adults, no funds to create jobs or pay 
Does Algeria’s political situation hold a welfare, civil strife and no prospects for im- 

clue to the Antichrist? The answer has to be provement. Some Algerians migrated. About 
YES! This is not to point a finger at a single 820,000 live legally in France. 
person or alone country, as it will be seen that Accordingtothearticle,” AlgetiuonHoZd”, 
.\lgeria does not stand alone in her problems in the 6/8/91 issue of The Economist, as 
that have, anyway, largely been manipulated reported in Vol. I, 1992, Middle East PoZiq, 
lay outside forces. Nevertheless, the recent the Algerian government appeared to have 
events in Algeria provide many opportunities been attempting a different kind of experi- 
for such a person as the “Anti-Christ” is ment from that of violent suppression. “Fol- 
described to be to begin his rise to power. In lowing the most violent public demonstm- 
imy opinion, the situation warrants close tions since independence (from France), the 
attention. government of Chadli Benjedid responded 

Algeria is a small country with a burgeon- not in the ‘time-honored’ manner of arrests 
ing population. It is economically dependent and repression, but by pursuing a path of 
on oil exports and food imports; and therefore political reform.” 
it is at the mercy of oil prices and the people “Constitutional revisions in February, 
who set oil prices. The country suffered a 1989 opened up a new era of experiments in 
considerable loss of revenue when energy ‘pluralism, liberalism and 
prices fell in the mid 198Os, as this left them democratization’....and led to the demise of 
with a ‘substantial national debt, frequent the single party (the FLN). An election was 
foodshortagesandrisingagriculturalprices.” held in June, 1990, in which the FIS, The 
(according toVo1. I, 1992, ~EustpOZicy.) IslamicSalvationFront,wonamajority. Before 

Politically, the FLN (an acronym for the the election run-offs could be completed and 
National Liberation Front) has been the single the &new government” installed, several new 
party in power in Algeria for about thirty laws were enacted designed to preserve the 
years. It began as a popular movement but FLN majority, causing further unrest. There 
has long ceased to represent the people ex- was imposition of martial law on6/5/9 1; the 
cept in name only. The huge pavents on the arrest of MS leac,, _, Abassi Mandani and Ali 
national debt required by the International Belhadj’ on charges of conspiracy, and the 
Monetary Fund (IMF), and the requirements interruption of the ‘democratic process’ in 
laid down by the IMF (supposedly to insure December, 1991, when FIS appeared on the 
the count&s abilitv to nav the debt) left the verge of maior electoral victoxv - all nuttina 
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Algeria’s experiment with democracy on hold. 
The political challenge posed by the FIS un- 
derminedtheGovernment’splansforasmooth 
transition towards a more democratic sys- 
tem. The army was called in to crack down on 
the “IS; and the reinstatement of martial law 
suggested the limited tolerance the state has 
for PO” lcal opposition, especially in the form 
of Islamic challenge.” (from Vol. I, 1992, 
Middle Eust Policy.) 

The l/13/92 issue of Newsweek 
Mugmine’s article by Ruth Marshall and 
Scott Sullivan, titled, ti InAlgeria, The Viiory 
ofcod,” tells us the r xpect of Islamic rule 
in Algeria alarms t’ leighboring ctiuntries, 
who have made their own efforts to contain or 
control it. The Islamic ideation can be seen 
from the reported slogans of the FIS followers: 
“God is great!” cry thousands of kneeling 
worshippers along the street outside Algier’s 
El-SunnaMosque. “The party of God heralds 
the Victory of God”, booms back the voice of 
Abdelkader Hachani, interim leader of the 
FIS. “We will not swerve from our goal, to 
build an Islamic state.* “Islam is light,” 
chimes in Iman Abdelkader Moghni. ‘Dark- 
ness is in democracy.” 

On the side of the ‘anti-fundamentalists” 
more than 100,000 marched through the 
streets of Algiers the first week of Januq, 
1992, shouting, “Long live democra@‘, and 
“Down with Islamic fascism.” The funda- 
mentalists tried to soften their image, prom- 
ising “There will be no bloodbaths”...“But 
such assurances were small comfort to Alge- 
rian liberals who had heard the imans (whom 
they dub “the beards”) call for a total ban on 
alcohol and the death sentence for homo- 
sexuality and adultery.” Nevertheless, it 
became clear that ifsomethingdidn’t happen 
to change things that “fundamentalism will 
triumph in Algeria- and soon.“( Newsweek 
Magazine for l/ 13/92.) 

The l/27/92 issue of Tfme Magazine car- 
ried an article, ” NorthAficq A Prelude To civil 
Wur?‘by Jill Smolowe, which tells how 
Algeria’s army forced the resignation of 
Algeria’s president J Chadli Benjedid J and took 
over the power of the government. 
“Mohammed Boudiafwas sworn-in as head 
of a military-backed J five-member Council of 
State. Boudiaf has splendid credential-he 
is nonpartisan and a hero of Algeria’s war for 
independence from France - but real power 
within the ruling council is likely to fall to the 
country’s Defense Minister, major General 
Khaled Nezzar.“...“The council is trying to 
impose its authority on a restless nation that 
could erupt any day in civil strife.” 

Within six months, the 7/4/92 issue of 
the magazine TIae Economi&, in its Intema- 
tional section tells about a MmierinAnnabcP. 
Mohammed Boudiafwas assassinated on 6/ 
29/92. According to- The Ecom, “The 
assassination was a planned 
operation”. ..‘The government said later that 
oneassassinwasasecret-serviceofficer. But 
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fundamentalists, particularly as they axe 
known to have infiltrated the 
police.“...“AlgfYian policy, since the cancel- 
lation ofthe January election that the MS was 
all set to win, has been to squash the funda- 
mentalists out of existence.” 

The EcorwmistJ 7/ 18/92 issue, carried 
another article on Islamic Militancy titled, 
u North Afim’s Big Sti&’ J in which it states 
that Algeria’s new president is Ali Kafi (a 
veteran of Algeria’s war for independence 
from France) J and the new prime minister is 
Belaid Abdessalam, who “assumed theirjobs 
amid talks of reconciliation”. Reconciliation 
stops short of the FIS however. 

Algeria is not alone in their “problem” J as 
Tunisia, Egypt and Libya have also taken 
steps to control their fundamentalist’ and/or 
politically violent, groups. 

I leave you to sort-out foryourselveswhere 
Nostradamus’ Predictions, as given in Part I 
of this Series [inbzstweek’s LIBERATOR] and 
Volumes I and II of Conversations with 
Nostmdamus, match with events and names 
now coming to the fore in North Africa. I 
admit it was somewhat of a shock to read in 
the Newsweek, January 13, 1992, article 
that Abdelkader Hachani, the interim leader 
of the FIS in Algeria is accompanied by an 
Iman named Abdelkader Moghni. It also 
appears that Abdelkader Hachani is being 
given the ‘green lighr by the ‘powers that 
be” while the two supposed leaders of FIS are 
incarcerated! 

I was able to locate more information on 
Ishmael’s descendant “Kedar”. My further 
search was prompted by a reader who sent 
me a copy of a book titled, The Russian 
ChaptersofEzekial. Thisbookshowsthrough 
names and languages the relationship of 
Gag, Magog, Meshech and Tubal to the Rus- 
sians and the ‘latter days”. In it there is a 
print-out of Psalm 120, with reference to 
“Kedar”. I located it in my King James 
Version of the Bible and also other references 
to Kedar. Psalm 120 is one that deserves 
space here now: 

Psalm 120 

%elivet my soul from lying lips, 
From a deceitm tongue. 
What shall be given to thee, 
Thou di?ceilj?ll tongue? 
Woe is me’ that Isojatm in Mesheck, 
That I dwell in the tents of Kedar! 
My soul bath long dwelt with him 
That hatethpeace. 
Iamforpeaoe: but when Ispea 
They an? for umr.) 

Further, a review of some old maps at the 
back of my Bible Concordance shows that the 
biblical land of ‘Kedar” is located at the 
upper part of the Arabian Peninsula between 
Jerusalem and Damascus. It would be in- 
cluded in parts of the present countries of 
Wwwd Jordan, +tQ yjy~ ~yy$y~~~. + . . .‘-. _ .‘- .‘-a*. _ _> 

Palestine’ Saudi Arabia and Iraq. 
I came across additional news items 

which pertain to Nostradamus’ predic- 
tions to some degree. One has to do with 
near-future changes in the Palestinian 
Liberation Organization (PLO) under the 
present leadership ofYasser Arafat. This 
group is not specifically mentioned by 
Nostradamus’ to my knowledge, but a 
loss or change of leadership in the orga- 
nization would at least cause a tempo- 
rary destabilization and another pos- 
sible opportunity for political power to a 
rising “Anti-Christ”. Mr. Arafat under- 
went surgery in June, 1992 to remove a 
blood-clot from his brain. The surgery 
was apparently successful. The opera- 
tion became necessary due to a bruise 
suffered in a plane crash in the Libyan 
desert two months earlier. (Was this 
another assassination attempt?) In ad- 
dition it is reported there is widespread 
discontent over his organization’s lead- 
ership. So-it looks like there will be a 
change there before long although who 
might take-over is very uncertain. No 
strong candidates among the PLO are yet 
recognized. (From TimeMagazine, 6/ 15/ 
92 issue.) 

Perhaps the games Shamir, Rabin, 
Baker, Gorbachev and cohorts are play- 
ing with ‘Peace in the Middle East” is a 
delaying tactic? The headlines to the 
article in the 10/28/91 issue of fl’rne 
Magazine even tells us the Peace Confer- 
ence is all a game! u Let the Game Begin” 
it says. There is little anticipation of any 
meaningful results, and less effort put 
forth towards that end. In fact, accord- 
ing to the article, the major players only 
plan a short visit at the opening of the 
conference, which was expected to be a 
“diplomatic marathon - or a bust.m 
Bush sent Baker off to Middle East peace 
talks again (according to the article, 
u While the Iron is Hot” in the 7118192 
issue of the Economist Magazine) after 
Rabin took over as head of Israel from 
Shamir. Rabin says ‘His most urgent 
task is to bring about self-rule for the 
Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza 
within the next nine months. Talks on 
the final status of these territories are 
supposed to start three years after au- 
tonomy is introduced. Thus, if all goes 
well, the core issue of the Arab-Israli 
conflict could be on its way to a solution 
by the time Israel’s next election is due in 
1996”!! (Emphasis mine - Nora.) 

‘In my own opinion, with such expert 
diplomats it is not difficult at all to push 
a disturbed populace into the hands of 
the “golden tongued humanitarian” J the 
purpose all along it seems. The year 
1996 is quite an advanced date for 
troubled people. Remember’ according 
to Nostradamus’ the Anti-Christ’s rise to 
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Also, since Persia, according to 
Nostradamus’ will be the first major 
power take-over by the ‘Anti-Christ”, 
followed by Russia and China, it is a 
good idea to keep in touch with happen- 
ings involving these nations. I was re- 
minded of this again when I came across 
the February28’199 1 issue of Newsweek 
magazine, which has an article on Iran 
(Persia) sending a group of men to Riga, 
Latvia, on the Baltic Sea, under the aus- 
pices of President Rafsanjani and 
Gorbachev. The Latvians had objected 
to a prior group of Iraqi, which had just 
left. Apparently, the Latvians had no say 
in the matter. Iranians were to receive 
training in submarines and defensive 
patrol boats. Their families joined them 
soon after their arrival. It appears there 
are well-forged connections already in 
place between the leaders of Iran (Persia) 
and Russia. Further, Iran is already 
ruled by a fundamentalist group. Our 
massive aid to our “good friend” Russia - 
is helping our enemies!! Keep in mind 
that the ‘Anti-Chirst” in this case can 
be either the single man supported by 
the ‘Beast#, the ‘Beast” itself, or both. 

I close this series with the Biblical 
quote of Ephesians 6:12: 

“For we wrestle not against flesh 
and blood, but against principalities, 
against powers, against the rulers of 
the darkness of this world, against 
spin&a f wickedness in high places., 
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Soltec’s Post-Election Observations: 
Make The Most Of A Pause In The Action 

1 l/ 10192 # 1 SOLTEC 

Soltec, present in the Light of the Holy 
God of Creation. May all that you receive 
be a blessing unto you. 

We write today, one week after your 
presidential election, which ushered a new 
regime into power. This day, you are on the 
fringes of many anticipated changes, both 
political and geophysical. As the transition 
from the Bush Administration to the Clinton 
Administration takes place, many things 
will be discussed and decided behind tightly 
closed doors, most of which will never be 
made public. Do not think for one moment 
that these two are not talking to one an- 
other or that Clinton’s people are not talk- 
ing to Bush’s people. You can also bet that 
the shredders are running overtime in 
Washington these days, as the exiting ad- 
ministration is busy destroying a terrific 
amount of incriminating evidence. 

Some are breathing a sigh of relief that 
George Bush is leaving the office of Presi- 
dent. I would, however, caution those who 
believe that all the economic and ecological 
ills will now be solved. Firstly, know this: 
The debt of your nation and the combined 
debts of the other nations of your world are 
such that NO MAN can put a stop to the 
decline of your economy. The only options 
open to Mr. Clinton are raising taxes and 
declaring insolvency. There is not enough 
money in the world to solve the problems 
you are facing. Even if there was, do you 
think for one minute that Mr. Clinton, even 
if he wanted to, would be allowed to pay off 
the debt? Not on your life! Your economy 

Bill Clinton has been groomed for many 
years for just this position. What you call 
the ‘Baby-Boomers” like him because he 
is from their generation and they believe 
that he understands them and thinks as 
they do. However, take into consideration 
the lies that his generation has been taught. 
They have been taught to measure every- 
thing of value in terms of dollars and cents 
and how many material items they can 
possess. They bought the lie of greed and 
are now going to pay for it dearly-some 
with their very lives. 

So, Mr. Gore is the great ecologist? The 
words he speaks may sound like what you 
want to hear, but the end result will be 
simply taxing you more for the so-called 
ecological programs which are coming upon 
you. The rain forests will continue to be cut 
down in the name of money. However, you 
will be forced to spend thousands to con- 
vert your present freon-using equipment 
to an alternate system. You will be taxed 
for the privilege of so-called recycling pro- 
grams to be forced upon you. But, many of 
you will believe that this is a good thing to 
be taxed for. Oh? Will it really stop the 
problem or will it mean only lining the 
pockets of the Elite with yet more of your 
hard-earned money? Face it, CheZus, the 

only recycling is going to be that of the 
money from your pockets 3nto theirs. 
There are great riches to be had from you in 
the name of saving the planet and that, 
dear ones, is the name of the game. Will 
you or your grandchildren benefit from it? 
What do you think? If I have to answer 
that, you need to go back and read more of 

ists are thrilled that Bill Clinton will be 
sitting in the Oval Office come January. 
The question of abortion, which, by the 
way, is killing, like it or not, has steam- 
rolled across your nation with avengeance. 
Yes, you are here as free will agents, and 
God will allow you to do that which you 
choose, even if that means your destruc- 
tion. If that is your choice, God will allow 
it. THAT, HOWEVER, DOES NOT MAKE IT 
RIGHT! Taking a life, whether before physi- 
cal birth or after, is a crime against Cre- 
ation. The physical life of man begins upon 
conception-when the sperm andeggunite. 
So whether an abortion takes place at 
two days or nine months makes no 
dgfemnce. It is still taking a Zife. Ifvou 
wishtoaqyue,thenaryuewithGod. It 
is not Soltec% idea-it is God’sl It just 
so happens that I am in agreement with 
God. 

Now, we are asked whether the threat of 
earthquakes, volcanoes and massive storms 
is behind you. Again, I have to repeat. 
What do you think? You are in a period of 
transition, when the new administration 
wants everything to remain ‘status-quo”, 
at least until the inauguration in January. 
What you may have is a period of grace. 
This does not mean that you can put away 
your survival supplies and unhookall those 
annoying bungie cords, though. It is not a 
time to become lazy and complacent. If you 
are lucky enough to have been given one to 
two months reprieve, then I would suggest 
using that time to your benefit in further 
preparations. If there are things you have 
been urged to take care of, this is the time 

is right on track according to the wishes of the 64 JOURNALS, because you have not to do them, for you may not have such an 
<he Elite Controllers. Mr. Clinton will only done your homework. opportunity again. The plan toward world 
succeed in bankrupting more of You-The- Your planet is in trouble ecologically. domination by your year 2000 is still roll- 
People and getting property out of your Only a fool would argue otherwise. But, if ing. Only the puppet has changed. The 
hands and into the hands of the govern- you think that your politicians are tryingto puppet master is still in control and has 
ments. change this course, you are sorely mis- not changed his mind. You am only in a 

What you are seeing at this time is the taken. They will only regulate the already short time of quiet, geoZogtcal@ speak- 
9luff’ to get you into a state of confidence oppressed citizensin amannerwhich would ing. The activity will resume far too 
in the new administration. In the minds of rival Adolf Hitler. There are many methods soon, most ZZkeZy with added acc&=- 
the Elite, you must buy into accepting the of producing clean, safe energy, but the Hon. The difference this time will be 
new President and hisappointeesand trust- controllers of the almighty dollar will not that them will be tu) holdjng back. The 
ing them. The way to accomplish that is to allow affordable, mass implementation of little ywarnings”, which is what you have 
show him being a “real person, with real such things as wind power, solar power seen previously, are over. YOU can expect 
problems”. He waschosen long before this and utilization of Tesla’s discovery of ‘free many changes to begin after Mr. Clinton is 
election, his people were picked long before energy”. Anyone who has discovered or safely seated in the President’s seat on 
this week and his agenda was laid out long invented alternate sources of power in the both the politicaland the geophysical fronts, 
ago. He was shown as the boy from poor past has been bought off or ended up dead which are actually one in the same. 
roots who made good and remembers what because the oil producers and Elite de- All the attention in your nation is turned 
it was like to be poor. It has to look good for manded the full market, and sharing or toward the economy and while your backs 
you. Though he may have that ‘boyish compromising is just not in their agenda. are turned they will slip -up from behind 
down-home charm”, don’t kid yourself- The so-called “Right to Choose” activ- and get you. As we have told you before, 
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look at that which is not so obvious, for in purchase a new item rather than repair the 
that place you will see what is really taking old one. Everything is designed to be 
place. What you do not read in your thrown away. It may be healthy for the 
newspapers and what you do & see on economy, but it is death for your world. 
the non-news should be your clue to what You dig the ore for metals from the earth, 
is happening in reality. The Native Ameri- turn them into automobiles, drive them 
cans and other aboriginal peoples watch until they no longer work and then toss 
Nature instead of Dan Rather. Nature is a them onto mountainous heaps of scrap 
much better reporter. If you have pets, or metal, left to rust and waste. You cut down 
live in an area where there are animals in trees to produce billions of tons of paper a 
the wild, pay close attention to their habits. year to use and throw out. Oh, you recycle 
Pay attention to their feeding patterns, paper? Would you believe that only about 
their mating patterns, migration habits 5% of the paper that is produced annually 
and nesting habits. Learn to tell when they is recycled? Ifyou want to continue to have 
have changed their routines. If you see oxygen on your planet to breathe, the rate 
them doing things out of the ordinary, of deforestation on Earth has to stop or you 
know that something is happening. Watch will have nothing to breathe but poisonous 
the leaves on trees and other plants. Know gases. Why does this go on? Because 
their normal coloring, growth patterns and mining and logging are money-making in- 
such. When you see something out of the dustries because you continue to demand 
ordinary, again, know that something is new cars and paper products. I shall not 
happening. Nature has only Nature to even go into plastics at this time for that is 
inform it. They do not watch CNN and wait a whole can of worms in itself. 
until the earthquake has already occurred Think upon this, precious ones, for you 
to react. Animals know when the frequen- are responsible for the care and nurturing 
ties change, they sense it happening and of your planet. All these habits of man are 
react accordingly. Man has become desen- direct causes for the pollution and de- 
sitized to the subtle changes in his envi- struction of your world. It may seem to 
ronment and has lost the natural ability to ones a burden too great, but every day you 
communicate with his surroundings. But, can make a difference by just altering your 
CheZas, if you lLotzce .the absence of living slightly. Do not try to change every- 
r&Zdfe in gour ama, or if wr pets thing at once for it would be overwhelming. 
begin pacing or become &Zess, you Start with one or two things that are obvi- 
better be pmparvzd ti act You can be ous and change those first, then move on to 
assured that something out of the o&i- other areas. It is really only common 
nary is takingpkce. This can be one of sense. If it can be repaired, even if it is a 
your patest lessons--to tiw Jpur little more costly, then repair it instead of 
envbvnment so we22 that you, too, will throwing it away. If it can be used a little 
beable tijudge whentheearthchanges while longer, then continue to use it. If it 
am imminent is not worn out, do not replace it with a new 

There is so much that you can learn just one. Adopt the motto: “Use it up, war it 
from studying your world and paying at- out and makz it last a little longer.” Use 
tention to little changes that most people reusable containers instead of plastic or 
ignore. It could mean the difference be- paper. Take your own reusable cloth bags 
tween your survival and your demise. For to the market. It is usually the little things 
instance, you can tell how severe a winter you do without thinking which make the 
will be by examining the thickness of an difference. 
animal’s coat during the autumn. Birds Learn to be a little kinder to your planet 
roost prior to tomados and severe weather and the planet will be a little kinder to you. 
occurrences. Many animals will move from If that sounds simple, guess what! It is! It 
an area prior to a severe earthquake. Roots only takes a little thinking and reprogram- 
of plants will be deeper in a time of drought. ming of habits. Become responsible for 
Why? Because plants and animals exist in your own existence. Get to know your 
a symbiotic relationship with the planet. world-all of it. Learn what makes it work 
What is causing the extinction of all the and what causes its ills. Pour Earth is a 
species upon your planet at this time is gem of aplanet-yoursociefy is not, yet 
man, because man is not living symbioti- the planet is suffering the consequences of 
callywith his planet. He is causing his own the irresponsible behavior of its inhabit- 
demise by destroying his world, and he has ants. 
no one to blame save himself and only man We shall draw this writing to a close. 
can turn it around. Make the most of this quiet and use your 

But in order to change this course, man time wisely. As I stated earlier, you may not 
must learn to think beyond himself. He have another opportunity such as this. Do 
will have to step out of his greed and not be fooled into.thinking that all is better 
selfishness long enough to understand that forever, for the time is short and the sickle 
every action and thought has a direct effect is ready to fall. _ - - - 

those Veterans who are still not returned to 
their homes and families. Your govem- 
ment would have them forgotten. We shall 
not. 

Soltec to clear. Salu. 

Our Tax Money 

Off To Israel 
11113192 #2 HATONN 

LOBBY FOR ISRAEL BRAGS 
OF POWER 

Try the following on for size, readers. I 
am going to give you as directly copied 
from The Spotlight, Nov. 16 issue. This 
has now been corroborated by the Estab- 
lishment media so I guess it can be 
considered by you disbelievers of our 
truth to be valid. Now, I would further 
suppose that you will be able to general- 
ize enough to see how the impact of what 
and how YOU handle Israel is also im- 
pactingyour chances of running directly 
afoul of ones such as Libya because YOU 
ARE GOING TO “GET IT”! 

QUOTING: 

The leader of the major pro-Israel 
lobby is caught in an embarrassing ad- 
mission of the group’s strong-arm tac- 
tics and its brazen and repeated raids 
on the U.S. Treasury. 

David Steiner, the president of the 
American Israel Public Affairs Commit- 
tee (AIPAC), abruptly resigned his posi- 
tion after having been secretly tape-re- 
corded bragging to a potential donor that 
his pro-Israel lobby had been respon- 
sible for getting “almost a billion dol- 
lars in other goodies (besides $3 bil- 
lion in U.S. aid and $10 billion in U.S. 
loan guarantees for Israel) that people 
don’t even know about.” 

In addition, Steiner reportedly 
crowed that his organization was ‘nego- 
tiating” with the Clinton people over who 
would be named secretary of state and 
national security adviser. 

The Washington Times reported on 
Steiner’s conversation with Harry Katz, 
said to be a New York City businessman 
who is concerned with what was termed 
AIPAC’s “disproportionate clout’ in 
Washington. Steiner claimed the pro- 
Israel group had several people within 
Clinton’s headquarters and that ‘the:r 
are all going to get big jobs” in the new 
president’s administration. 

Katz taped his telephone convex- 
upon all. You live in a society in which it is Tomorrow is your Veteran’s Day. Take satlon with Steiner, then provided it f.0 
chfm’m’~ .fW’WmiC,~~Y t :.ia vat .F+W$i \Q ., t@$-!$, $?J-& MY.+%. ,t&!, @Y, $2 y%X ,.?,n9’< ,$ , the, AqLvSy :p,e J-?:y.Sy.Ft:. r e.P?rt’+ , . . ;. . A 
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NOT ENOUGH EVIDENCE billion in loans so Israel can build homes, 
schools and roads allegedly for an expected 

AIPAC _ is a registered lobby but is wave of immigration from the former Soviet 
widely suspected of illegally directing contri- Union over the next few years. 
butions from the 100 or so pro-Israel political 

Although 
Israel is supposed to pay the costs of process- 

action committees in the country to favored ing these loans, a little-noticed law makes 
federal candidates. Complaints have been 
filed with the Federal Election Commission, 

certain Israel will always receive enough U.S. 

but that agency has so far claimed to find 
foreign aid to meet its American debts. 

“insufficient evidence” AIPAC was breaking 
So if Israel ‘inadvertently’ spends a 

the law. 
chunk of its national budget on, say, an 

These *goodies” Steiner referred to 
expensive little war with its neighbors, Con- 

include additional high-tech weaponry and 
gmsswill simply appropriatewhatevermoney 
is needed to fund the shortfall. 

materiel which is to be ‘pre-positioned” in 
Israel, ostensibly for possible U.S. use, but END OF QUOTING 
which in fact can be used by Israeli forces ‘as *** 
needed”. By the way, all these special little side-deals 

The most public giveaway was the were top secret. We told you about them but 
decision by Congress and President George 
Bush to commit U.S. taxpayers to cosign $10 

it appears not many pay enough attention to 
make impact. 

by his own sons. Hoisted by his own petard 
so to speak. His surname means, “the 
vomiter of blood”. His hands and monies 
financed the assassination of Awar Sudat 
(Anwar Sadat) for signing a peace treaty 
with Israel, the assassination of Lord 
Mountbatten by the Irish Republic Army, 
who assassinated Lord Guiness for offer- 
ing a reward for terrorists. He and Yasser 
Arafat are big time buddies, witness the 
rescue Quaddaii did of him only recently. 
His hand supplied monies to Noriega in 
Panama, but Quaddafi is not the stooge 
that the press makes of him. He is intelli- 
gent and DANGEROUS. Libya owns land 
in Brazil; there are over 11,000 Libyan 
students in the USA; many majored 
in.. .Nuclear physics?!? 

Israel left open a back door when 
they procured the necessary plutonium 
from a West Germany nuclear plant and 
Libyaquickly acquired 44 poundsofWEAP- 
ONS GRADE plutonium. It is all (given) in 
a program called Terror Incopomted on the 
Discovery Channel. When Iraq invaded 
Kuwait, which just happened to have Abu 
Didal and his sleeze-balls there, they ran to 
Libya. Shooting cripples in wheelchairs is 
nothing to what they can and will do. One 
of the best documented pieces of work ever 
done, called The Libyan Remhrtion, out- 
lines all the moves made. It cost one of the 
authors, Ruth Jones, her life, Quaddafi 
had her assassinated for writing the book. 
As for nuclear weapons? If I have inter- 
preted Michel accurately, the initial attack 
will not come over the D.E.W. Line; they 
don’t need to. You can now put a nuclear 
warhead in a suitcase, built right here in 
this country, and set a time lock on it. It is 
the work of children, perhaps you have all 
forgotten the Manhattan Project? How 
many know that American mercenaries 
are making their fortunes in Libya teach- 
ing them Special Forces ways? Libya also 
sent men to East Germany’s Nazi training 
camp to further their studies. When the 
Berlin Wall came down they all disap- 
peared. 

More Great Nostradamus: 
Quaddafi’s Churning Libya 

11/13/92 #2 HATONN Contre le secte ills Adaluncatif: 

Now let us turn to the Nostradamus 
Secte obstinee deploree craindra, 

unfolding of current events. You are walk- 
Des deux blesses par Aleph et Aleph.” 

ing on eggshells already and this is not the Now, there could conceivably be two 
uworstA to come-this just begins to put 
the players and the “timing” in place for 

interpretations of this quatrain and I will 
give you both of them. 

your consideration. Thank you, D.J., for 
your continued labor and love. Indeed, FIRST TRANSLATION: 
precious, it IS the time of publicly sharing 
for the hour glass is empty and lies there “Religion in the name of the seas to over- 
upon its side awaiting the destruction or come, 
the turning. Against the sect of the sons of Luna Cadafti: 

Dharma, I believe for clarity and to The obstinate wretched sect to fear, 
disallow any misperceptions that this in- ‘Iwo will be wounded by Aleph and Aleph.” 
formation flows like some river of invisible 
channeling, it will be best to simply reprint SECOND AND MOST CORRECT: 
excerpts from the original document. There 
are some personal references and those “Religion in the name of the seas will be 
will remain private. overcome, 

Against the sect of the sons of Moslem 
QUOTING: Quaddafi: 

The obstinate wretched sect is to be feared, 
Salutations, Two will be wounded by the One (God?) and 

America.‘@ 
What I am sending is very difficult for 

me to write. I recommend Leoni, not be- The religion in the name of the seas 
cause he is always right, but for the fact he is Christianity. In French “ills” meansjust 
left the French in original form. I pray that that, sons, children of his body, NOT fol- 
I myself am wrong; in fact, I WANT to be lowers. And yes, Quaddafl does have sons, 
wrong. As I sent you earlier, there is a he keeps his family well hidden, even from 
method to my madness. Genghis Khan the CIA. And he has reason for revenge- 
had three sons, among whom he divided the murder of his little daughter. Most 
up his empire. Now, just read on and I will Americans do not understand even the .- 

Three guesses where they went and 
the first two do not count. When Bush was 
the head of the CIA, he referred to Quaddati 
as, O... a cancer that needs to be cut out.’ 
Now, obviously their surgery was not very 
successful, was it? As you might have 
noticed, Quaddafl has been keeping a very 
low profile since 1987. That will only last 
for another two years; he is quietly stock- 
ing up an arsenal that will bring the world 
as we know it to its knees. Do you know 
that the Holy Moslem Month of Ramadan is 
June? Or that July 4, 1999 falls on a 
Sunday? How bitter the gall to be nuked on 

tie it all together for you. 

OLD FRENCH C.X:96: 

“Religion de nom des mers vaincra, 

reasons behind what is called a fedayeen, the Fourth, don’t you think? It is merely a 
literally translates to sacrificers. There is compilation of data with correlation to the 
no greater honor in Islamic religion than to Scriptures and the computations of Michel 
die for or in the name of Allah. Quaddafi, dNostredame. 
if it is any consolation prize, will be done in - - - . - - Could -he-do. it;, . , . , , c, I a. I\ . ., d -:, *.I 
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Yep, sure could. 
We were not too worried about Hitler 

either-remember? He was just a frus- 
trated artist and n’er’dowell. Nothing to 
worry about, afanatic, afruitcakeoverfilled. 
No, Hitler was no one to worry about. And 
I will give you this from the epistle toKing 
Henry II of France by Michel. ~ 

EPISTLE TO KING HENRY II. Par. 34: 

tiAnda new incursion will be nu& 
by the maritime shores, wishing to de- 
liver the SieMz Morxzna from the first 
Mahometan recapture. Their assaults 
will not all be in vain, and the place 
which was once the abode of Abmham 
will be assaulted by persons who hold 
the Jovial&&s in veneration. And this 
city of UAchem” will be surnncnded and 
assailed on all sides by a most@owerful 
forceof warriors. Theirmaritimefomes 
will be weakened by the Westerners, 
and gmat desolation willfall upon this 
realm Its great cities will be depopu 
lated and those who enter within will 

fall under the vengeance of God.” 

“ACHEM”? This is “Mecca” pho- 
netically spelled and “backwards”. You all 
remember Abraham? Father of those of 
Islam? Yeah!! That Abraham. 

And why would Saudi Arabia be 
attacked? It has Mecca! This is a Holy 
Islamic City. West of Mecca is not Israel- 
but Egypt and then west of Egypt is, of 
course, Libya! 

But first Libyawill take Egypt. Egypt 
is rather like reform Islarnics, they are not 
Orthodox, which gets those Orthodox 
Islams’very, very upset. And they do not 
force women to wear face veils and cover 
themselves wrist to ankles. Saudi Arabia 
is not so strict either and for them to have 
charge of the Holy City of Mecca is enough 
fuel for the flames. And they are flames 
that Quaddafi will fan and fan well. He has 
gone from a handsome young colonel to the 
u . ..ugly physiognomy”, of which 
Nostradamus spoke. “Dark” as in dusky 
skin tones. Everywhere in the Middle- 
East, Quaddafi has his hands in the trouble- 
making. Like the executions of Palestin- 
ianswho indeed&want peace. You must 
understand the dynamics of a jihad (a Holy 
War) that Mohammed called for against 
thos.e of Israel and the Christians. And Esu 
Emmanuel isrevered as a Prophet to them. 
Mohammed* once said, ‘Do not harm ei- 
ther Christian or Hebrew, for I will be there 
to accuse you on Judgement Day.” Well, 
he ‘sort of changed his mind when he was 
ridiculed and the Crusaders of.old were 
butchers. 

No other word for it. They prayed on 
their knees with their sword points down, 
the handle as-,a cross, then spilled billions 

. of gallons of brood in the name&he Christ 

,- . . Page 27 

Child. The missed point being that this do? Open a can of Alp03 NO! 
was all a very long time ago. And Chris- The hand that fed is indeed going 
tian, Islamic, Hebrew, Infidel and Pagan to be feeding them, just with a bit of 
will all be pulled into this mess-By the macabre twist to it. I started out to prove 
few. 

And the many will die, most horri- 
this all wrong, a hoax and pish-tosh, 
ain’tit just the biggest bunch of B.S.? 

bly too. And-your religion won’t matter; Only it didn’t turn out that way. The 
if you are not for what they want, then more facts I uncovered the creepier it 
you are against them. I give you fair got and‘it continues to get more creepy. 
warning, that t.he gods of Hannibal are to After ,-Water&ate, Iran-Contra scan- 
be reborn. 

They were.. ..CROCODILIAN. 
da& all. the rest, CAN AeON$ HON- 
ESTLY THINK THAT TH& ‘HEADS OF 

Now, where in the world do croco- OUR GQVERNMENT REALLY’ CARE 
diles come from? I..mean besides Down ABOUT AMERICA AND, MUCH. LESS, 
Under? The Nile, of course. And that is ITS CITIZENS? 
a literal wording. Human sacrifice was Just why was the Representative 
all the rage of Hannibal’s time. The shut-up as soon as she blew the whistle 
Phoenicians were savage and took tor- on FEMA for 30 billion annually for bomb 
ture to a height few realize. Even in the shelters? Bomb shelters? FOR 
time of Emmanuel, a prisoner of war had WHOM? _., 
his eye put out, such as Saul had. He And why did the stealth fighter jump 
only had one eye. These were the ways of from 247 million dollars to 2.3 BILLION 
the times, physical pain gets people’s dollars, (a 1600% increase), then to 5.2 
attention-REAL QUICK. By studying Billion dollars in...TWO MONTHS? That 
history, one learns all the cute little is an increase of 3200%1 
tricks of the trade used then. I mention 
these things for people to begin to have a $5,200,000,000 
sense of what will happen when this $ 247,000,OOO 
comes to pass. Most have never even $4,953,000,000 BILLION dollars 
seen a dead body, our society has difference between the amounts. 
euthanazed all of it. Let alone ever seen Now, can ANYONE really believe 
a beheading or someone being fed alive these figures? It is money being EM- 
to crocodiles. BEZZLED to save the assets of the TOP 

As for children being devoured by BRASS (WHO, BY THE WAY ARE YOUR 
animals? In the state in which I live, ENEMIES)! Has anyone heard of FEMAs 
we’ve had abandoned dogs form packs -response to this? Because there has not 
and kill several children. Now, what been one!. How do I know about the 
about all our zoos? A Bengal tiger weighs increase? I wrote my Senator and asked 
in around 475 pounds. It’s Winchester - him what the devil was going on. Funny 
Time, (“Repeating”, thank you). They thing is, though., neither state Senator 
eat around 60 pounds of raw meat a day. respondedtothei.nquiryregardingFEMA 
This is only one example of the carni- and the bomb shelters. 
vores in our zoos, not to mention deadly (D.E.J.) 
snakes not found naturally in this coun- *** 

try-or any of the rest. What do any of SALU, AND THANK YOU-HATONN TO 
;u think-dons none feral are noink to CLEAR, PLEASE. 

To download the PHOENIX LIBERATOR from your computer or to leave a public message, 
. . simply dial (by modem): 

(805) 822-1309 for the free Patriot Information/ 
PHOENIX LIBERATOR Bulletin,Board. 

Set your computer for 2400 or 9600 baud N-8-l. 
The board uses Procom+ and most of the files are in zipped (o_r compressed) format using 

the program PKZIP. 
Information contained on this BBS concerns individual rights, legal briefs of all kinds, 

constitutional and related matters, rare treatises on freedom, some of Hatonn’s daily 
.- writings,PHOENIX LIBERATORS and much more. 

THE LIBERATOR and Hatonn’s writings are in MS Word 5.0 
If you try to enter the BBS through Windows, it won’t work. 

- If you have any questions or problems, call 
The System Operator, Rick Martin, at (805) 822-9545. 

**Soread the WORD 
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Nevada - korporati-ons 
for you to find out if you could benefit 
from a Nevada Corporation is to give 
us a call at Corporate Advisors and we 
can talk about your situation. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT 
NEVADA CORPORATIONS, CALL COR- 

DO I NEED A CORPORATION? PORATE ADVISORS CORPORATIONAT _ 
ative uses for Nevada Corporations. 

As I stop here, trying to present to you 
(702) 885-9638 OR WRITE TO THEM AT 

Daily we receive inquires at Corporate 28 10 w. CHARLESTON BLVD., SUITE G- 
Advisors from people interested in find- a profile of an individual who really has 6723, LAS VEGAS, NV 89 102. ASK FOR 
ing out more information about Nevada a use or has no use for a Nevada Corps- CORT CHRISTIE. FOR GENERAL BACK- 
Corporations. Their most frequently ration, I become blocked. There are so GROUND INFORMATION ABOUT THE 
asked question is, “Do I need a Corpora- many ways to use a Nevada Corporation VALUE OF NEVADA CORPORATIONS 
tion?” Quite basically, no one needs a that I have to honestly say that there is AND THE TF&TH BEHIND OUR MOD- 
Corporation and that is never what they no way in this brief article to spell out to ERN ECONOMIC MALAISE, SEE THE 
are really asking. So, the question is you who should or should not incorpo- PHOENIX JOURNALS: SPIRAL TO ECO- 
really, “Can a Nevada Corporation be of rate. Since we began setting up Nevada NOMIC DISASTER (#4), PRIVACY IN A 
benefit to me?” Well, that question is Corporations for people, we have turned FISH BOWL (#lo), AND YOU CAN SLAY 
always dependent upon the profile of the many people away after we talked through THE DRAGON (# 16). [See buck page for 
person asking. their current situation. The best way ordering information]. 

First of all, I will say that ‘NO”, a 
Nevada Corporation is not for everyone. 
Commander Hatonn recommends to ev- 
eryone to have a Nevada Corporation but 
in my opinion that is to get you to take 
a look at them and to see all of the 
possibilities there are with them and Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos 
then determine how you could utilize 
one. They are not a complex organiza- 
tion to work with, but they do take some 
know-how to operate-no more know- 
how than the informed LIBERATORread- 
ers have. 

As I begin profiling the client, I run 

In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written transcriptions of 
some.taped topics, 7XE W0IZ0 is now also offering other tapes and videos on selected topics. 

Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two tapes and S2.50 
per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The transcriptions are 53.00 each. 
(Mexico or Canada add SO.25 and other foreign countries add SO.50 per tape or transcription.) 

through a series of questions: I inquire 
Postage is included in tape and transcription prices. 

as to what their occupation is; what they 
Please send check or money order to: 7X’E WoffV, P.O. Box 6 194, Tehachapi, CA 93582 

have been involved with in the past; 
or call 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you wish to use your Visa, Discover or 

what type of assets they currently own; 
Master Card. 

what their future plans are; and what 
If you desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send at least a 550 

they had in mind to use a corporation for donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We witi try to notify you as your balance reaches 

(we find that many people already have zero. 

figured out how a corporation would be Special Order tapes are noted below by * and are not automatically sent since this material is 

used in their situation). Now we know usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written transcriptions are noted by #. 

how to proceed from this point. The following is a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes in bold in 

I typically find that most of our clients parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus: 

are adventurous. They are not afraid to 2/22/92(4); 3/l 4/92(4); 7/4/92(2) radio program;KTKK; 

try something new that may be unfamil- 3/21/92(2); 3/28/92(l); 4/4/92(3); 7/l 2/92(3); 

iar to them. You have got to be willing to 4/l 2/92(2) a talk at local Community Church; 7/l 8/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 

learn about something new or figure out 4/l 3/92(l) + What is a Semite?“; 7/26/92(3); 

new ways of working with something 
4/l 7/92(l) # Who Were the First Christians?” 8/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 

that is old. We have set up corporations 
4/25/92(2) * # “The Photon Belt”; B/8/92(2); 

for people who use them solely for asset 
4/26/92(3); 5/l /92( 1) “L.A. Riots and 8/31/92(2) Anti-Christ Banksters; 
The Bigger Plan”; 9/S/92(2); 

protection, for reasons of privacy, to work 5/2/9m; 9/l 2/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
hand and hand with their current busi- S/8/92(2) radio talk show; 1 O/4/92(3); 1 O/l O/92(2); 

ness, or just to have for future use. 5/ww; 1 O/l 7/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 

Many of the people we work with take 5/l l/92(3) l “Silent Weapons For Quiet Wars”; 10/24m(2); 1 l/l /92(2); 

these corporations far beyond ideas that 5/l 3/92(3) meeting- with European visitors 11 /1/92(l) radio program, New Mexico; 

we had ever considered before. One over lunch; 11/8/92(2); 11 /14/92(3). 

thing that is for certain is that after 
5/l 6/92(i); S/23/92(2); 

using a Nevada Corporation for awhile, 
S/30/92(3)* “The Divine Plan ,and Places In SPECIAL AUDIO, 8/l 6/92(3)*, Bo Gritz speech ir 0,6/l 6/92[3)‘, 60 tiritz speecn ir 

Between” tapes 1-3; Tehachapi; PI; 

all of the myths and reasons that people 
are told why they do not need one seem 

6/l /92(3); 6/4/92(2); 6/6/92(4); SPECIAL VIDEO, 8/l 6/92, Tehachapi Citizens , VIDEO, 8/16/92, Tehachapi Citizens 

6/l 3/92(3); 6/21/92(3); 6/27/92(2): Rally featuring ,Coi. James “Bo” Critz, S12; turing ,Coi. James “Bo” Critz, S12; 

to disappear. I have found that even 6;28j92(2)iabio program, KTt&,$ki.akeCity, SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO, Steven Vaus-WE MUST 
experienced attorneys and accountants IJT; r. TAKE AMERICA BACK” available for 55; 

have no &lea of the potential uses of a 6/30/92(3)* 7he Divine Plan and Places In SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO, Brent Moorhead-“LET’S 

Nevada C@poration-even those that use Between” tapes 4-6; TAKE OUR NATl,ON BACK” available for S5. 
-_ 

them now;‘- Each new situation that we ME Wc%Z?J NOW ACCEPTS VISA, DISCOVER OR MASTER CARD 
confront brings out more and more-cre- 
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The Arrow Of Truth 
size garbage holder. Many ofyou hold your 
garbageinfrontofyou...close toyourheart. 
This means “stay away from my garbage!” 
Many of you carry a great load upon your 
backs. This means, “My burden in life is so 
great, woe is me”...the victim/martyr. 

1 l/3/92 SANANDA free-will choices to make decisions which Many of you leave the lid off and allow 
will either re-awaken memory of God’s everyone who so chooses to throw more 

Greetings, precious Druthea. I AM Love within or will pull him further into garbage in, so now you get to not only carry 
Sananda. The name being a label given of sleepy ignorance about God’s Love. This yours but someone else’s as well! 
My Father, the Infinite ONE Creator. It forgetfulness is what has led to the belief in So what is a soul to do? First, recognize 
simply means One within and of God. I AM SELF-centered separation from all and thus you carry garbage. Next, do not accept any 
the One Who walked your place as Esu is the CAUSE of ALL discord and dishar- more from others. Next, agree to allow God 
Immanuel or, more commonly, My being is mony in a soul’s life experience. When an to help you look at your garbage piece by 
called Jesus Christ. individual is unable to see his connected- piece. And I mean sit WITH GOD’s PRES- 

I am not yet upon that place called ness to ALL in Creation and his ONENESS ENCE when gathering information, espe- 
Earth, although rumors abound that I am with God, then he develops a belief in self cially on spiritual matters! God will show 
in incarnation there. It is not yet “time” for as an island, not understanding how his you what needs to be examined. HOW? Let 
My return for My Father is the ONE Who thoughts and behaviors are dumped con- us call it when He shoots an arrow through 
shall decide the date and hour for even I am stantly in the ocean of human conscious- your garbage and it hits your heart, mean- 
not given to know it. I promised God’s ness which surrounds him and which pol- ing your seat of God-Consciousness. The 
people that I would return to reclaim HIS lutes the space of other creatures. straight arrow represents spiritual Truths. 
property from the evil ones. KNOW THIS, So all you little islands will need to When you are ‘hit” by an arrow of Truth, 
I AM but a thought away for the Truth- cooperate and come into some measure of there is no mistaking it. The physical ego 
seekers among My brethren upon Earth connectedness and unity in order to find often screams in anger, because some val- 
Shan. There are others who bring My God within and give the love which He is. ued piece of garbage (untruth) has been 
Father’s message and who are most en- So now let us look at an individual soul shattered. 
lightened as to the Christed path Ideal who incarnates upon the physical earth. This is the moment of a great test for a 
which I and OTHERS of Cosmic knowledge The soul has a physical ego, which is a soul. For if the soul chooses to deny the 
bring to the many people of your planet. “compilation” of some of the personalities arrow in his heart, he may do so. He may 

Then mostly there are the deceivers who developed from previous existences and become so bitter and enraged, depending 
simply confuse and distract many of God’s current programming of character. Al- on the deepness of attachment to a par- 
people. It will be each who will find Truth though most do not remember anything titular piece of garbage, that he will quickly 
for self and it will involve the deepest soul- before this birth and it is set up purposely patch up the garbage can or even dump all 
searching and self-evaluation which you this way, many of you ones find you have the garbage in a new can and move himself 
each must experience in order to finally talents and abilities that come to you eas- into adefensive mode. The messenger who 
fmd those pearls of wisdom which elude so ily. When you pursue these you may find sent the arrow will become the “arch en- 
many for so long. I know that it is not easy fulfillment, depending on the impacting emy” and the soul may even go so far as to 
to release the doubts and fears as you each circumstancesofyourjourney. Now, when attack his perceived enemy with intent to 
face self and realize how little you really do a soul is spiritually unaware, it believes the destroy the messenger so that he does not 
KNOW. physical to be “it”. Whatever the soul can (he thinks) have to face the message. Test 

I will now share a story relating to your taste, see, feel, smell or hear is to him Failed. 
human experience which will allow you to %eal” and nothing else exists if it falls The other choice is to choose to examine 
see a more humorous outlook of this expe- outside these parameters. This is ego the arrow of Truth and recognize the error 
rience. At least my scribe giggled herself separation from God. in perception. When this sort of response 
silly when the picture was painted for her. Only when the soul consciousness be- occurs, then the soul begins to question 

Each child is born into a carefully se- gins to recognize something greater and many, many things in his life. He starts the 
lected learning experience which will allow more intelligent than physical self is guid- process of sorting through his garbage can 
that soul to fulfill a specified destiny by ing his life, then will the soul begin its of illusion and looking at each piece. When 
GOD. Each experience is unique for the awakening and remembering of a higher he finds a piece of garbage is useless, he 
level of soul awareness of each one, so purpose to be achieved during his lifestream will discard it and if he continues to remain 
therefore the choice of parents, upbring- in the physical. in God’s presence of requesting that which 
ing, culture, religion, country, sex and Now, let us call the physical ego a he needs for his Highest Good, many more 
physical condition is carefully selected and garbage can. Oh my, how so? Because the arrows ofTruth will pierce his heart as God 
planned by the soul, his/her Guide and physical ego which is out of touch with its so allows for that individual soul’s awaken- 
GOD. What is the goal? Ultimately the Divinity within collects beliefs about itself, ing needs. When the Truth of each arrow 
soul’s higher goal is the return to God, to about life, about other people, about reli- is accepted and attitudes and behaviors of 
oneness with and within God. All the gions and about everything else which an individual adjusted accordingly, then 
incarnations leading up to Return “time” comes into its physical attention. They are your load of garbage becomes lighter and 
are rehearsals, so to speak, which ulti- not complete truths and many may be lighter! This is when a soul begins to 
mately teach or actually reawaken the soul outright lies. Now most all of you carry accept responsibility for his life and his 
memory about God’s unconditional love your own garbage around wherever your behaviors as he allows himself to become 
and how to BE and GIVE that love to experience takes you: to work, home, gro- centered by God from a conscious level. 
Creation and to the many Creatures of God cery store, school, etc. If you allow nothing The soul is as free as a butterfly when it 
in absolute harmony. or no one to challenge your need for those recognizes its Onenesswith God, withother 

Since each human is a thought frag- bits of garbage you have collected, you Humans and other Beings and with other 
ment of God the ONE Creator, each is in keep piling it higher and deeper until many Creatures. This is when a soul begins to 
essence a child of the ONE. Each is given ., .,-..*.-..-..*, of you are now carrying a great dumpster- . . . . . - * .*.,. . . ._- ._*_. *_. ..a - a 1 *_--. ” . _ . . . .- glimpse the vision of his higher purpqse ,‘,_ ,_._ ____._..__._.__-_._.... .- 
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within God’s ,Divine plan. What a time of 
JOY this awakening is for the soul and his 
Guide and Teachers! 

As garbage is discarded, it simply dis- 
solves, for it was not real until the human 
mind gave it power in his life. Your life will 
begin to reflect this balance of inner under- 
standing for you will learn to accept the 
Higher Wisdom of God Who dwells within 
you. This does not mean your life will 
become one of ease. No, for when you 
become about Our Father’s work, you will 
undoubtedly be faced with difficult en- 
counters and circumstances as you effort 
to grow into His Love and Truth-giving, 
child. 

The more personal power you develop 
within God’s Laws, the more of a target you 
become for God’s adversaries, the ones 
who choose evil and need human minds to 
control for their purposes. The adversaries 
play upon ignorance and offer GOLD gar- 
bage cans. Always be on your guard and 
NEVER take God’s protection for granted. 
Remember, evil seeks your weakest points 
and is ruthless. Do not give evil easy 
access to you. Keep GOD’S Lighted Shield 
of protection intact and monitor your in- 
tent so that you may hold that physical ego 
in check that IT does not lead you around 
like a chicken with no head! 

bage these past days and it caused you SOVIET MISSILE HEADED 
great consternation. It is very humbling FOR U.S. 
and yet it does allow one to experience 
more compassion for his fellow brothers Isn’t THIS the cutest little show-and-tell 
and sisters. It becomes very difficult to sit of all time? On Monday a rocket and 
and judge others when you decide to look missile will be launched from Russia. It 
at your own collected garbage heap, does it will circle and di-do all over the map and 
not? then splash down in your Pacific Ocean 

Isn’t learning Truth fun? How about right off Washington State, etc., yap, yap, 
challenging? And you ones thought you yap. What is this ‘good-old-buddy” stuff? 
were just preparing for golf and cruise ship The Russians are “just reminding YOU 
retirements! Oh my, it can be rude to be that THEY need help, food, industry, etc.” 
awakened from la la fantasy land, can it AND will have “toys” aboard and other 
not? And you who do answer God’s call are goodies. Well, look out for the “other goods 
truly blessed and most of you really do not and items”!! Moreover, what are they 
see how truly blessed you are! WHY? going to SHOW YOU? Even if they don’t 
Because you struggle with human under- blow you away in this little show-and-tell 
standing of a presence (evil) which simply you can be damned sure they are sending 
makes no sense to you at all. Why the a message of messages. They will have 
senseless killing of babies? {W&y the hun- your whole defense system wide open for 
ger of children and families? Why is every- entry and with absolutely not so much as 
one so afraid of one another? Ignorance armed tracking. That comes because of 
(spiritual), greed and selfishness. Ones ORDERS to not arm. Then plop-right on 
have been so buried in garbage, they know target after FIVE DAYS of whoop-de-doos 
not who they are or that there is a God. and grid checking1 Good will? THIS will 
How sad it is. And yet all the more need for just prove that THEY HAVE TOTAL SU- 
YOU to bring God’s light of love and mercy PREMACY ON EVERY PIN-DOT ON THE 
to the ignorant and innocent. For if not GLOBE! DRINK YOUR KOOL-ADE NOW, 
you, then WHO? LIKE GOOD LITTLE CHILDREN! CYANIDE 

Thank you for pondering this lesson. AND ATOMIC DETONATIONS ONLY HURT 
May you keep God at the center of every FORALI’ITLEWHILE! AsDharmaandE.J. 

So I trust we have encouraged a few choice you make. So be it. I AM Sananda. can attest through this bitter time ofinsan- 
chuckles among you. When you think of I come in service to Holy God Creator of ity4eceit and corruption hurts far longer 

; your physical ego as a great trash can, Light. You are blessed ones of My family and more painfully. 
perhaps it will make you more diligent in and I shall never leave you whose hearts 
your desire to clean up your own garbage. are true. Walk together, precious brothers PRE-PROGRAMMED BALLOTS 

Thank you for sittingwith me, Druthea. and sisters; in peace and love and God 
I know you have been sifting a lot of gar- walks with you always. Salu. Fern Alaska: In Alaska, punch cards 

were used for ballots in the election. Four of 

Tndrrv’s News AAikA - 
I I.C nwfw d&u! 

InCn l 

- --. -,,--ssing theelectionafterwe had 
voted. We each wted in difl’t F 

-U-W J u A\WVVU rwvyrl’ h a cinctsanddisc~weDIDNOTVoT6: 
THE SAME BALLOT FOR U.S. PRESI- 

-----w 

Hold Strong To TR1lru 
DENT. the msterof candidates wete listed 
in dtfierent order in each of the diffeerent 
precincts. For instance, Bo G&z’s name 

11/14/92 #l HATONN We are moving most rapidlynow and, 
as you can see from this property in 

Blessed, blessed children, how my very eviction, every moment of every hours 

was on the TOP of the list on one, on the 
BOTlUM on another, and 3RD on my ballot 
cani-andavnpletely onthe%*mhaUIb 
on the other! 

soul goes out to you as you come into makes a DIFFERENCE in whether or not 
awakening. Dharma, hold strong and stay the task of ‘staying’can be accomplished! 
the course. When a cup holds bitterness it 
must be emptied before the clean and SR-71 TAPES - _ 
perfect wine can replace it. Thy wine 
awaits but the cleansing of the vessel and I thank the one who gave the informa- 
that means that we must see the journey tion regarding the video recordings of 
through in GOD’s will for “suiciding” is for Bush in the SR-71 WITH Russbacher 
the ‘quitter”, not the soldier in GOD’s returning from Paris at the ‘October 
army. Remember that the cute term ‘sui- Surprise”. Yes, we know of the tape and 
tiding” (by another) is called murder! We it will serve in its appropriate time for 
ask that no one give any REASON for several copies of same have been placed 
‘another” to commit suiciding upon you in safe-keeping-which is also keeping 
or any of our people. They must be seen for our friendly pilot alive and well. I am 
that which they are and for those who most gratified and appreciative of the 
serve, realize for whom they are required to confirmations coming one upon another 
h .&&rda&ardly deeds. from you who read and listen. 

So, Iask you-why do we even botherto 
vote? __ 

*** 

Because you wouldn’t have found this 
out otherwise!!! When you “go after” these 
crooks and criminalsYOU MUST HAVE 
WITNESSES AND FACTS1 

Ai BIELEK 

I ask that someone receiving this mes- 
sage get in touch with Al Bielek and also 
John- Lear and have them contact the 
LZBE~TOR (E.J.). I. want to meet with 
them, please:IAM WEARY OFTHE GAMES 
BEING PLAYED BY OTHERS OF THE MIS- 
INFORMATION GANG. I BELIEVE YOU 
WILL SEE, HOWEVER, THAT MY SCRIBE 
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AND TRANSLATOR CANNOT GO ELSE- 
WHERE BECAUSE OF SECURITY BUT I 
NOW ASK CONTACT, PLEASE. 

MAJOR UFO ACTIVITY 

FROM OSAKA, JAPAI\F-5 NOV. ‘92: 

HEED THIS NEXT, WELL, LISTENERS 
AND READERS. LIKE ACTIVITIES WERE 
WITNESSED AND RECORDED OVER 
MANY OF THE PACIFIC ISLANDS, NEW 
ZEALAND, AUSTRALIA, THE ALEUTIANS 
AND MUCH, MUCH ACTIVITY OVER THE 
PHILIPPINES! THIS ALL TRANSPIRED ON 
A DAY WHICH COULD BE RECORDED 
AND REMEMBERED. THEN, AGAIN, 
THERE WERE MASSIVE SIGHTINGS 
(SITINGS) OVER MANY NATIONS OF THE 
EUROPEAN AND ASIAN SECTORS. YOU 
MUST REMEMBERTHAT JUST BECAUSE 
YOU MAY NOT SEE A THING DOES NOT 
MEAN THAT IT IS NOT HAPPENING! How 
often do you spend more than a mere 
glance upward? How many minutes or 
hours may be missing from one or some of 
your days-OR NIGHTS? I thought you 
wouldn’t remember!?! 

I am only going to give a small portion of 
this correspondence for it is critically dan- 
gerous and I honor requests for privacy. 
This person only asks temporary silenti 
regarding only a portion of his contact 
message which names names and places 
which are guarded. The material of which 
he will speak is properly owned and held 
and great expense has gone into the filming 
and backup material so I shall protect it. It 
is NOT alright to simply use another’s 
property as your 0Wn as in the case of 
professional films, etc. You may use any 

and all of that which 1 offer-but not the 
property of any other come into your atten- 
tion through me. So be it and I shall 
become greatly irritated if you abuse your 
brother in these instances. 

Dear Hatonn, Soltec, Dharma, etc., 

A few LIBERATORS ago Hatonn said the 
next UFO news would be coming out of 
Pzmrto Rico. Th#s is absolutely TRUE. I 
don? know how many of you have heard in 
the U.S.A. (I know John Lear has) but there 
were or was a mass citing of a UFO on the 
day of the eclipse. Up to ten different 
people FILMED AND TOOK PHOTOS OF 
THESAMEUFO. Ttihavebeenpeople 
taken on board other VFOs and given 
glimpses into the f&m WHKH CON- 
FIRM WATONWS AND SOLTEC’S MES- 
SAGES regarding Puerto Rico (Haton@ 
andMexico(Soltec). The Japanese bought 
the rights to the film, and a 2-hour UFO 
special cfollowing Hatonn’s news) was cre- 
ated, again by Yao San (Mr. Ya) and it was 
viewed by at least 34 million viewers. That 
is the number who SAW the film 

Ian working ona tmnscr@ of the show 
and will send you a copy once it’s into my 
wordprocessor. I’ve still got a lot of work to 
do on it and wanted to let you know; Yes, 
thenewsHAscoMEouTandYouwILL 
BEHEARLNGITALL. 

The show also showed the particle laser 
beams in action, possibly shooting and de- 
stmying UFO ainxzfl. The offenxipathetic 
explanation for it was Tee particles”!!?! I 
suppose if people can be pnqwuned to 
acceptthatsmoki~cvulgiveoneairasfiesh 
as ati’c air then they can make people 
believe the complete garbage that particle 
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beams are %e particles I). They must gloat 
like crazy if they canget away withjunk like 
that 

By the way if anyone turns up with 
copies of these filmings-beware-legally! 
the Japanese have EXCLUSIVE tights over 
them.... [H: The remainder is confiden- 

-4 *** 
I do herein state that some of the great- 

est rip-off-documentation thieves are in- 
volved with this presentation-as is always 
the case with such happenings but we 
work with that which we have and we can 
allow you to realize the fictitious from the 
factitious. 

So, is the whole thing a hoax to trap my 
scribe? What difference does it make? =I’ 
am the only one who needs know! 

I am grateful to this reader who has 
confided and shared with us and confi- 
dence shall be continued. 

We have already received the docu- 
mentation from the Philippines, New 
Zealand and Australia. We, as servants 
in coalition with Pleiadians, are most 
appreciative of the Philippines connec- 
tions because therein is the major base 
of the non-mserpent” visitors. Remem- 
ber that %erpent, is a ‘term” or sym- 
bol. Any such ‘cloned” or ‘replicated” 
beings are exactly THAT-created to scare 
your wits out. It is, however, true that 
before anyone such as ‘Adams-there 
were the ‘Serpent people”! REMEM- 
BER-THE KHAZARIAFW CALLED 
THEMSELVES FIRST “SERPENT 
PEOPLE” AND THEN-JEWS! I call 
them Zionist Vipers and their evil venom 
shall be spewed back upon them and 
their own diseases shall destroy them. 

An Important History Lesson 
On The Terms Gog And Magog 
11/14/92 #l HATONN [Editor’s note: This was first published in 

England in 1923.1 
Dharma, let us work for a bit in the 

prophecies as projected in The Coming QUOTING: 
Collision Between England And Russia for 
ones need to be reminded of that which we I.-GOG 
gave in early JOURNALS and writings re- 
garding Gog and Magog, etc. This is going %&‘-it is a long ‘0’ both in the 
to differ a bit but I am not going to go back Hebrew and in the Greek-is made from 
and do your homework for you, readers- the old-world word-root ‘GG”, which in 
you go check it all out. I am honoring a the early languages implied something”g- 
man for great insight and performance and i-g antic”. Russia has this long time been 
I will give what I giv~xactly as he gives it. the ‘Co1ossus” of the North. 
If it be in great error in concept THEN A potentate of Bible history and proph- 
lrhall I make comment and change it. ecy was ‘A-g-a-@. That name, or rather, 

title, comes from the same root. He was (in 
his own estimation) A, Aleph+GG=No.l 
Great! “rhe Agagites”, we are told in 
Young’s Analytical Concordance, ‘were an 
Amalek-ite tribe”, and “Agag” was ‘A po- 
etic name of Amalek, derived from a par- 
ticular dynasty.” Of Israel it is written in 
Numbersxxiv. 7, “His King shall be higher 
than Agag,” referring probably to Ezekiel’s 
Gog. 

Now Amalek was 9n.e of two--nations 
descended from Esau. Teman was the 
other. The Teman-ite Edom tie shall see to 
be the Ottoman Turks. Gogmay be Amalek. 
If this be so, then Ezekiel’s predicted catas- 
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trophe of Russia coincides with Obadiah’s 
Downfall ofnrkey.. All about the “Turksb 
shall be explained in a later article. [H: And 
so too have we described those known as 
‘7urks”asbeingRhazarian .] The Osmanli 
have by many of our writers been identified 
with EDOM. [H: Readers, you are also 
going to have to really pay attention to 
“Nora’s Research Corner”!] 

II.-“THE LAND” 

‘Gog, the Land of”, so and so, stand 
the words in the prophecy, implying a 
regime (like that of the Tsarist oligarchy, or 
the Bolshevik military revolutionary 
minori-) which, without reference to what 
the population might desire, decides the 
policy to be pursued. “L’Etat c’est Moi,” 
declared the Grand Monarque. Of Russia 
it is always true that the Rulers are them- 
selves the State. 

Of course, it is always on the cards 
that some great military Dictator may 
arise-he would be the personal Gog. 

III.-LAND OF MAGOG 

Not only is all the territory subject to 
Moscow one in its subjection to its rulers, 
but it is one also in virtue of a common 
eiement of blood. From the borders of 
Poland and Lithuania to Kamchatka and 
Vladivostock the so-called Russian peoples 
are either pure or mixed Mongolian(Ycmtch 
a Russian you will find a Tat&&‘)-for 

IV.-MAGOG 

is Mongolia. That is, the country so 
named, and the adjoining areas peopled by 
those the actual Mongolians-nothing 
whatever to do with the use of the term 
Mongolian as a generic designation for the 
“Yellow Race”. [H: Please take note of 
this last statement.] To quote from my 
original article in the Bannelr- 

’ M’gog, as a geographical term used 
by Hebrews of old and Arabs of to-day 
(Ma&j), denoted avast stretch of country to 
the north of the Black Sea, Caucasus, 
Caspian Sea, Hindu Kush, and Altai, known 
to the later Greek geographers as Slcythia, 
and to us as the Russian Empire in Europe 
and Asia. Thus, without proceeding fur- 
ther, we may know the land which is iden- 
tified with God.” Narrowed down to actual 
fact, this means a Mongolia in the west- 
ern half of that great area which may 
reasonably be called so because Mongo- 
Ban blood predominates therein; and a 
Mongolia in the eastern half which is 
practically allMongol, the Chinese State 
of that name and the Siberian territories 
adjoining thereunto. 

‘Magog” as ‘the Mongol” is thus in 
detail demonstrated in the eleventh chap- 
w-efnw Russia Jaohet. (Were this book 
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still in print I would not quote from but only Russia. The Bolshevist regime, in its steady 
refer to it; as it is, one must quote at onward push into all that was once the 
length.) [H: Please note the same would Czar’s, had claimed this province too. The 
hold true for us-but all of our books original Lund of Magog is thus Russia. 
priorly written are in print-and even But long before the arms of Russia 
the PLEIADES CONNECl’IONSERIBS can were carried so far in the direction of 
be still obtained legally through China, much of the Land ofMagog (in the 
“Tehachapi Distributing”. That series wider sense) was under Russian rule-the 
of books (8 or 9 of them) remain the most Tunguses and Buriats of eastern Siberia 
important books of information on your are Monguls. In this way to north and 
planet!] south of the Russian Siberian frontier, 

“Magog was the second son of something like two million square miles of 
Japhet. The Arabian geographers of the Mongul-peopled territory are Russian. 
Middle Ages appropriated his name, under Earlier still, Russia has been over- 
the form of Majuj, to the same indefinite run by Magog the Mongol. (1) The Huns 
region which the later Greek and Roman issued from Mongolia. The Empire ofAttila 
writers designated Skythia-the vast inner included the most important part of Euro- 
expanse of Europe and Asia. In the map pean Russia. Some of the blood of the 
published in 1840 by the S.P.C.K., in their present population of central and south- 
Notes, Explomtory andPractical to the Bible, em Russia must have been derived from 
all the territory between the Don in Euro- these Mongolian Huns. This early pre- 
pean Russia, and the Altai mountains in dominance of the tribesmen of Attila has 
the very heart of Siberian Asia is assigned done much to make the Russian Empire 
to the descendants of Magog. the Land of Magog. 

“From the high-lands of Pamir, in (2) In the year A.D. 1224 Mongol 
the heart of Central Asia, whereon, accord- hordes poured over Russia under Genghiz 
ing to the arguments of some of the earlier Khan. They came again in 1237. Latham 
chapters of this treatise, the Japhetic races says they bore the specific name of 
grew into national existence, an easy high- ‘Mongol”. [H: Anyone getting nemous 
way leads towards the eastern half of Asia. yet?] 
The Tarim river, whose valley this route Gibbon describes how they overran 
would follow.. . .loses itself.. . .on the edge of and devastated Russia. For more than two 
the Gobi desert. The basin of this river, hundredyears, to 1480, Russialaycrushed 
forming a broad expanse between the Tia- beneath the Mongul rule. Russia was, in 
shan mountains on the north and the fact. Mongolized fromend to end. Latham 
range of Kuenlun to southward, is one points out that a considerable mixture of 
continual camping ground. Where these the two races took place, showing itself in 
mountain barriers end begins the country their language, features, and bodily ap- 
called Mongolia, the original home of the pearance. Even the Mongol tent formed 
Mongol race. the basis of their architecture down to the 

@The word Mongolian is one which is days of Peter the Great. 
frequently used to denote the whole popu- Thus-to sum up-The Russian 
lation of inner and northern Asia. At the Empire not only includeswithin its bounds 
outset we must carefully define a term like nearly the whole of the Mongol area, but 
this. The type of race so often called in from the two great invasions, that of Attila 
manuals of ethnology ‘Mongolian’, let us and that of Genghiz-the latter resulting in 
designate by the term Turanian’ -the sig- a subjugation lasting upwards of two cen- 
nificance of which is co-extensive with the turies-the whole of the vast expanse now 
scriptural ‘Japhetic’. . ..‘Mongol’ must be governed by the Bolshevist minority from 
reserved as the title of that race which, Moscow is saturated with Mongol blood 
however far afield it may since have wan- and Mongol manners. The R&n Em- 
dered, issued from the territory distinc- pire is the land of Magog. 
tively designated ‘Mongolia. W 

Now the name Mongol and the name Ezekiel% Gog is thrice described 
Magog are, with slight variations, identi- (verses 2,3 of the 38th chapter, verse 1 of 
cal. Gibbon writes “Mongol” Mongou. In the 39th)-in the Authorized English Ver- 
India ‘Mongol” became Mogh-uZ-Mggrep- sior+as 
resents Mng, “Mongol”‘is ‘Magog”. 

The former province of Munch-uria -V.-CHIEF PRINCE OF 
was peopled from Mongolia. Between 1850 
and 1860 Russiaabsorbed 150,000 square the two peoples next named. King 
miles of Manchurian territory-since 1860, James’ divines were rather doubtful about 
100,000 more. These incursionsinto Man- this rendering, so inserted in the margin 
churia have given Russia a quarter-million “Or, Prince of the chief” (0jJ 
square miles of the Land of Magog. These marginal notes were inserted to 

Mongolia itself, the great Chinese show that, while they would not necessar- 
province of that name, was, in the year ily disturb any form of words with which 
19 11. nlaced in nolitical denendence on the earlier English version had made the 
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people familiar, they preferred the render- 
ings thus suggested. p: Ah-humm, please 
read that again! Referred? What could 
this possibly mean to the full content of 
possibility ofsometid-tadoftampering?] 
This particular suggestion they took from 
Jerome’s Latin aVulgateB. He had written, 
in this passage, 

“Rincipem CapitW, 
because the Hebrew word ‘Rosh” bore 

the meaning “Head”. 
Five hundred years previously the 

Greek Jewish Divines of Alexandria had 
boldly inserted the name instead of its 
supposed meaning. So in the “Septuagint” 
version we read, 

‘Ruler of Rosh” 
The early German versions said the 

same. It was only in England that we had 
to wait for the “Revised Version” of 1885 to 
read in our own tongue: 

‘Prince of Rosh” 
Let us now consider the Name. 

VI-ROSH 

The learned Hebrew linguist, 
Gesenius, remarks upon the word (in Greek 
letters, which we cannot reproduce) in 
Ezekiel -iii, 2, 3; xxxix, 1, that it is a 
proper name, undoubtedly answering to the 
name of Russia, the more so that the first 
mention of the Russians, in the writings of 
Byzantine and Arabian authors of the tenth 
century, is under the very form adopted by 
the LXX, namely, (Greek, resembling “pw”). 

‘That famous name,” writes Dr. 
Vilhelm Thomsen (Professor of Compara- 
tive Philology in the University of 
Copenhagen, in his celebrated lectures 
delivered at the Taylor Institution, Oxford, 
in May, 1876, on “The Relations Between 
Ancient Russia and Scandinavia, and the 
Origin of the Russian State,“) “first ap- 
pears in Greek and Latin writers of the 
ninth century in the shape of an indeclin- 
able word, (Pw) ‘the Russ’, as if it stood for 
some unintelligible abstraction. fi soon 
became familiar at Constantinople as the 

name of sea rouers, whose fleets from the 
rivers of the Black Sea insulted and threat- 
ened the great capital. I) 

The ninth chapter of the work of the 
Emperor Constantine Porphyrogenitus on 
the administration of the Eastern Empire, 
written about the year 950, is entitled 
“About the Rhos who came from Russia to 
Constantinople with their boa%.” These 
boats, the Emperor tells us-xnoes, E’r:.- 
deed, they might be translated, the Greek 
word employed meaning “m&e out of L 
single trunk”-sterted from outer RussJ~:, 
assembling below X:ev, in order to pass il: 
:ozpany that long series of rapids which 
the Dnieper forms for a dis%zzre of tift: 
miles. The imperial author gives the name 
of these rapids both in 23clavonic” and in 
“Russian.” The Russian words are pure 

Scandinavian Not only this, but all the 
members of the Russian royal family (of the 
House of Rurik), as well as of the Russian 
noblemen or private persons who are men- 
tioned in the early chronicles, have pure 
Scandinavian names. Rurik and his fel- 
lows were as much ‘Northmen” as those 
who forced their way into the British Isles- 
the ‘rus” were undoubtedly Norman. 

We have seen that Rosh was the 
earliest form of the Russian name. Rosh 
does not occur with Magog and the rest in 
the catalogue of the sons of Japhet in 
Genesis x. But the name does occur in 
Genesis xlvi, 2 1, in the line of Shem, the 
chosen line through Eber to Abraham, 
Isaac, and Jacob, being given as one of the 
sons of Benjamin, one of the tribes of 
Israel. Benjamin we British-Israelites have 
been in the habit of identifying as the 
ancestor of the Nor-mans. If this identifica- 
tion be correct, and Scandinaviawas largely 
settled by that particular Hebrew tribe, 
then Rosh has been an element of Israel left 
in Russia, first as founders and rulers of 
the Russian State, then as a remnant 
reduced to s.ubjection by Mongolised Rus- 
sia. So Gog is now Prince of Rosh. [H: 
Come on, chelas, don’t “skip” over this 
material-go back and read it again un- 
til it is cemented in your brains! Yes I do 
know that “Rosh-Hashanah” is tripping 
through on little Santa wings--so let’s 
just work our way through this, please.] 

I had two suggestions as to the iden- 
tity of Rosh as an Israelite element in 
modern Russia. 

(1) That the Scandinavian aristoc- 
racy in Finland is Rosh, and theirprivileges 
we know have been filched from them by 
the Tsar and his bureaucracy. 

(2) That the Ruthenian population of 
the southern part of Western Russia bor- 

dering on Galicia and Roumania are Rosh. 
There is a possibility that the Ruth of 
Ruthenia is derived from the Russ of the 
Scandinavian founders of Russia, and they 
do occupy our old early European home in 
Arsareth. 

Incidentally in this connection I may 
mention that about a month before the 
War a British-Israelite lady in London wrote 
to me that she was coming to Penzance, 
and might she introduce to us a Ruthenian 
friend? She enclosed a pamphlet by him, 
in which he showed that the Ruthenian 
population of Russia would infinitely pre- 
fer to be incorporated with the Ruthenians 
of Galicia under Austrian rule! 

Then came the War. Russiawas our 
Ally. The visit to Penzance never came off, 
and we never made the acquaintance of 
our Ruthenian. Where precisely Rosh is to 
be located within the limits of mighty Rus- 
sia time will show. - 

The Czars have gone. Lenin and his 
Bolsheviks rule Russia. Lenin may die, 
and Trotsky or some heathen triumvirate 
may reign in his stead. Hindenburg may 
step in, or perhaps the Russian represen- 
tative of the Napoleons; or, some other 
military dictator. The old Russian realm, 
from the borders of Finland, Lithuania, 
and Poland to Kamchatka and Vladivos- 
tack is theirs, whoever they may be. m 
ums9 mag have been exterminates 
but the name of uRussia~survives. Gag% 
the slave-driver of QAZZ the Russians”‘, 
will be. 

END OF QUOTING FOR THIS SEG- 
MENT, PLEASE. 

*+* 

Hatonn to clear, in gratitude for your 
service. 

Avoiding The Gossip Trap 
11/12/92 SANANDA 

Greetings, precious Druthea. I AM Esu 
Immanuel Sananda. I come in the service 
of Holy Creator Source, the I AM presence 
within ALL of Creation. You may call be 
brother, friend, Jesus, for I AM come as a 
Teacher and Guardian with THE HOSTS of 
Creator God. 

Since this scribe and her family have 
<often been the object of much opinion 
:,:change, X- what is better termed 6(gos- 
_)ip”, she 1:. 3 J requested guidance H..;& un- 
derstanding that she learn to remain free 
from the inGxence of this trap in her daily 
Ze. Why would she wish to remain free 
from this trap? It is simply a distraction of 
her energy and purpose and that goes for 
the rest of YOU as well. 

She cannot change what opinions oth- 
ers may hold of her, yet she can adjust her 
attitude and response to these thought 
patterns so that they do not influence h-er 
in a destructive way. 

When one is a true friend to you, they 
must communicate any grievances with 
you TO you and not to everyone else at 
large. It is one thing, chelas, to share and 
discuss concerns and conflicts with the 
intent of resolving same with a trusted 
friend. It is quite aTother thing to lash out 
ia discordance with the intent to cause 
lain to others and rally forth support of 
YOUR point of view against another. 

Why do you involve another or others in 
your business? And be careful, chelas, 
when you are asked to take sides in deal- 
ings which are not your ,business in the 
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first place! 1 
So *HOW do you’avoid the gossip trap? 

Ask yourself if the subject brought to your 
attention is YOUR business to attend to? If 
someone is ‘tattling” on the actions of 
another and it affects you directly, what is 
your first choice of action in resolving the 
matter? GO TO THE PERSON IN QUES- 
TION AND DISCUSS THE SITUATION WITH- 
OUT BLAME OR FURTHERING GOSSIP. If 
you are told so-and-so doesn’t like you or is 
angry with you about something, do you 
get mad? Do you believe what you hear 
about another IF you are biased against 
that individual in the first place without 
questioning the intent of said gossiper? 
What is YOUR motivation for holding hands 
with a gossip who may not have the cour- 
age and integrity to go to the SOURCE of 
his ill-will? 

If you declare Me your enemy, does that 
mean I must declare you as My enemy as 
well? 

A friend will listen and will NOT take 
sides in an issue which does not concern 
him/her. A friend will encourage the one 
complaining to resolve the issue with the 
other directly and/or take responsibility 
for resolving his/her own attachment to 
the destructive thought patterns of others. 

Remember, chelas, it does not matter 
what ANYONE thinks of you unless you 
make’it matter! When you ones will let go 
of the NEED to BE RIGHT for the higher 
goal of encouraging unity and love, then 
perhaps you ones can truly learn to be 
friends as well as relations of the ONE 
Creator Source. 

We of the HOSTS of GOD come to bring 
you the WAY. You will become free from the 
influence of thought patterns of judgment 
“gossiping” when you no longer support 
the gossiper in yourself as well as others. 
IF one has so little integrity as to conspire 
against you to support his own NEED to BE 
RIGHT, then there is nothing to do except 
have pity and compassion for that one. 

rl ..;: 

You cannot be responsible for the thinking 
and actions of another, only self, and in 
this way do you offer sn example of a 
“better” way. The other must choose to 
release himself from the hatred and resent- 
ment he harbors against another, for it 
only turns on HIM more intensely when the 
object of his hatred refuses to be influ- 
enced by it. Do you see? 

Remember, I told you ones: Judge not 
lest ye be judged. Pull the wood from your 
own eye before you attempt to pull the 
splinter from another. You must be very 
careful when you seek to find fault with 
others for, unless your heart is clean and 
you are free from error of perception and 
vision, the fault you may be faced with will 
be your own. 

Where do you find clear vision? Within 
you. Each of you has God, the Inner 
Teacher contained within your soul. You 
need only petition HIS guidance and un- 
derstanding and it is ALWAYS given. The 
difficulty comes when your physical ego- 
mind expects to hear a certain way or 
certain answer and you allow your mind to 
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be the master of your soul knowledge, 
instead of the reverse. Confusion only 
exists in the physical mind, never in the 
soul which is made in the perfection of 
Creator Source. So be it. 

Let us close this document for I know 
it leaves you each much to ponder over. 
May your spirit of knowledge touch My 
Spirit of Knowledge that we become ONE 
in understanding and friendship. For I 
and My Father are ONE and so it is with 
each fragment of His. Thank you, little 
dove, for sitting with Me and sharing this 
lesson with our brethren. Remember 
when you asked to feel and project the 
joy and inspiration of our Father? It is 
happening, precious flower, it is hap- 
pening within you! Do you feel it? It is 
REAL, is it not? Thank you, my precious 
brethren, for considering this document. 
Walk together in peace and love and 
KNOW that Our Father Within walks 
with you. 

I AM Sananda. I serve My Heavenly 
Father Who exists within ALL as Creator 
Source of the LIGHT which you are. Salu. 

Food For Meditation And Action 
11/ 15/92 #l HATONN~ATON is not to SI’OP for it will be yours to find the 

solutions. I&lease of the wony and immobility so 
AWORDTODHARMAANDE.J.,ANDALSO thatyoucanmceivethethoughtsanddirections 

THOSEWHO STAND WA’ICHWITI-ITHEMAND for possible resolution is proper--release and sit 
EFFORT ‘IO ATTEND THEIR VERY SECURlTY. uponthine assetswillsimplylose you everything 
ACTUALLY, II’ IS A MOST PERSONAL LESSON you have! KNOW THE DIFFERENCE, CHELAS, 
OFFEREDTOALLWHOWlLLSTUDYIIWELL LESI’YOUNOTBEWORTHY’ICCARI?YGOD5 
ANDCHECKTHEIROWNMGTlVESANDABILI- BANNERl 
TIESTOSERVEORSHAREINTHESETIMESOF Asexample-thispmpertyandtheveqshel- 
EVOLVEMENTANDTHEBRINGINGDOWNOF teroveryour&eadsinthissteakngofahomeand 
THE FREEDOMS WHICH NO LONGER ARE allthatgivessun&aluntotheseoneswasgranted 
AVAILABLE TO YOU. bycon-uption in the courts and the enforcement 

Itisthefinalstepof%mingovef athingunto bytheveryagenciesandpolicesetforthundert 
God that gives the wondrous sense of ucoping’. guise of “helping” citizens in justness and fair- 
Iusethisasmessageforallwhoreadthis. Asyou ness. All those things and pledges have been 

Remember, in a conflict between two have faced death of loved ones, suicide of a son broken herein. But, Ib;itnotthat the canstitu- 
persons, there are always two sides to an with potential to connect with the stars and tion m thmamthlgencies? Isitnot 
issue and both sides may be valid, yet walkedthmughthefiresofthepitsofthislifethat appamxttfn~~thatthsanswer 
NEITHER may be RIGHT! Ponder it care- would tug at you and pull you dawrr- hasitnot liesalsowithinthecourts? Does-not 
fully. Can you ones not rise above the been always that there was enough to sustain3 mm that the w and mkers me 
selfish and competitive need to out-do one Thelessontobeleamedthmughthernazeof producethe”savh@?Isitnotalsoapparent 
another;’ Please consider your intent as it confiontationsand helplessnessin anymatter- thatifDharmaandE.J. ~foocedinto~ 
relates to the ideal represented of Our isthatifyou mmainhelpless,nothingisachieved. that thq too, goes the Law Center and the 
Heavenly Father within you Who asks only ThealtemativesmustbemetandALLmustmeet veryWefimdingfafndirrMualswho-that 
that we love one another and Him with all them. To ALL who read and sham, all who Cen*? kyo~a see that ffymm~aa 
of our hearts, souls, minds and strength. connectphysicaUy,&veinanycapaci~oyou notoadysaveadwedlingbutalsoreccmerthat 
All of His Laws fit within these ideals. notseethatthepainofonecanstoptheworkof which = far&# and in that return 5d 

If one has allowed no love within to give, all?Itisnotenoughtotumaboutandsay,“Iwony i%nd$ng~~aMWytogofmmrdabitfurthex 
must you despise him and feed the empti- notbecauseGodwillfixitI” Itisnotenoughtosay, and pl#~per tn5 m *? I TELt YOU 
ness? You will only “touch” .in mutual ‘Well, theyworkwithGod andHecantakecare THAT YOU HAVE MULTIPLE ALTERNA- 
respect when-both “sides” put their heart ofthemforIdon’tknowwhattodoandIhavemy TWES+%LYOULEG4LMlNDSMUSTDOIS 
before their ego-mind. If you. have learned own things to do today!” In many instances, for ISOLA3’EAND UTfLnETHEM.1sHAuGIvE 
to do so after processing the conflict, then instance, if Dharma stops in the writing--the YOU HWIS-IWILLNOTGIVEYOUALLTHE 
YOU are free of the conflict, are you not? ~~~stoppedf~thosepman3p. Youones ANSWERSFOR~THESBMCHINGSHALL 
Does this mean the other is free? No, for must see your connections-and, mmmveqyou YOU F’IND. BOTTOB¶LESS umARIES OF 
that must be ‘of his own doing and’desire. mu&~&-&&~&&~~~~&dd r -aFoRe CAUSlS.:- . -,~-~- r_ = 1.1:. 
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As Cassie, Eric, etc., come from Hawaii-we 
have need. We must have a place AND tempo- 
my facilities to harbor these comers from the 
gtat distance. Dhanna and EJ. bear that 
burden. ACTUALLY, IT IS A MOST PERSONAL 
LESSONOFFEREDTOALLWHOWILLSI’UDY 
lT WELL AND CHECK THEIR OWN MOTIVES 
ANDABILITIESTGSERVEORSHAREINTHESE 
TIMESOFEVOLVEMENTANDTHEBRlNGING 
DOWN OF THE FREEDOMS WHICH NO 
LONGERAREAVAIIABLETOYOU,asifitbethe 
only resow left. NO-I need to remind all of 
you that my suibewillattend NONE OFSUCH. 
I need her to do herjob. This other armnging is 
that which others who have asked to serve can 
do. 

These ones MUST have a place and I do 
suggest,E.J.,thatyougetthehousethatAudmy 
and Eric moved fmrn as its location is excellent 
anditssizewillhousethesepmciousones. Then 
get bits and pieces of furniture, even if the beds 
be%srnes”,plywoodandairmattresses. These 
ones have great talent and capabilities in the 
amaoftheLawCenterandexpertisemustbe 
allowed a place to function orwe cannot make it 
in this venture. Neither, however, will this 
responsibility fall to Charles in such heavy 
mannerashasbecomeusualandexpected. ALL 
ones must accept responsiiiIity in both the 
shifbng and moving or the unbalance topples 
the pmgmms. Ones who simply “wait? for the 
abundance and the opening of ~roje&’ shall 
beasopenly%vaitir@afterthepmjectsas 
now-I can promise as much. 

Yes, it is indeed unfortunate that “prob- 
lems” rollinoneupontheother4utintheone 
instance of am&zingyou will tid that the one 
p~blemmaywellso~theotherifyoube~ 
to soit into the ‘right? conclusions. But also 
knowthatproblemsatenotonlyfortheonewho 
seemstobeinthecentralpartofthe?arge~ 
zon- problem for one becomes the problem 
for the whole. You am NOT your brother’s 
KEEPER--you ARE your brother’s support sys- 
tem. 

Perhaps some of “Deb’s” furniture, could be 
tempomrily utilized in that situation and when 
she is in need, other can be gotten for one or the 
other. It is a time of sharing-but NOT commu- 
nal living. That shall never be solution of choice 
except on a very, very limited basis, for that 
makes you into a suspected “cult” and would 
destmyusasaunitinabilitytomakethekind 
of impact which must be attained. But, it is 
dangemusandunacceptabletomakeMYhouse 
a hotel for, as is, I can protect you-1 can have no 
input over newclomers and their choices. AND 
MOREOVER, YOU MAY BE LOCKED FROM 
THIS PIACE AND I CANNOT ALLOW THAT 
KIND OF PRESSURE IN THE FINDING OF 
OTHER ACCOMMODATIONS. REMEMBER 
THAT THE LOI NEXT DOOR WHEREIN YOU 
MIGHT INTEND ‘l-0 SET UPTENTS FORTEM- 
PORARY~VACATINGISNCYTYOUR 
OWN,YOUONLYHAVEPERMISSION’IO’ZISE” 

,II’ FOR OTHER THINGS-NOT A IvIAS!SNE 
ATTENIION-GEI’ITNG~US. Further,Iknow 

tendingtoothersanddohernecessarywork,she 
wouldbeattendingthekitchenandlaundryand 
I cannot accept that, please. 

*** 

Let us move on now and, Dhaxma., please 
take the next within as the heart is weighed 
heavily upon. Again by Ken Coons is the 
following 

GO TO THE MOUNTAIN 

Go to the mountain, my friend 
Expanding your mind and stretching your 
l%S, 
Drinkdownthewine and tossout thedregs, 
Gather your thoughts as you’d gather the 
(233% 
One fmrn the nest and one fmrn the manger, 
Youk five of distress and feeling no danger, 
The mountain is yours and you axe the 
w=* 
Go to the mountain, my child, 
The pain that you feel, you must mot it out, 
To be relieved of suffering and doubt 
You must return to the scene of the bout. 
Relieve the pain, the hurt and the uying, 
Gooverittillyouthinkyouaredying. 
The pain will release and you’ll feel like 
sighing. 
Go to the mountain, my love, 
You know she is gone to never return, 
Nature can feel the way that you yearn, 
Cry out your eyes while you let your heart 
burn. 
You won’t find love, is what you are feeling, 
But taste of the stream, it’s yours for the 
kneeljng 
Fe right one will come, so pert and appeal- 

zo the mountain far skength 
consid~thehaw~luld~yti~ 

z irs not - it’s -- the 
Muchcanbeleamed&omthebirdsand 
thebee& 
Lifeistolive,butdon’teverf~it, 
Justgiveduerespesztandtrustinyour 
SPfi 
Yourlifekyourship,nowgohomeand 
steer it. 

Perhaps we should just make this Ken 
Coons and Silverhawk Day for often the heart 
responds to the wisdom of those who walk the 
way with you-often never seen any more than 
I! Ponder it. 

ATIMEINLIFE 

Thexewasatimeinlife 
When every mile was a milestone. 
Each successwas such a thrill, 
You couldn’t wait to climb the hill 
You tackled each new job with pride 
And any fi4.l you took in stride. 
You always had the confidence 
That you could hurdle any fence. 
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When every mad is a cmssmad. 
Each decision must be weighed, 
The trump you’re held must now be played. 
The weary effort that you gave 
Was not enough to crest the wave, 
And now you fear your feeble breath 
Will culminate in pangs of death. 
But would that be so bad 
To have this misery ended? 
Then you’d not wake up in fear 
Of hearing oh so loud and clear 
Youk out of food and rent is due, 
You owe the phone and light bill too. 
Youth just enough for cigs and booze. 
No matter what you do, you lose. 
Thetimeisnowathand 
Toreachdowndeepinsidepu. 
YOUIXUlStIlOW -yourzeal, 
SeiarchoutnewgmlsandhaveappeaL 
Ew-b==~~-=- 
Becomethedoexafyourschemes. 
Reachoutand5dacausetoghre 
Thenyouhaveacausetohe! 

One mom and we shall move on: 

MAD MEN 

Actions speak more loudly than words 
Itoftenhasbeensaid, 
But silence would the loudest cry 
Ife’er the mind was read. 
Deep within the padded cells 
Aremadmencryingout. 
Though soundproof walls retain the noise 
One knows the things they shout. 
Hatred, murder, lust and greed 
And things one cannot quote, 
A sickness for which it seems 
There is no antidote. 
MenmustsowthiscarnaIseed 
Wherever they sojourn, 
And though they reap its bitter fruit 
They still refuse to learn. 
Men hate laws that govern them 
And though they are but mild, 
Yet they rebel and disobey 
Like any spoiled child. 
Soon the way which see!mssoright 

Unto the carnal mind 
Willdiethedeath,andthennomore 
Willblindmenleadtheblind. 
pH: When wiII YOU awaken hnn the 

madnefssandb5dnessq 

SlLVER.HAWK 

Whatwasgivenafewdayspastcalled?%e 
ZkWt?tOfAtoTTTiC~~~dtsWld 

Ej$xis Rewdedwas but a foreword. We shall 
continue with the presentation as shared with 
usonthissubject. Silverhawkhasgmatinsight 
andevenifhisowncompmhensionislackingin 
his own eslimation-he has that to offerwhich 
shall allow you to better understand and in the 
writing and mmes the deeper under- 
standing of that which is given from higher 
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Continuation: FOLLOW UP 

QUOTING-COWINUED: 

What you have just mad, serves as the 
introduction and premise of the winds ofG&, 
77~ Rczsmdhq for it is the fulcrum around 
which all the rest turns. It is the Alpha-Omega 
Medicine itself, that ends the old world and 
beginsthenew. Thenewworldisthusbeginning 
from an entirely new divine dispensation and 
decree. We begin again at the fourth dimension 
as we go on through eternity. If you study the 
Hopiteachings,wehavejustleftthefourthworld 
and entered the fifth. All of us alive today have 
beenlivingthmughthetwilightofworlds, likethe 
changingoftheguardsofthe”rwilightZone”,if 
you will. This, of course, explains the extraordi- 
nary stresses and confusion that have and am 
going on and will continue till completion. 

As all things have a life cycle of same 
principle of birth/compressior+death/decay, 
so too do worlds. We have been experiencing the 
rapid decay at the end of fourth world life. 
Remember the nearer the end, the more rapid 
the decay. Metals demonstrate this most pro- 
foundly to us in the form of radioactivity. I find 
it so ironic that the ultra decay death that has 
been brought forth by fallen man, has in fact 
endedupbeingtheveryspringboardfortheultm 
compression of new life for a new world and not 
only that, but also has caused the immunity to 
anyfurtherman-madedestructiveactivityinthe 
process. So those who have promoted death 
have in fact promoted life-in f&3, super-life. 

Now to explain in mom detail the new 
dispensation; I say that nothing has changed in 
thelaw;ithasonlylxenquickened. Inthefourth 
world, destructive activity has always been the 
cause of disease and degeneration. It’sjust that 
the process could take years or decades to 
complete. Inthatamountoftime,agmatdealof 
damage could occur to life environment as we 
have so painfully experienced. Now, in the fifth 
world dispensation, destructive activity begins 
tocomple~i~~~telybecausethecellu- 
lair shield begins to weaken right away. What 
used to take decades or years to complete, now 
only takes months, weeks, or even days to 
complete, depending upon the intensity of de- 
structive intent. Therefom,verylittlelifedamage 
to the environment is possible because of the 
veryshorttimeonehas toorganizeadestructive 
momentum. So you can see that armies and 
police are no longer necessary to maintain order 
asinthepast. Orderandbalanceammain- 
tained automatically by the mdioactive en- 
vironment. OnehasonIyashortgmceperiodto 
tumawayfromdestmctiveintentormomentum. 
If he or she lails to correct themselves and come 
once again into divine order, then by their own 

Where is the line ofdecay, you might well 
want to know? Well, there is no line, only 
degmes,ifyouambalancedineternalbeing. The 
degree of deviation l?om that perfection directly 
determines your degme oflongevity. I would say 
that there is some sort of line where you may 
plunge into direct war with God and intend 
massive destruction, in which case your longev- 
ity would be measured in days as your shield 
would diminish to nothing. 

wise indeed. The primitive premise is ultra 
simplicity itself. It can, however, only be seen, 
known and experienced as one becomes one 
with it. It cannot be put in abottle in alabomtory 
and analyzed. You either awaken into it or your 
don’t. It is away of being and seeing what is. 

Meditation is the gateway that leads into 

This picture, then I th.i.r& clearly illus- 
trates one of the new qualities of the new 
dispensation of the fifth world, a world quick- 
ened into higher octave of life. Now, some 
mdioactive material takes 250,000 years to 
decay to safe levels, so you can see that a great 
deal of time has been bought for this true light 
world. 250,OOOyeamisbutaheartbeattothelife 
of a planet, however, it should be more than 
enough time togenemte anew “Starmann, ifnot 
in fact an entire planet ofAscended Masters. Ah 
Ho. At the point oftotalplanetaryascension, the 
radioactive “guard” would of course no longer 
be needed. 

Now that we have covered and gone 
through the Alpha-Omega experience, I want to 
tumtothesheddingoflightandtruthandtothe 
nuts and bolts of the creation and outpicturing 
ofthelifthworldandhowtotransmuteortmnsit 
fiom here to there and what “them” can look 
like. Thisisgoingtobeagenemltxatise. Imnot 
here to do anyone else’sworkforthem. I have my 
owntoattendto. Ionlywishtostarttheball 
mllingandpresentanoutlineandinputfi-ommy 
own experience and meditation, for all light 

thisstateofbeing. RightnowIaskyoutodiscanI 
any and all erroneous concepts and pictures 
that you might have about meditation. Med- 
itation is sunshine simple, like God. Meditation 
is simply “talking to God”. I should say “con- 
versing because you not onlytalk,you listen as 
well. This is simply a conversation that springs 
fi-omtheaxisorf&rumofyourbeing. Youmust 
still the babble of the world in your mind long 
enough to activate the fulcrum. Then you have 
engaged the great mind in conversation. You 
need no special effects or rituals. These am 
optional. You can do this over coffee in the 
morning. Anyone can do this, although, after 
eonsofsleep,itmaytakeawhiletogetusedtoit 
once again. Once you have begun to reengage 
the Creator again, you have thus anived at the 
“primitive premise’. This is the point of true 
reality against you. Now, to strengthen the 
meditation, it is a good idea to walk out into 
nature periodically, preferably in an area that is 
untouchedoralteredmy man. Whilemeditating 
intruenature,youcancontacttheAdamorl37e 
in you; the original man or womb-man, which- 
everyou are. From here you can see, feel, know, 
hear and experience the simple truth. This is 
what I call the “lone man on the mounta% 
state. It is just you, God and nature. Hem you 

people have input and work to add and that of canwitnessyourselfandallyou contain, aswell 
coursecreatesinlinitepossibiIities. Ithusintend aswitnessGodandn&ureandalltheminthey 
heretobutaddmytwodollarsworthatthemces. contain and you can luxxv your true place as 
IfanyorallIpresentSHorksinthew~v~,then man. Thisisonerea.sonthattheIndiansenthis 
that would be wonderful. So be it. newyoungmenoffalone,sotheywouldbecome 

m men and would discover their true name 
THE PRIMm PREMISE and purpose, thus, the “vision quest?. To truly 

%itn&meansto%ee~,f?omyourtSxumof 
Let’s begin at the beginmng then, as the being, %hat is”. 

end alwap leads to a new beginning except at a Your fukzum is your axis or equator. It 
higher spin upon the spiml. The “primitive is that unseen line between your left and your 
premise” is the anchor for biological man. I right brain and between the left and right hemi- 
know that because it has served to keep me sphere of your body. The light chakra system 
balancedandsanethroughlifeandhasbeenthe also runs down this equator. Let thine eye be 
womb of my ascension process. It is also dirt single. 
simple. Ifyougotohighgmundandlookdown 

Man tends to confuse himself in his upon a town or city, you can see the fmgility of 
infinite complexities. He builds a high-tech man. You can see that he is building fences 
civ&ation that creates the illusion that it is unto around himself in fear. He huddles in tribes for 
itself and thus elaborates endlessly within his comfort and reassurance. He is helping each 
churches and other institutions to the point of other to convince himselfthat it is okay to sleep 
babble. Then he wonders why he is lost and and indulge in a fallen state. He is in denial of 
confused. Within this tower of babble are also who he is and thus denies God, nature&his 
many places for the enemies of life and morn place in the plan. When death then approaches 
tohide. F’romthereintheirhiding, theypromote he isfiightenedandfeelsalonebecause hedoes 
lies and erroneous concepts aplenty and enlist a not talk to God, as a whole or as a rule. He talks 

hand, they have in effect, placed themselves host of fools to stump for them. This hasalwap mostly to him&40 each other. 
againstawalltobeshotbyabilliontinybullets, beenthedangerofvastandcomplexcivilizations Ifyou fear death, then you also fear life. 
as traitors to life. ‘i%ey thus become their own that are built by unawakened man. Fear only lives in shadows. When you re- 
execuw.mw the wisdom of connect with Creator, you see that them am no 

came from lost shadows and no death as well. All is spirit, all is 
for&and God. Youamapartofitandalwayshavebeen 
day. Most and will be. You need no guru or priest or 
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church. You need no rituals or rhetoric or 
trappings of any kind in order to see this and 
experience this. You only need to be still and 
listen and remember, that which you already 
know. This is the primitive premise. 

Ithas~ysbeensosincernanfirstwas, 
when he was simple and uncomplicated like a 
child. Soitwillalwaysbeandsowillthatlittle 
eternal child that you truly axe, that fears noth- 
ing and simply awaits your remembering. As a 
childyouwillenterthekingdomwithin;asalittle 
child,innocent,trustingandfme,oryouwillnot, 
cannot, enter thmin. 

You say you wait on God. Nay, He waits 
on you. He waits eternally for you to tire ofyour 
misery and childish games enough to call upon 
Him. Then He will lift you. He will lift you high 
above the eagle. He will surely heal all your 
hurts, dIy all your tears, and bring you home in 
one piece. 

Ispeakherel&mmyownhanlmadof 
experience. Now, I walk the “good red mad” 
forever. 

When you are out in nature in stillness 
and the “silent knowledge” flows from your 
fulcrum, through your consciousness, you can 
‘hea? the ‘word’ in all ueation. Everything 
‘speaks” to you. All life, aJl forms in life, speak 
toyousilently. Them&s, birds, bugsandplants 
andanimals,aUhavetheirstoriesinlife. Theyall 
have their place in creation in perfect balance 
and so too do you. You axe Man. Awaken from 
the spells and hexes that you have cast upon 
yourselves. You haveaplace hereasallformsdo. 
Ifyou want to be happy, balanced and fulfIlled, 
you must remember your true place and pur- 
pose- 

What is man? Is he simpIy an inventor? 
Well,mancreates,yes. Godueates,indeedyes. 
Therefore, man is a co-creator. However, God 
also sustains what He cmates, in balance and 
harmony. God projects His original mys ofgold 
and silver. Silver, the creating my and gold, the 
sustainingmyoflight. Thisisthefather-mother 
aspectsofGodinaction. Cmativepowerand 
creation result. Positive-negative, light-dark, 
being-non-being, fm-f&ss, life-death, etc, 
etc. This is the kotof of God. 

Doesmansustain? Isheasustaineras 
well as creator? He better be; and soon. 

The meditation now takes usdeeperinto 
the weave of our world. We have arrived at the 
rxzcmdation point for America+ 

WhenIwasaredmanlast,Iwondemd 
deeply why Gmndlatherhad brought the white 
manhere. Weweregioodsustainersofthegarden 
after all. We shunned the idea of temples and 
altars with all their technologies and trappings. 
Those things only brer~I trouble, jealousies and 
cxmiilsion. sowhydidthis~hairywhite 
manarrive here,weasked? Hesustainsnothing. 
Heueatesanddevoursevexythinginhispathand 
then creates more and mom but fails to sustain 
hisfoundation. Heistrulyoutofbalancewesaid. 
Well,sotoowerewe,Ihavecometoseeatlast. Man 
wasnotmeanttojustgmzeinag;ardenf~ 
either. He was designed to be a full reflection of 
Gmndfather’s potentials. Therefbre he must 

become a creator/sustainer in perfect balance. 
From this state of balance and reconciliation, he 
becomes a “starman”; a builder and sustainer 
of worlds “with” Grandfather. So the creator/ 
builder/inventor white man and the gardener/ 
tender red man, both had what each other 
neededinordertobringmantobalance. So,Iam 
here today, in the son of a white man, to do just 
that. To birth the “starship k&an/cosmic 
oowbay” man. Togetherwe become the “pink 
of Christ. We emerge in balance together, ah ho. 

Now we grww out again from primitive 
premiseintoallthatcancomefromitinbalance. 

THE BIRTH OF THE RANGER 

During my lifetime of meditation, I have 
spent considerable time d&ing through my 
akashic attic. I’ve discovered many old hats and 
outfits that I used to wear in different &nes and 
places through eternity. Well, one thing I no- 
ticed. None of them fit anymore. For instance, 
the most recent outfit ofgreat allure was We-sa- 
kan, the Crow shaman back in the mid- 1800’s. 
1 did bring all that knowledge and experience 
alongwith me but also agteat deal more. Many 
titles could apply, but none of them can contain 
all of me. We& we men like titles, so I began 
seamhingforonethatcouldbebothhumbleand 
allencompassingat the same time. What could 
you call someone who has been everything, a 
shaman,acowbq,anIndian,king,pries~yogi, 
samurai, alchemi& wizard, beggar, thief, meta- 
physician, sailor, soldier, warrior, etc., and who 
has awakened to all he has been. “RANGER” 
cametomindastheperfecttitle. InthislifeI 
practice all forms of medicine, I write, sing 
d==, power walk, h=4 pmphesy, =, stalk, 
meditate, co mmand, decree, transcrii, and 
project powerinamultitude ofwaysandforms. 
AndIfnnottheonlyoldIndianandwaniorofl.5e 
who has come back to run around and haunt 
the world again and who has awakened to 
himselfthisway, oh no. Therefore, all those who 
have unlocked the treasure: door of their soul’s 
experience and who are putting it into action, I 
have dubbed %anger9. 

We all have a lot in common. We foIlow 
the spirit, mad .signs, move from prompting 
tmvel, and tend to continually expand our 
Wang? of knowledge, experience and applica- 
tion. Thusthetermandtitleof“Ranger’. Weall 
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mostemphaticallyservetheLightaswell. Weam 
pepperedaroundtheworld. Wecomeinallsizes, 
both sexes, all races and from allcountries. We 
are the “seed CTopD of the fifth world man. The 
“seed men” if you will. We also witness all and 
are the enforcers of divine law in action. Thus, 
I guess we are altogether, “divine lawmen”. 

All the rangers I ve met, including myself, 
are indeed an illustrious, lusty and colorful lot. 
Wete never let fear or timidity stand in the way 
of the great work and journey, oh no. “Onward 
Rangers,toGodandthestars,“isourmotto. To 
unfold like a lotus upon the waters of life, is our 
burning desire. To fly free of all restmint, is our 
highest goal, and anchor the love, light, power, 
will, intent and law of God within, without and 
all about this world, is our greatest service. To 
resto~ the plan on earth as it is in heaven. I give 
you now the “code” of the Rangers.. . . 

WEARETHE-EMENOFTHE 
GREATSPXRlT,WEHOLDTHETRL@Z’ 
OF WD 

His WORD Is Law... 
. . . . . . HIS VOICE Is l?HvmERe.. 
. . . . . . . . . HBEYEsAsiEL&HT..... 
HIS LB?E IS E-M... 
AMEN,,-THERAMER. 

END OF QUOTING FORTHIS SEGMENT. 

May the peace of KNOWING rest upon you 
and may the WISDOM of the ages light your 
path. For I AM and I AM ALWAYS WTM-I YOU: 
I AM ATON. 

Bank Closures 
(Continued from page I) 

WHAT WILL YOU DO FOR til you can document reason for holding 
THREE WEEKS? such sums, bank deposit boxes will be 

opened and the same shall hold true for 
Moreover, what are you going to do anything ‘they” choose to hold, theft or 

when a large number of banks do not ever arrest you for. 
reopen for public service? Large sums in Is this true? Well, chelas, many of your 
any bank account at present which is writers, not the least of which is ME, have 
‘unaccounted for” will be confiscated un- been telling you for three years that this is 
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coming and that it would be arranged to hit are doing save being a burden on your brother There ARE some who are diligently seeking 
in a holiday buying season to bring in more if you fail to have access to food, etc. I mmind a *wap, it is up to you who know them to help 
complete compliance. I have been telling you-this push to NOT take we” mark of the them Theadvemanalintentis’fO HAVEITALLI 
you almost daily that the old vaults for E3east is also conjured to set you apart from the Whether or not you ever get funds ‘returned 
storage of reserve gold were filled to over- masses to be mom easily identified as “enemy”. with a smile” is possibly questionable at best- 
flow with new currency and “coupons”, To tattoo a ‘body’ is the work of evil-YOU 
i.e., rationing and food stamps. You just CANNOTTA’ITOOGODS’YOU”. GODALSO, 

but even the adversary will need to continue to 
function AFTER the three weeks so I would 

elected the puppet for the downfall of your AND ALREADY, HAS HIS OWN MARKED AND 
nation and it is upon you! 

guessthatthat systemwould oontinueal?erthe 
INTOW-SOWHATAREYOUTALKINGABOUr;, incidents settl~spe&lly if you don’t give 
ISUGGESTYOUREADTHEJOURNALS! You’ll them any violent trouble. Remember, your 

RIOTS have threeweeksofpure HELLto rearc-0rriot.l advanmge is that I know and have taught my 

The military forces and police are on 
people hem how to utilize the laws as presented 

WHO WILL ACCEPT THE FORCE? 
alert for expected and ORCHESTRATED 

uptonow-forbeneflt-ASSTRUCTURED FOR 
THE ElbI% “HAVE II‘ ALLS”. You can bet on 

RIOTS NATIONALLY AND INTERNATION- 
ALLY for ‘kill force” enforcement of =or- 

Almostallofyoubecauseitwillbepxesented massive%han~butthelastchangestocome 
as a method to bring the economy into control will be in the manner in which the %dversz@ 

der”. It will be an opportunity to cause and HELP YOU-THEPEOPLE! As truckers would lose anything and in that measunz you 
such civil unrest and disobedience as to cannot afford tocontinuetofunctionandfood is have some degree of shelter also. 1 DO NOT 
cause revolution which will be put down in gone from the stores (in less than aww what ADVOCATE ANY VIOLENCE&If IS NOT OF 
a most heinous manner. wilI you do the other two weeks? I think this GOD! SAFEX’Y mELF RESIS UPON THAT 

At present the amount of personal ex- christmaswilllitemlly,ifplansworkassched- -TION. YOU CAN NEVER FIGI-I’I’THE 
change is only $1,000 and all other will uled,beatimeofSatanORyouwillbereturning ENEMY WITH ANY WEAPONS YOU HAVE AT 
need documentation or be confiscated. The to your GOD OF LIGHT in petition to save your THIS TIME. 
exchange as it stands now, will be in multiples very lives. I suggest you get prepared, IMMEDIATELY, 
toone. Asnearlyaswecandiscem,coinswiUnot forat LEASTthmeweeksofconfusion, ifnothing 
be included but visible gold may well be confis- FINANCIAL ASSETS3 else,ANDKEEPYOUFlMOUTHSSHUTABOUT 
cated before this is over. IT. 

We tiys get around to that one, don’t we? I further suggest that none of ‘knine” make 
.RUSSIAN MISSILE Well, I have given you the only method I have any ‘long-term” contmcts-for this will pmb 

seen by which to protect anything-and that is ably cause the collapse of all property markets, 
It isno accident that the Russianmissilewas within their own system. No, I cannot enforce real estate and cast you into total depression. 

launched and will circle the globe for five days thatyouwillSAVEanythingwhenallthiscomes KlE?epthislegalmess~theimmnAiate 
and is due to splash down off the North West down-but remember something--the adver- prope&y go&g as beg& you can--becaass 
Coastal area of the U.S. sometime Friday. saq(yourenemy)WANl’SITALLANDPREFER- choices = @ng to be vt vezy w. 

ABLY IN ONE PIECE. The only possible avenue How-, the * odcontinua&m dv 
SHUITLE LAUNCH isexactlywhatIgaveyoubefore. Putthemoney temswlllumtinuetforawhik N~Iremind 

Neither is it an acci into gold and then borrow against it-allowing you w thatsuitreparafedand 

dental scheduling of your last ‘contmcted theadversaxyhimselftoholdthe~llateml.They FXLED~theactualpartici~tsfn~ 
shuttle formilitary purposes, top secret, launch will MOST LIKELY NOT confiscate their own “non+&? 0s this proper@. Ths m d 
inthreeweebsl collateral. However, that may not be true. I theRTCalsoawnthecourtsl IDoNOl?UANT 

suggest you readers who have ones diddling My SCRIBE DISPLACED! IT IS NOT SUlT- 
WHAT ADVICE? about--get them in gear. I know of no other ABLE TO CAUSE HER TO HAVE TO WORK 

resource who is set up to service such invest- F’ROMANEVENMORECONFUSlNGPLAC~ 
If you have disbelieved me up to now-I mentotherthantheFhoenixInstituteBUTYOU MENTTHANISTHISONE-ITISTOOMUCH 

suggest you do whateveryou please for-ifthis HAVE TO BE INTERESTED IN SHARING TOASKFORC LARlTYOFTRANSMISSION- 
comes o&it is too late to do much ofanything. WITH GOD FOR HIS PURPOSE OF REM- HOW MANYOFYOUCOULDFUNCTIONON 

To my accepting persons-get ready to meet NANT CAPABILrlY+R DO NOT APPLY! 
the requirements of the Elite. You should be in 
the only stable bankwith minimaI funds, even 
in Corporation accounts because, most banks 
willbeinviable followingthe holiday. Evenviable 
oneswill be in chaos. 

PRGIECI’ION? 

Ite told you countless times that this would 
come and yet would come as a “surprise” and 
onveryshortnotice. Atthesametimeoftmnsfer 
of funds there is all likelihood of laser tattooing 
for identification. Since this is a ‘widespread” 
bit of information which is yet unproven I have 
no further amunent. However, it would cer- 
tain.lyseemtobetheLIKELYtirnetodo~ 
onesMUSI’EXCHANGETHEONLYRESOURCE 
FOR SURVlVALAVAILAHLE. What do you do? 
Well, to mine, I suggest you do as your guidance 
tells you. You must survive and you are already 
intothe2east+?systemsoIaskyouwhatyou 

+ 

FUNDING 
THE PHOENIX INSTITUTE 

AND 
THE CONST7XJTIONAL LAW CENTER 

Funds in Banks, Stocks, Bonds, Mu- 
tual Funds and U.S. Treasuries all 
help support the Adversary. 

Funds in the Phoenix In&tire help to 
support the work of the Hosts, The 
Constitutional Law Center and pub- 
lishing/distributing The Word. Tax 
Deductible contributions can be made 
to the Court of Last Resort. 

For information please telephone 
(805) 822-0601. Thank You. 

. l 

A GU’JTER CURB OR IN “ANOTHER’S” 
SHAREDBEDROOMINHIDING? ITCANBE 
DONE-BUTTHEREISNONEEDFORSUCH, 
SO LAWYERS, GET ON WITH THIS FOR IN 
THIS INSTANCE YOUR FUTIJRE DEPENDS 
AS MUCH ON THIS AS DOES ANYONES! 
PONDERITU 

Letuslez3vethisnowsothatitcanbegiven 
intothe pmperhandstoget it tothe peopleASAP. 
l%ZUlkyOU. 

ARE Ef4RTH0uAKEs OFF? 

NO! They arevery much“ON”. Just 
todffy~gotY-~f=-~35,~ 
measurablequakerrhavecen~arotmd 
Sou~cazifnrniaalone. Thatmisdeis 
notdrcBngaround~out~~f~pothing. 
Ned&edsyourU.S.shu~gZoiag“outthere?’ 
f-nothtrg 

ITISTBblETOBRINGTHEHARWSI’ 
INTOTHESLAUGfiER~,iiIhdk 
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Pleiades Connection Series JOURNALS, Audio Books 

o-J1 us two other JOURNALS of related material) 
THE FOLLOWING JOURNALS 
MAY OwXy BE PURCHASED 
FROM THE SOURCE BELOW: 

Y&&apiDistrib~In~ 
P. 0. B<m 1911, suite I22 

Tehachapi, CA 93581 
(SOS) 8224545 

l *+*+** 

The following series of JOURNALS (or 
audiobook sets) are called “The Pleiades 
Connection” series because a goodly 
number of Earth humans are from the 
lineage of ones from Pleiades. 

(#22) PLEIADES CoNNEcllON 
VoLI 

Whataretheorigimofhuman? Whatismau’s 
purposeonuulh? hlthiscompeuingand 
pd-ound JOURNAL the direct link with the 
starsystunPleiadesisgiven. Covehgavast 
nutgeoftopics,anumbtxofimlxxhmtissues 
4UiEeXplOEd,iIldUdiilg:The~di- 
bet%%zlthereligious~of~and 
thl?!SpiliU”christ”WayOfti+‘lheadV8U- 
tagesofDomehousing*Pl&diancosmouauts 
+Ihe’GoldexPAge*Thepuposeofplan- 
etaryCycles*RulesgO~Pl~CM- 

tads * The Anch~ative people and their 
co~ntoPl*. 

(#31) GOD SAID: 
LEZ’ THERE BE LIGHT 

Pleiab &me&on -Vol. II 
byHatonn&Germain 

. $10.00...223pp 
ISBM 0-9223!%-42-4...6/91 

or Audiobook (8 tapes) 
$30.00 

TheustuxeofGxhdCxxationisLJGHT. Tbis 
JOURNAL offeis a aqnhmsive under- 
fddingofourvay~,wh~unecame 
fiomanduhim&elyn3urnto,amihowtocRate 
&liilmx. Amongthevastalrayofconoqts 
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ness,‘~,~andInspiration 
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(#32)IANDMYFATHERAREONE 
Pleii~ Connection -Voi. III 

byHatonn&Germain 
$10.00...238pp 

ISBNZ o-92235fH6-7.. .6m 
or Audiobook (9 tapes) 

$30.00 

MasterGennaindetailsthenatuFeofGcdI 
Creator aud how He Cm. The vaxiaus 
explanatious include: the True Nahue of 
ekxkity, gmvitation, mag&ism *heat ad 
cold * The undivided light, the divided light * 
cube’s/sph~*~*the~of 
Dgire*simulatedideaandenergy*duaiityof 
elex%riceffkct*thenatureofmatter*theOne 
idea (love) of Cxzation. Gexmain also explains 
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matter+IheMClhX/Fatklightisdt9kd. 

(#33) MURDER BY ATOMIC SUICIDE 
Pleiah Connedion -VoL IV 

byGermain&Hatonn 
$10.00...148pp 

ISBNZ tva22356.47-5...7/91 
orAudiobook(5tapes) 

$2!kOO 

GermaiapR!se&sthedehilsofwh&mdi&ing 
4ilMlS~,Whyoettainatomsamlmiaecals~ 
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byHatonn&Gennain 
$15.00...l9opp 

Inch& Tw Audio Tapes 
ISBN: Q9223%48-3..&91 

or Audiobook (7 tapes) 
$30.00 

GermainstRsses~importaweofaunmun- 
ion (meditation) with God and gives excellent 
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(iW)THFiSACRE.DSPIRITWITHIN 
Pktiah Connedion -VoL VI 
byHatondAton&- 

$10.00...23!Ipp 
IsBra 0-9223~so&&91 

orAu&obook(6tap4 
$25.00 
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explsins and definea: Higher Knowledge * 
CauseandEff&*theMysteryofGxavity*the 
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role of Fear * the Nature of Free Will. 
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$10.00...l96pp 
ISBNZ o-92235651-3...8/91 

or Audiobook (6 tapes) 
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ISBN 0422356444 
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(#30) MATTER 
ANTI-MATTER 

byGyeorgos-- 
s10.004.~18pp 

ISBNZ -14 

ORDERINGINFORMATION 

NoChditCk.u&, 
B&g,orCDDcy;K) 

Shipping dxuges for imlividual JOURNALS 
iue$3.75lsttitletbrUPSshipphg,$O.75cach 
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each additional. 
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Shi~UPS=$78.25 
shi@ Bookmte = $81.75 

(10 book3 total): 
Slli~UPS=$97.00 
shipped Boohte = $100.75 
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Please Help CLC! PHOENm JOURNALS LIST 
Dear Readers, THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES 42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 

The Constitutional Law Center CALLED THE PHOENIX JOUR- 43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 
wkhes to thank all Of you for your NALS AND HAVE BEEN WFXITEN 44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II 
support and prayers. It is because 
ofyour dedication toward preserv- 

TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME 45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III 

ing the Constitutional rights of 
AWARE OF LONGSTANDING DE- 46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 

everyone that we continue to be- 
CEPTIONS AND OTHER CRITICAL 47. PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS 

come increasingly effective. MATTERS TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A VOL. I 

Currently, we are seeking ex- SPECIES. JOURHALS ARE $10 

perts in Constitutional Law, as EAcH pLus SH1PP1NG* 
well as other areas of law, to assist 
us with the tremendous research 1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 
that we must develop. This re- 2. AND THEY CALLED HIS 
search can be done in your area NAME IMMANUEL, I AM 
and fomarded to us via fax or SANANDA 
mail. 3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL 

We are especially in need of the REMOVED 
legal knowledge of suspended, dis- 4. SpIm TO ECONOMIC 
barred or retired attorneys and are DISASTER 
desirous of establishing contact 5, FROM HERE TO ARMAGED- 
with those who are naturally DON 
“drawn” to the study and practice 
of Constitutional (Common) Law. 

6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN 

We urge you to contact us ifyou, 
FEET FROM HELL 

or someone you know, are avail- 7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 

able to perform such research for 9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS 

the Constitutional Law Center. 10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 

And again, we thank you for your 11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX 
12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE 

48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I 
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII 
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 
53. TANGLED WEBS VO. IX 
54. THE FUNNELS NECK 
55. MARCHING TO ZION 

tremendous support. 
Sincerely, 
Gene Dixon, Director 
Constitutional Law Center 
916-485-7901 

PHOENIX 
13. SKELETONS IN THE 
CLOSET 
14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE, 
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF 
THE PHOENIX 
15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITU- 
TION 
16. YOU CAN SLAY THE 
DRAGON 
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 
18. BLOOD AND ASHES 
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 
20. THE M0SSA.D CONNECTION 
21. CREATION, THE SACRED 
UNIVERSE 

‘HE PHOENIX L/BERAToR 

PHONE LINE 

805-822-0202 

Announcing a new ser- 
vice for our dedicated 
readers. Today’s Watch 
phone line will carry 
news and comments 
fromCommander 
Hatonn’s writings. This 
is our way of keeping 
you informed about 
breaking world events. 

The announcement ma- 
chine will answer after 2 
rings if there are any new 
messages for that day, 
and after 4 rings if not. 
In that way daily callers 
can hang up after 2 rings 
and save toll charges if 
no new message has 
been recorded. The mes- 
sage update(s), if any, 
occur by 6 PM PacificTime. 

EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES III 8s IV 
(BOOK) $15.00 
EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES v 86 VI 
(BOOK) $15.00 
EX 4. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES XIII 8a XIV 
(BOOK) $20.00 
EX 5. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES XV & XVI 
(BOOK) $25.00 

FOR INP’ORMATION ABOUT 
ANY JOURIIALS OR BOOKS 
MENTIONED IIP THIS NEWS- 
PAPER, PLEASE CONTACT: 

Amerka West Rddishers, 
a Nevada corporation 

P.O. Box 2208 
Carson City, Nevada, 89702 

l-800-7294131 

23. BURNT OFFERINGS 

or 
THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, INC. 
2810 W. Charleston Blvd. Suite G6723 

EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES I 86 II (BOOK) 
$15.00 

24. SHROUDS OF THE SEV- 
ENTH SEAL 
25. THE BITTER COMMUNION 
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY 

ANY NAME: KHAZARS 
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR- 
OWNER MANUAL 
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM 
29. END OF THE MASQUERADE 
38. THE DARK CHARADE 
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II 
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A 
PLANET--ZIONISM 18 RACISM 

Las Vegas, NV 89102 
1-800-800-5565 

(Mastercard, VISA, Discover) 

SHIPPING CHARGES: 
USA (uuxpt Alaska & Irlawaig 

UPS&. 75 1st tale, $. 75 ea add7 

Boo~.50 1st tttle, $1.00 ea add1 

FHoti@3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add? 

ALASKA LxaWAn 
Bookmte-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add1 

Jvidt&3.40 1st me, $1.00 ea add? 

UPS 2nd da&m0 1st title, $l.OOaaddl 

-ABNANUCO 
swfaoe-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add’1 

Airbook&. 1st title, $2.00 ea add’l 

FOREIGN 

~~.oo 1st Hue, $1.50 ea add? 

Airbook-$B.OO per Me estimate 

Please allow S-8 weeks fbr deli- 
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l-800-800-5565. Subscriptionratesare: 
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$80 (Canada/Mexico); $110 (Foreign). 
Subscribers: Expiration date ap 
pears on right side of mailing label. 
Guautitv Subscriutions: $97.50 for 25 
copies of 13 issues; $135. for 50 copies 
of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100 copies, 
of 13 issues (US); $500 for 100 copies 
of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for 100 
copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid 
Continental US. Alaska, HI., Canada, 
Mexico and Foreign, call or write for 
shipping charges. 
SiuglecopiesofbaclcissuesofTHE 
PHOENIX LIBERATOR or EX- 
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